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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCfION
1.1 TECHNICAL AND SCIENTIFIC IN"TEREST IN GaN
The electronics revolution began with the invention of the transistor by 1. Bardeen,
W. Brattain and W. Shockley in 1947.1 This Nobel-Prize-winning invention arguably
has had a profound and transforming impact on our every-day lives, as reflected in the
countless items of technology~ellularphones, wrist watches, computers, traffic lights,
faxes, photocopiers, televisions, and even "smarter" washing machines and automobiles:
the list is endless!-which we routinely take for granted. Indeed, had it not been for the
advent of the transistor, and the electronics revolution which it spawned, our very way
of life at the end of the 20th century would be difficult to imagine.
Technological advancement in the field of electronics is a never-ending process.
The interplay betwee!1 science and technology plays a crucial role in support of these
improvements. The scientific community always looks for novel devices, new structures
that might be put to use, and new materials with which to produce these new structures.
The age of the transistor and its revolutionary applications have generated a growing
interest in intensive semiconductor research. The search for the ideal semiconductor
tailored to certain applications is far from over.
Today transistors are largely Si-based devices. Other semiconductor devices, such
as light-emitting diodes (LED), laser diodes (LD), and electromagnetic radiation detec-
tors, require different material properties. LEDs emitting in the visible range are made
from AlGaAs (red), GaP (green), and SiC (blue). The efficiency of red diodes, about
15 %, yields a good brightness for the emitted light.2 The conventional GaP and SiC
solutions for green and blue light on the other hand, only yield efficiencies between
0.1 % and 0.2 %.2 It is in this range of the visible spectrum, and up to the lower ultra
..-
2violet (UV) spectrum, where nitrides recommend themselves ~ a new resource for pow-
erful light emitting structures. At this time, blue nitride-based LEOs are commercially
available, and an increasing number of blue LDs are reported in several laboratories.3
t.l.l CURRENT INTEREST
The interest in nitride semiconductor materials is fueled by the prospect of com-
mercially viable products, which are sought for by the electronics industry. LEDs and
LDs in the upper visible range and the UV spectrum are within reach of general com-
mercial exploitation in full color displays (use of LEOs) and readout of high density
optical storage media (use of short wavelength LOs).
InN, AlN, and GaN are direct band gap materials, which form a complete series
of ternary alloys. The energy gaps of 1.geV (InN), 3.4eV (GaN), and 6.2eV (AIN)
make it possible to span the entire visible spectrum and even extend well into the UV
range with various alloy compositions of the three materials.2 The emitted wavelengths
of nitride devices are freely tunable by design from 200 nm up to 650 nm. A wide
range of optoelectronic applications readily emerge, including visible light emitters in
the formerly barely obtainable green and blue parts of the spectrum.4 Other applications
include LOss, solar-blind UV detectors6, and high-power high-temperature devices.7,8
The availability of blue and green InGaN LEDs has already lead to the production
of large outdoor full color displays, traffic lights, and full color scanners.3,9 Solar-blind
UV photodetectors find applications in space exploration and monitoring of high tem-
perature furnaces in production processes. IO Combined with an UV-LEO, UV photode-
tectors enable lithography and pollution monitoring.2
Because of its large energy gap and thermal stability, GaN is suitable for high-
frequency, high-power, and high-energy electronic applications. GaN based field effect
transistors (FET) operate at temperatures up to 350 0c.2 Such high temperature electron-
ics certainly are asked for in the automobile and aerospace industry. The high break-
down voltage of the material invites high-power pulsed operation of GaN based devices,
d . 2such as radar systems an ITllcrowave ovens.
31.1.2 MATERIAL PROPERTIES
In the introductory remarks, already the bandgap properties of AIN, GaN, and
InN have been mentioned. It is worthwhile to further explore the physical and chemical
material properties of the three nitride materials under study.
The very small covalent radius of the N-atom (0.7 A) compared to other group
V elements (1.1 A for P, 1.18 A for As, and 1.36A for Sb) is the reason for the com-
paratively small lattice parameters of the nitrides.ll These in turn, provide the large
bond energies in the three compounds (2.28 eV for AIN, 1.93 eV for InN, and 2.2eV for
GaN), which explain the high melting points of the materials.12 The high melting tem-
peratures make it difficult to grow bulk crystals by the usual Czochralski method and
its variations. Small hexagonal plates of GaN have been grown from a Ga solution in a
high pressure N atmosphere, but are not commonly available. i3 This is the reason for the
use of sapphire as the substrate for epitaxial growth of GaN and its alloys. The result-
ing strain state of the epitaxial thin film complicates sample characterization and device
production considerably. The thermodynamically stable lattice structure for all three
nitrides is the wurtzite structure, although GaN has reportedly been grown epitaxially in
a zinc biende structure as well. 12
1.1.3 HISTORY OF NITRIDE RESEARCH
The beginnings of group ill nitride research date back to about 1970. The first
GaN growth experiments were done by halide vapor phase epitaxy (HVPE), a technique
used for GaAs growth during the 196Os. Gallium chloride (GaCI3) was used as a source
for Ga and ammonia (NH3) as a source for N. A fast growth rate allowed for films
100/-Lm thick or more, which was necessary to "grow out" the defective influence of a
highly mismatched sapphire substrate.14
A problem of the early GaN material grown was the apparently inherent n-type
doping the film underwent during growth. Even without any deliberate effort to intro-
duce a dopant, n-type doping levels of 1018 _1020 cm-3 were observed.2 The cause for
4growing n-type crystals was assumed to be N vacancies. New studies indicate that 0
and Si impurities may be responsible. IS
Although basic characterizations of GaN and its alloys have been carried out dur-
ing the 1970s, device fabrication was out of reach because of the inability to grow p_type
material. All attempts using Mg, Be, Zn, and Cd acceptors failed. Only the arrival of
novel growth techniques devised a solution. In the late 1980s metal organic vapor depo-
sition (MOCYD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques were applied to group
III nitride growth.
In order to overcome the misfit problems with the sapphire substrate, buffer layer
growth between substrate and active GaN layer was introduced.16,IT Finally, p-type dop-
ing was achieved using MOCYD and Mg as the dopant, and after-growth expulsion of
hydrogen, which is thought to form complexes with Mg and thereby neutralizing its ac-
ceptor capability.18,19 Using MBE, no after-growth processing is necessary since without
the use of organic compounds no hydrogen is introduced into the growth process.20
Today controlled n-doping is readily achieved by incorporating Si during MOCYD
or MBE growth. This makes it possible to grow p-n junctions and take the next step
towards device fabrication. As mentioned above, LEOs are already commercially avail-
able, and LDs on their way to reach the same perfection.
1.2 CONTRIBUTION OF THIS THESIS
This thesis has been written with two main goals in mind. First, a comprehensive
summary of the theory of X-ray diffraction from an experimental point of view shall be
given. This includes the connection of the theory with the experiment, and the descrip-
tion of the use of the experimental setup and its limitations. Secondly, the measurement
performed on a variety of GaN and InGaN epitaxial thin film samples shall be presented
and interpretations of the resulting scans shall be given.
Over the course of the foHowing chapters it will become clear that X-ray diffrac-
tion is one of the most powerful tools for semiconductor crystal characterization in
general, and for epitaxial thin films in particular. Information obtained includes film
composition, uniformity, thickness, strain, and crystalline perfection.
5With the instrument of X-ray diffraction at hand, a rt:lultitude of experimental
results have been extracted from different sets of samples. The most striking findings
concern a hardly ever observed asymmetry in the w/2B-scan curves of good MBE-grown
GaN thin films on sapphire, and the superlattice interface quality dependence on n-
type Si doping in a MOCVD-grown InGaN/GaN/AIGaN multi quantum well (MQW)
structure. The latter result will also be reported elsewhere.57
Further observations include the verification of Vegard's law on MOCVD-grown
InGaN thin films, and an investigation of vicinal tilt in GaN epitaxial film on ZnO sub-
strate samples.
Computer programs have beeri" devised to facilitate the simulation of X-ray
diffraction curves, and to calculate material properties from peak positions of superlat-
tice diffractions. The simulation program does not have a commercial equivalent since
no commercial program concerns itself with the calculation of specifically hexagonal
lattice structures, including off-axis reflections.
1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THIS THESIS
The organization of this thesis is straightforward. This introductory chapter i
followed by Chap. 2, which will describe a number of aspects relevant to X-ray diffrac-
tion theory. Starting with Bragg's equation, the kinematical theory will be developed.
Next, a brief overview over the dynamical approach to X-ray diffraction is given. Stre s
and strain are mentioned to the degree of usefulness to the experiment. A number of
equations concerning the characterization of superlattice scans are derived. Finally, the
kinematical theory is put to use in form of a computer simulation of a scan.
Chapter 3 introduces the experimental setup. It describes the Philips material re-
search diffractometer (MRD), which has been used to obtain the data for this study.
Experimental possibilities and limits are demonstrated, and a detailed description of the
different scans and their respective interpretation is given.
In Chap. 4 the various sets of samples characterized and the according experi-
mental results are presented. The sample sets include MBE-grown GaN on sapphire or
6ZnO single layer samples. MOCVD-grown InGaN single layers on sapphire. MOCVD-
grown InGaN/GaNlAlGaN MQW on sapphire samples. and InGaN/GaN superJattices
grown by MBE on sapphire.
A summary of the presented information is given in Chap. 5. The appendices
describe the software created necessary for data interpretation and X-ray diffraction
simulation.
CHAPTER 2
THEORY OF X-RAY DIFFRACTION FROM
CRYSTALS
2.1 OVERVIEW
When an X-ray beam is incident upon a crystal, some portion of the incident
radiation is scattered. This prediction made by M. von Laue led to the first recording
of an X-ray pattern on a photographic plate by W. Fredrich and P. Knipping in 1912.21
When W. H. and W. L. Bragg did their first X-ray scattering experiments on crystals in
1913 they discovered characteristic scattering patterns. The explanation given, though
unphysical even at the time'", proved very useful for the empirical study of crystals via
X-ray diffraction.
Bragg's equation is derived from the assumption that the crystal can be seen as
a set of specular, equidistant planes [Fig. 2.1, p.8]. Each plane reflects part of the
incident X-ray beam. Constructive interference between electromagnetic wave of each
reflection creates a reflected signal. For a large number of planes even a tiny change
from this condition will yield no appreciable reflected signal. Therefore the condition
for reflection is tied to the X-ray beam path difference, as seen in Fig. 2.1. The well
known Bragg equation,
(2.1)
states that an integral number of X-ray wavelengths). has to equal the X-ray beam path
difference 2d sin 8, where d denotes the distance between specular planes, and edefines
the Bragg angle fulfilling the constructive interference condition.
*It had been widely accepted in 1913 that any material consists of atoms. No one
ever advocated planes as the buildlng material for matter.
7

9Despite its simple derivation, Eq. (2.1) still is a comfortable starting point for more
sophisticated approaches, namely the kinematical and the dynamical X-ray diffraction
theories. After a brief discussion of physical effects within a crystal which make Bragg's
simple specular plane picture work, the development and application of both kinematical
and dynamical theories shall be undertaken in the remaining sections of this chapter.
First the kinematical theories will be derived, then an introductory overview over the
dynamical approach is given. Finally, a simulation comparison between the two theories
will show the applicability of the kinematical theory for the samples studied in this work.
2.2 PHYSICAL ORIGIN OF DIFFRACTION
A number of competing effects occur, when X-rays enter maller [Fig.2.2, p. 10].
A monochromatic, narrow X-ray beam is transmitted, scattered, and absorbed all at
the same time by a piece of matter in its path. In the case of a crystal, this matter is
higWy ordered, and coherent scattering patterns can be observed. Incoherent (diffuse)
scattering produces background X-ray radiation. Absorption produces heat and loosely
bound electrons.
X-rays passing through a crystal induce a dipole moment, inducing a nearby
tightly bound electron to radiate a spherical electromagnetic wave of the ame frequency
as the incident X-ray beam. This is elastic or coherent scattering. Only coherent scatter-
ing produces diffraction patterns, since phase relations between scatterers and incident
X-ray beam on the one hand, and phase relations between various scatterers within the
crystal on the other hand are kept constant during the process.
The coherent diffraction pattern is influenced by inelastic, incoherent scattering
effects. The Compton scattering process affects loosely bound electrons by transporting
momentum from an X-ray photon to the electron. This collision leaves the X-ray photon
with an arbitrary phase and a longer wavelength. Therefore constructive interference
between these diffusely scattered X-ray photons does not take place. However, the
more loosely the electrons of the crystal material are bound (or, following from that,
the smaller the atoms of the elements in the crystal), the bigger the intensity loss for
10
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beam
flourescent
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coherent
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Figure 2.2. Effects Caused by X-Rays in a Crystal: Coherently scattered X-rays re-
sult in the characteristic diffraction pattern of the cry tal. Incoherently
scattered X-ray photons and recoiled electrons are due to the Compton
effect. Additionally, X-ray absorption also results in the release of pho-
toelectric and Auger electrons. The latter are ejected by characteristic
X-ray radiation originating within the atoms of the crystal, which is pro-
voked by the incoming X-ray beam. Phonon a sisted processe cau e
heating. Fluorescence effects are present.
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the diffraction pattern. The electron mayor may not (phonon assisted Compton effect)
leave the atom.
Another inelastic effect is photoelectric absorption. Electrons are excited from one
atomic shell to another (K, L, M, ... ), or ejected from the atom entirely, by an X-ray
photon. Photoelectric absorption depends on the X-ray wavelength A, becoming greater
for higher incident X-ray energies. The minimal absorption condition is A :::; AKa'
where AKa denotes a wavelength corresponding to a photon energy necessary to excite
an electron from the innennost atomic shell K to tbe very next energy state on shell
L (absorption edge). The magnitude of this effect depends on the number of inner
electrons. Hence, heavier atoms are more affected than lighter ones. Again, intensity
loss for the diffraction pattern follows. The electron mayor may not leave the atom. The
photoelectric effect may include the emission of fluorescent X-rays and the assistance
ofphonons.
So far, only electrons have been considered. Atomic nuclei do not scatter X-rays
coherently. The X-ray energy is to low. However, since the nucleus is positively charged,
a dipole moment is induced by passing X-rays. The mass of the nucleus prohibits ap-
preciable contribution to the much bigger signal put out by the surrounding electrons.
Yet another, virtual particle species has to be considered. Phonon , which con-
stitute normal modes of atomic motion within the crystal lattice, can scatter X-ray ,
when X-ray photons interact with individual nuclei. Like inelastic electron scattering,
a collision between an X-ray photon and a lattice phonon results in momentum tran -
fer. Unlike the limited number of states available for electrons within an atom, phonons
have a quasi unlimited number of states to "choose" from. Phonon energies are compar-
atively small, so that only relatively small changes in wavelength are to be seen in the
X-ray photons. If an X-ray photon is absorbed by the nucleus, fluorescent X-rays may
be reemitted. In either case, the X-ray photon phase information is lost.
The Compton effect, photoelectric absorption, and phonon scattering, are diffuse
scattering processes contributing to the material specific linear absorption coefficient J.L
of the crystal
Ji = IJ.compton + Jiphotoefl"ect + Jiphonon' (2.2)
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Without differentiating between the underlying effects, experiment show that the de-
crease in scattered X-ray intensity I is proportional to passed material thickness X 26 :
-dI
-1- = J.Ldx (2.3)
or
(2.4)
The linear absorption coefficient J.L* is material specific. The penetration depth p is
defined as the distance the X-ray beam has to travel within a crystal, after which the
original intensity 10 is reduced [0 Ie = Iale, or
1Ie = Ioe-~P ==> p = -. (2.5)
J.L
If constructive interference occurs between the elastic scatterers of the crystal, the pen-
etration depth is limited by another process not taken into account in Eg. (2.5). Back-
scattering from the oscillating electrons will interfere destructively with the incident X-
ray beam, reducing the penetration depth given by Eq. (2.5) by an order of magnitude. 27
Nevertheless, Eq. (2.5) is a convenient way to include absorption in the kinematical
theory, which otherwise neglects absorption effects completely.
2.3 KINEMATICAL THEORY
Let us leave the picture of specular planes presented in the introductory section
of this chapter. and introduce the more physical kinematical approach to the problem of
X-ray scattering. In kinematical theory only elastic scattering is considered. The other
physical effects discussed in the previous section will be taken into account with the
dynamical theory.
2.3.1 VON LAUE SCATTERING GEOMETRY
When an X-ray photon passes near an electron the electromagnetic wave E j =
Eoeik-ui, corresponding to an X-ray photon with wave vector k, it induces a dipole mo-
ment affecting the electron. The electron at position iii will oscillate and send out a
*The mass absorption coefficient J.LI p is the one usually tabulated.31 p is the mass
density of the material.
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spherical, dissipative electromagnetic wave with wave vector f' [Fig. 2.3, p.14]. If
measured at detector position R, the amplitude of the scattered wave wiJl be:
eik'.(R-Ui)
E - ex: E· --:_~--
e J I(R - ui)1 (2.6)
This is the scattering amplitude produced by a single electron due to elastic
scattering.23 No absorption takes place and the energy is conserved within the scattering
process. Let us consider two electrons at two lattice sites within a crystal. Two scatter-
ing sites constitute the simplest case of a von Laue scattering geometry. Figure 2.4 on
p. 15 shows two point scatterers separated by a displacement d. Bragg's constructive
interference condition now can be rewritten as
mA = Idl cosO + Idl cosO' l (2.7)
where m is an integer. If vector notation is applied, the same equation transforms to
(
~ ~ I )
- n n
mA = d If1- Ik'i l (2.8)
where n and iL' are unit vectors along k and k', respectively. Because of energy con-
servation If1= I,PI· Using this and the definition of the wave vectors, Ikl = 21'1/ A,
Eg. (2.8) becomes d-· (k - k') = 2ml'l. Defining the scattering vector
and applying the exponential function on either side of d· (k - k') = 2ml'l yield
exp(iK .d) = 1 .
(2.9)
(2.10)
Eg. (2.10) is von Laue's diffraction condition. Before it can be applied to the summation
of electronic scattering amplitudes, Eg. (2.6), the concept of reciprocal pace has to be
introduced.
2.3.2 RECIPROCAL SPACE
In order to develop the theory further it is necessary to introduce the concept of
reciprocal space. An X-ray diffraction pattern maps out the Fourier transform of the real
oo o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Figure 2.3. Electronic Scattering Geometry: An electron at iii within the electronic
s!Iell of atom j scatters the X-ray photon k in direction of the detector at
R.
15
o
o
o
o o
~
K
o
o
o o
Figure 2.4. von Laue Scattering Geometry~ Two point scatterers a distance dhkl apart
reflect the incoming X-ray k in all directions. Because of interference
between spherical waves originating at all point scatterers of the crystal,
the only surviving direction is k'. The scattering vector j( is defined as
j( = k' - k.
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space electron density.30 The electron number density n(f), de,pending on the real space
vector r, is periodic along each crystal axis:
n(r+ T) = n(f), (2.11)
where the vector T describes a translation from one real space lattice point to another.
The Fourier transform of the electron number density may be written as
n(i) = L nrC) exp(iG· i).
c
(2.12)
The electron number density is non-zero only at lattice points. The factors n(C) are the
Fourier series coefficients. The vectors
(2.13)
define reciprocal lattice points. The integers h, k, 1are referred to as Miller indices for
sets of planes perpendicular to G and planar distance d = 211" /IGhkd. 22 ,23 The vectors
bl , b2 , b3 are the reciprocal lattice basis vectors defined by
(2.14)
with al, a2, a3 representing the real space lattice basis vectors. V = al . (a2 x a3) is the
volume of a unit cell. Figure 2.5 on p. 17 shows real space and reciprocal space lattice
vectors for the so defined hexagonal unit cell. Using Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.14) and the
translation vector j = Wl al +W2 a2 +W3 a3 , it is easily shown that the scattering vector
R defined in Eq. (2.9) can be replaced by the reciprocallaaice vector G.
With the above and Eq. (2.12), Eq. (2.11) now may be rewritten as
n(r+ T) = L nrC) exp(iG . f) exp(iG . T).
r.
(2.15)
This is correct because G . t = 211" m and exp(iG . T) = 1 with m integer. The last
expression, exp(iG . T) = 1, may be chosen as definition for reciprocal lattice vectors.
Comparison with Eq. (2.10) reveals the identity G = R. It follows as a neccessary
condition that the scattering vector R has to be a reciprocal space vector for the case of
constructive interference.
c17
2n/a
----,--..-:::::: .
a3
b3 2n/c
real space reciprocal space
Figure 2.5. Hexagonal Unit Cell: The reciprocal space counterpart to the real space
hexagonal unit cell is a hexagonal cell, too. Lengths in reciprocal space
are given in reciprocal units. The factor 27f depends on the Fourier trans-
formation.
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2.3.3 DERIVATION OF BRAGG'S EQUATION
Another, simpler expression for the reflection condition than the one given with
Eq. (2.10) can be found by applying reciprocal space results. We will derive Bragg's
equation: if only elastic scattering is considered, the incoming and diffracted X-ray
beams must have the same energy, Ikl = WI· It has been shown in the previous section
that the scattering vector is a reciprocal lattice vector. Using Eq. (2.9) gives If + 01 =
1f'1. Squaring this yields 2k· G+ IGI 2 = O. If Gis a reciprocal lattice vector in an
infinite crystal, -G is, too. An alternative expression for the diffraction condition then
is
(2.16)
This equation can be rewritten by applying the planar distance d = 211" /IGhkd, the defi-
nition of the X-ray wave vector Ikl = 211"/ A, and inspection of Fig. 2.4 on p. 15, which
shows the relation k· G= IkllGI sin e. Using these three relations Eq. (2.16) transforms
itself into the earlier introduced Bragg equation, Eq. (2.1): 2(211"/A) sin e= 211"/dhkl , or
simplified
2d sin e= rnA.
The integer m may be inserted because h, k, l may contain a common integral factor
m. The factor m accounts for path differences between incident and reflected X-ray
beam equal to rnA. This is equivalent to having equidistant virtual planes in between
reciprocal lattice planes.
It is necessary to calculate the planar spacing d = 211"IIGI of the hexagonal plane
set (hkl). A straightforward calculation using the definition for the reciprocal space
basis vectors bi in Eq. (2.14), and the definition of the reciprocal space vector 0 in
Eq. (2.13), the result for d can be shown to be26
1 4 l2
-2 = -2 (h2 + hk + k2 ) + 2' (2.17)d 3 a c
2.3.4 RELATIVE DIFFRACfED INTENSITY
For a geometry where the detector is far away from the sample, and covers only a
small solid angle, the approximations R II f/, and IR - uil ~ R can be made [Fig. 2.3,
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p. 14]. Eq. (2.6) then transforms into
E ( 1 if'.i?) -ik'·ii€-ex: - -e e .e ) R . (2.18)
This is a plane wave, as can be seen by inserting Ej = Eoeik-iij. Now the scattering
vector K = k' - k [Eq. (2.9)] can be identified and introduced into the equation,
(
1 .-, -) -~ -
€e- ex: Eo R e~k.R e-~K ·Uj . (2.19)
If Z electrons, numbered by the index i, surround the nucleus of atom j, iii has to be
replaced by 17i = fj + Wji where fj denotes the position of nucleus j and Wji holds the
positions of the electrons i around nucleus j:
(electrons)
~ -iK.(r+w-)
€atomj ex: ~ e J J'.
i
(2.20)
Now a switch can be made from the sum over the electrons i within atom j, to a volume
integral multiplied with the electron number density nj (fj + Wij) of atom j:
1 dV ( - -) -iK.(r+w-),ct -ex: n-r·+w--e] J.La om) ))~) .all space
Eg. (2.21) defines the atomic form factor Ij of atom j:
Ij = r dVnj (P'Je-iK-(p))
Jallspace
(2.21)
(2.22)
where pdenotes a real space vector measured from a chosen origin (nj (P'J certainly does
not depend on a given coordinate system). The atomic form factors Ij of the atoms in
the crystal lattice unit cell describe the relative contributions each atom makes to the
reflected intensity. Interference within the atom defines the contributions made by dif-
ferent atomic species. For the simplest approximation of a spherical electron distribution
around the nucleus the angular integration of the volume integral may be carried out22 :
roo 2 sin GrIi = 41T J
o
drr nj(r) Gr (2.23)
This gives a hint at the general shape of form factor functions as seen in Fig. 2.6 on
p.20. Atomic form factors are usually given as functions dependent on the wavelength
dependent argument sin eI A, which is proportional to the reciprocal lattice vector IGhkll·
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Figure 2.6. Fitting Atomic Form Factors: The kinematical computer simulation used
in this study fit
the atomic form factor with a third-degree polynomial by the method
of least squares. a) In: !In = -1.85x3 + 27.55x2 - 63.12x + 49.69,
b) Ga: ICa = -5.23x3 + 29.97x2 - 47.63x + 31.47, c) AI:
IAI -5.13x3 + 16.13x2 - 21.89x + 12.97, and d) N fit:
IN = -6.90x3 + 20.09x2 - 18.84x + 7.18 .
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The magnitude of Ij is proportional to the number of electro~s in the respective atom.
Forward scattering yields a maximum intensity since all electrons within the atom are
oscillating in phase. As the angle increases, increasing path differences of the same
order of magnitude as the diameter of the atom arise.
If a sum over the atoms of the crystallographic basis is introduced to Eg. (2.20),
the result is the scattering amplitude of the basis
(basis atoms) _ Z ~
'""' e-iK .rj '\' e-iK,wji.
cbasis ex: L.J L.J
j i
(2.24)
Switching to an integral again, the definition for the structure factor S comes out to be
5 = 1 dVn(i!Je-iK-p,
unit cell
(2.25)
where n(i!J = L;basisatoms) nj(i!J is the electronic number density of the whole unit cell.
Applying the expression for the form factor in Eq. (2.21) to the above, the definition of
the structure factor S (G), with G= K as seen before, is given by22,23
56 = L!J exp( -iGhk1 . fj).
j
(2.26)
The Miller indices in Ghk1 define the set of planes from which the beam i scattered.
If the positions of the atoms in the unit cell fj = Xj al '+ Yj a2 + Zj a3 are known, the
structure factor takes the form
S(hkl) = L Ij exp[-i21f(hxj + kYi + lZj)].
j
(2.27)
Inspection of Eq. (2.27) reveals that, fulfilling Bragg's specular plane condition alone
does not necessarily yield constructive interference. Only after the summation over all
atoms of the basis is carried out, it can be seen, if or if not the plane set (hkl) will reflect
X-rays. If the sum is zero, reflection from the plane set is forbidden.
Now, for a multilayer thin film epitaxial structure, the reflected amplitude A has
to be calculated by first multiplying the basis structure factor 5(hkl) with the number
of atomic layers (monolayers) N of the first epitaxial layer:
N
Al = L 5(hkl) exp( -ilklnd).
n=l
(2.28)
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Then the scattering amplitude A2 of the next epitax.ial layer is calculated in the same
way, except it is multiplied by a phase factor exp(ilklNd) to account for the X-ray
beam phase after passing through the first epitaxial layer. For j layers of epitax.ial thin
film the total amplitude will be:
(2.29)
where the thicknesses Xi refer to the respective epitaxial film layers. The epitaxial layer
amplitude Alayers in a last step needs to be combined with the reflected amplitude of the
underlying substrate. The substrate material constitutes a film so thick, that absorption
effects can be no longer ignored. To find the substrate amplitude As we have to combine
Eq. (2.28) and Eq. (2.4),
00
As = L S(hkl) exp(-ilkln d - J.L n d).
n=l
Using the result of the infinite geometric series as well as J.L = lip gives
1
As = S(hkl) _
1 - exp( -i/kld - 1. d)p
Finally the total scattered intensity Itotal is given by the square of the amplitude:
I - (A + A e-i1k!(Xl+X 2+"+Xj))2total - layer s s .
(2.30)
(2.31)
(2.32)
This result is proportional to the photon count rate given by the detector of the experi-
mental setup.
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2.4 DYNAMICAL THEORY
The more physically complete dynamical theory of X-ray scattering from a crystal
yields more reliable results than the kinematical approach in every aspect of the simu-
lation process. For the simulation of X-ray scattering of high quality crystals there is
no alternative to this method.27 Dynamical theory takes into account multiple scattering,
the small deviation of the refractive index from unity, and the various absorption effects
discussed earlier (Section 2.2).
The concept for the dynamical theory was originally developed by Darwin, Ewald
and von Laue. 32 -34 Prins modified the formalism to include absorption effects.35
The kinematical theory only considers the radiative response of each individual
atom of the crystal to the primary, incident X-ray beam, and sums up the various re-
sponses. The dynamical theory describes the interaction of emitted electromagnetic
waves from each atom not only with the incident beam, but also with electromagnetic
fields created by all the other atoms in the lattice. The collective scattering of all atoms
creates a wave field. This wave field then describes the scattering of the atoms, the mul-
tiwave scattering or secondary scattering between the atoms, and the interaction of the
diffracted waves with the refracted incident beam.
In the original Darwin-Ewald-Laue formulation the exact solution of a wave field
excited within the crystal is approached in a series of iterations. The incident wave is
Xi = L cfWf(f),
k
where wavevector k is slightly varied within the Bloch functions 22
(2.33)
(2.34)
where uf(f) = uf(i + T) has the period of the crystal lattice. The Bloch functions
represent the solution to the Schrodinger equation within a periodic crystal. 22,27 A sum
of incident wave field Xi and scattered wave field Xsc with a slight amplitude and phase
difference yields the resulting diffraction pattern*. The solution is self consistent.
*This is the Pendellosung: German for pendulum solution - in accordance with the
phase modulation solution of two or more harmonic oscillators
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Commercial scattering simulation software almost exclusively uses another dy-
namical theory formalism developed by Takagi and Taupin.36- 38 To date, simulation
software is only available for cubic crystal systems. The Takagi-Taupin formalism is
equivalent to the Darwin-Prins formalism for continuous crystal media.39
The simplest case of the dynamical Takagi-Taupin formalism is given with a two
beam (incident and diffracted) approximation. The coefficients of the sum representing
the excited wave field within the crystal, vary with depth z. The Takagi-Taupin equa-
tions governing the relation between incoming wave amplitude Ai and scattered wave
amplitude A sc are27
(2.35)
i>"ti oAi
----
rr dz (2.36)
The following notations have been used: r e is the classical electron radius, V is the
volume of a unit cell, Shkl is the structure factor of a unit cell. The value of C depends
on the polarization of the incoming X-ray beam: C = 1 if the X-ray E-field is polarized
perpendicularly to the incident plane (a-polarization); C = Icos 28Broggl if the X-ray
E-field is polarized parallel to the incident plane (rr-polarization). The incident plane is
defined by the incident and reflected wave vectors k and k'. By choosing the waves Ai
and A sc along k and k' respectively, the reflecting set of planes (hkl) is defined.
Now define the complex variables X, 'T/, and T with the direction cosines "'Ii, "'14 as
shown in Fig. 2.7 on p. 25 27 :
X= (2.37)
TJ = -tdts (8 - Bhkl ) sin 28hk1 - !(re>..2/rrV) Sooo (1 - ,;/'s)
JI"'IdtsIC(re>"2/rrV)jShklShkl ' (2.38)
(2.39)
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Figure 2.7. Bragg scattering geometry (Asymmetrical): The distance a + b is the X-ray
wave path difference between two planes [(1)+(2)] a distance dhkl apart.
8hkl is the Bragg angle. The cosines of the angles WI and W2 indicate the
instrument orientation with respect to the Bragg planes. They define the
direction cosines 'Y1 = ~ cos WI and 'Y~ = ~ cos W2. ¢ denotes the angle
between the set of planes (hkl) and the sample surface. The vectors n
and 8 are the hkl plane and surface normals, respectively.
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The angular dependence of the wave amplitude now is, found within TJ. The de-
viation parameter 7] is given with respect to the Bragg position Bh1c1 • Sooo denotes the
structure factor at the origin of reciprocal space. In the expression for T, which is a
collection of various aspects of the scattering geometry, x stands for the thickness of
a layer the scattering takes place in. Taking advantage of the above definitions a sim-
pler differential equation. depending on the wave amplitude ratio A,elAi as given in X
[Eq. (2.37)] can be obtained27 :
dX 2 X
-i dT = X - 27] + 1.
The solution of (2.40) for finite crystal thickness x is27
I 2 B1 + B2
Xx = 7] + V TJ - I B B'1 - 2
with
(2.40)
(2.41)
(2.42)
This would be a sufficient result for one epitaxial. thin layer. In reality the substrate
material and multiple layers would have to be considered. For x ~ 00 the solution
becomes27
X oo = TJ - sign(Re(TJ)) /7]2 - 1. (2.43)
(2.44)
(2.45)
The final step is finding the reflected intensity depending on the Bragg parameter
(). For one layer the reflectivity R only depends on the incoming and diffracted waves
and their respective direction cosines27 ,25
R I" IA,e 12single = "Ii . i
One can transform the above considering Eq. (2.37) and gets27
Shkl 2
Rsingle = S ·IXI·
hkl
This result describes the reflectivity (normalized intensity) of an epitaxial thin film de-
pending on the deviation parameter 1}, where 1} depends on the angular deviation from
the Bragg angle [Eq. (2.38)].
The model for a complete multilayer heterostructure involves the introduction of
boundary conditions for every interface, which makes the calculation a very elaborate
exercise which will not be undertaken here.
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2.5 STRESS AND STRAIN
Stress is a force per area c~using strain in a solid body. The six independent
stresses acting on a volume element are shown in Fig. 2.8 (a) on p. 28.23 For sufficiently
small stress and strain the relation between stress a and strain t. is linear, and the pro-
portionality factor C is the stiffness constant,27 For hexagonal symmetry the relation
between stress and stiffness is given by
axx Cn C12 C13 0 0 0 t.xx
ayy C12 Cn 0 13 0 0 0 t.1I11
azz 0 13 C13 0 33 0 0 0 t.zz (2.46)
ayz 0 0 0 0 44 0 0 t.yz
azx 0 0 0 0 0 44 0 Ezx
axy 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 Exy
For samples studied here, the applied stress will be biaxial, parallel to the sample sur-
face, caused by a lattice mismatch between substrate and epitaxial layer. There is no
stress in the growth direction:
(2.47)
Perpendicular to the growth direction (z-direction) the x and y directions are equivalent
by symmetry:
(2.48)
With no stress in z-direction and no preferred stress direction in-plane, there is no shear
force acting on a un.it volume, hence
ayz = azx = axy = t.yx = Ezx = t.xy = O. (2.49)
The definition of hexagonal epitaxial strain of a thin film grown on a substrate
involves the in-plane lattice parameter a, and the growth direction lattice parameter C. 27
The substrate does not change its lattice parameters, whereas the film does, and thus the
film experiences strain:
a
substrate layer
o - ao
t.xx = f YII = alayer
o
(2.50)
a)
x
z
o-zz b)
O"yy
Y
fully strained relaxed
28
c)
fully strained relaxed
Figure 2.8. Stress and Strain: a) Stresses acting torque free on a unit volume defined
as force per area, b) fully strained and relaxed epitaxial films in general,
and c) for GaN on sapphire in particular.
(2.51)
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and
layer layer
Cstrained - Co
Ezz == layer
Co
where the index 0 denotes the fully relaxed value.
With the above equation it is now possible to calculate the changed lattice param-
eters of a fully strained thin film. While the in plane lattice parameter will take on the
same value as the substrate parameter, the change in dayer depends on the elastic stiff-
ness constants of the film material. By means of straight forward algebra Eq. (2.47) and
Eq. (2.48) yield the definition for the "tetragonal" distortion Et:
Ezz 2C13
Et == -- == --.
Exx C33 (2.52)
With the definition for Ezz, Eg. (2.51), the result for the distorted lattice parameter
layer .
Cst rained IS
layer
Cstrained
(2.53)
For most experimental purposes it is common practice to give strains in growth
direction, fl' and in plane direction, Ell, relative to the relaxed substrate lattice parame-
ters:
and
a~ayer _ a~ubstrate
Ell == asubstrate
o
layer _ clayer
Co strained
E.l == layer
Cstrained
(2.54)
(2.55)
where Ell is referred to as biaxial strain. Relations between the two definitions follow
immediately:
and
asubstrate
Exx == (Ell + 1) 0 layer - 1
ao
clayer
E == (E + 1) strained - 1 .
zz .1 layer
Co
(2.56)
(2.57)
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2.6 SUPERLATTICE ANALYSIS
From superlattice diffraction patterns such as the one shown in Fig. 2.11 on p.41,
a wealth of information about the sample can be extracted. The positions of the vari-
ous peaks, the full widths at half maximum (FWHM), and the relative intensities allow
conclusions to be drawn about lattice constants, layer thicknesses, material composition
and its variation, interface roughness and grading, interdiffusion, and strains within the
layers. 27
2.6.1 QUALITATIVE VIEW
When an incident X-ray beam is scattered by a superlattice structure, the resulting
diffraction pattern will be a convolution of several inherent diffraction patterns. Let us
consider separately the effect on the diffraction pattern given by the length of one period
L, the total thickness N L of a superlattice with N periods, the thicknesses LA and LB
of the alternating layers A and B, and, finally, their respective planar spacings dA and
dB.
The Fourier-transform of the electron density distribution within the superlattice
maps out reciprocal space. The Fourier-transform of the real space superlattice arrange-
ment as depicted above, will yield the diffraction pattern. Sublattices A and B have to
be handled separately, if dA ::f dB· The planar distance dA (dB) determines the position
of the zeroth order peak as defined by Bragg [Eq. (2.1»). The Fourier transform of the
layer thickness LA (LB ) is a Gaussian of width 4rr/LA (4rr/LB ). The Gaussian acts
as an envelope for the superlattice satellite peaks. The satellite peaks themselves are
caused by the fact that, the period containing layer A (B) is repeated N times. That al-
lows interference between scattered waves, originated at every layer A (B). In analogy
to the simpler case of diffraction on a grating, there are also N - 2 smaller intensity
maxima between the satellite peaks. In the experiment, these will only be seen for high
quality superlattices.
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Every satellite peak needs to be convoluted with the Fourier-transform of the total
superlattice thickness N L, which is a narrow Gaussian of width 41r/ N L. The latter
Gaussian determines the width of the individual superlattice peaks.
In the case of a fully-strained superJattice dA and dB will average depending on the
respective layer thicknesses LA and LB. Then only one superlattice diffraction pattern
will be seen, centered around the average zeroth order peak. This is the case for the
samples under study.
2.6.2 PEAK POSITIONS
In the following a two material (A,B) superJattice with N periods of length
L = LA + LB and, within the superlattice, strained plane spacing davg = (dAL A +
dB LB) / L(dA +dB), on a substrate with plane spacing dsub is kept in mind as a basis for
the analysis.
Bragg's equation, Eq. (2.1), can be applied to the superJattice period L,
mA = 2L sin em . (2.58)
where m is the Bragg index of the superiattice peak. If Eq. (2.58) is subtracted from the
same expression for superlattice peak index n = L/dovg . the result is
2Lsin6ln = A(n - m) + 2Lsinem , (2.59)
where n is the number of monolayers in one period. By virtue of invoking Bragg's
equation once more in the form
Eg. (2.59) becomes
L~ = (n - m)A + 2LsinBm ·
dovg
The superlattice equation is gained by dividing by ,\ and L:
2sin6lm 1 m - n
---=-+ .
,\ davg L
(2.60)
(2.61)
(2.62)
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The variables in Eq. (2.63) are the superJattice peak angle ~m and the corre ponding
peak index m. By definition the position of the zeroth order superJattice peak is the one
which coincides with the superJattice Bragg angle Bdaug ' In order to fulfill the definition,
a renaming of the peaks bas to be done. With q = m - n the final expression for the
superIattice equation is
2 sin Bq 1 q
---'- = - + - . (2.63)
A davg L
If experimental superlattice peaks are considered, data points emerge which have
to be assigned Bragg indices which mayor may not coincide with the above definition
for q. They lie on a straight line and can be numerically fitted by the general linear
expression y = sx + b with y = 2 sin ()q/ A and x = q. A difficulty arises due to
the fact that the Bragg indices are not known beforehand. However, by inspecting the
superIattice Eq. (2.63), it becomes clear that, for ()q = 0, the Bragg index -q = -n
becomes equal to the number of monolayers in a period, n davg = L. For q = 0 the
Bragg angle ()d
au9
ensures the validity of Bragg's diffraction condition regarding the
plane spacing d avg .
By shifting the x-axis intercept as close as possible to the origin by means of
adding an integer to the fitted line, the highest order reflection n is shifted to the x = 0
position. With this, the physical zeroth order superlattice peak shifts to x = n. Now
shift the line fit to the left by subtracting n. The physical zeroth order peak will be at
x = 0 and the usual satellite peak orders as seen in Fig. 2.11 on pAl are in the right
position as well. Fig. 2.9 on p. 33 shows an example of this.
The slope s = 1/L immediately gives the superlattice period. The y-axis intercept
1/davg gives the average plane spacing within the repeated layers. An error analysis can
be done by simply entering the experimental resolution as an error bar for () in above
equations. This will yield error bars for Land davg in a straightforward manner.
Of course, the plane spacing davg could be obtained by considering the zeroth
order peak alone. However, the superlattice equation is more precise, ince it uses posi-
tions of all visible peaks, not only one.
By knowing davy it is possible to extract the value of the perpendicular strain Ezz
of the superlattice and, in case one layer of a period is an alloy containing the material of
33
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32 monolayers
per period
slope=1/L
0.15
0.05
-35 -25 - 5
-0.05
superlattice peak order m
Figure 2.9. Superlattice Analysis: According to the superlattice equation [Eq. (2.63)]
superlattice period L = 84.25A and average plane spacing d = 2.62A
can be determined. The linear fit is y = 0.01187 x + 0.381885.
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(2..64)davg d d - 0. d(davg )Ez. z = -- - 1 an Ezz - V L. d .d3ub aug
the other layer, the composition coefficient x. In order to g~ the perpendicular strain
use Eq. (2.51):
The error dEzz depends on the error davg of the superlattice plane spacing. Let layer A be
Gal'\I and layer B be InxGul-xN. If the superlattice grows relaxed on a GaN substrate,
the alloy composition is given approximately by Vegard's law:
davg - d3ub
Xrel = ddInN - sub
dE ...
dxreI = X---==:..
Ezz
(2.65)
This is a relation between the mixed planar spacing davg and the pure planar spacing
dinN of inN. The error is proportional to the variation in Ezz . For a strained situation the
tetragonal distortion has to be taken into account:
E••
X 3 tr = d -- and dX 3tr = x(~ -l)Et
d."b
(
dEzz)2 + (Q2)2
Ezz Et
(2.66)
All presented formulas are simple enough to be applied in a straight forward manner. A
computer program has been written and applied to studied superlattice scans (SLAna-
lyzer, see Appendix).
2.6.3 PEAK WIDTH AND INTENSITY
For single epitaxial thin films, the FWHM of the diffraction peak of a 28-scan
indicates the overall material quality of the layer. The FWHM is closely related to the
coherence length in the direction specified by the scan taken. The coherence length de-
scribes a typical length within the crystal within which there are no lattice imperfections.
This concept is refined by Scherrer's formula, which shall be derived now.
Let us assume one perfect epitaxial layer consisting of m parallel planes of spac-
ing d parallel to the layer surface. The thickness of the layer then is L = md. The Bragg
condition is fulfilled for an incident X-ray beam of wavelength>' for the Bragg angle
BE:
>. = 2d sin BE . (2.67)
Since this layer is of finite thickness, the diffracted intensity signal will be distributed
like a Gaussian function centered at the Bragg angle. Let us approximate the Gaussian
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with a triangle and call the reflection angles to the left and right of the Bragg angle,
where no signal is received anymore, 2(h and 2()2 respectively. Then the angular FWHM
W for this peak is W = ()2 - ()r· The angles ()r and ()2 are defined by a destructive
interference condition. The following is valid:
(m + 1)>' = 2Lsin()r and (m -1)>' = 2Lsin()2' (2.68)
Eq. (2.68) describes the Bragg condition for multiple wavelengths for the entire thick-
ness of the epitaxial layer. If there is a pathdifference of one wavelength>' between the
first and the last plane of the epitaxial layer, a plane halfway into the layer will have a
pathdifference >./2 with respect to the first plane. Destructive interference wi.ll cancel
the two reflections from these planes. The same happens to all other planes. Every plane
has a destructive interference "partner" a distance L/2 away. This is the destructive in-
terference condition defining the angles Or and ()2'
Now we can proceed similarly to the superlattice equation derivation. Subtracting
the two equations given by Eq. (2.68) yields
(2.69)
Using the approximations sin[(Or - ()2)/2} = (()r - ( 2 )/2 and ()r + ()2 = ()B gives
a first approximation to Scherrer's formula concerning the coherence length of the crys-
tallographic direction defined by the set of planes with Bragg angle eB :
L= >.
wcoseB
A more rigorous approach to the problem will give the result49
(2.70)
(2.71)L = 0.94>'VV cos BB '
where L is the coherence length and W is the FWHM of a scan in radians dependent on
2B. The Scherrer equation may be applied to any peak resulting from the diffraction of
the atomic plane spacing, such as a single peak from a homogeneous layer, or the zeroth
order peak of a superlattice.
For a single layer diffraction there is no way of distinguishing between plane spac-
ing variations, interdiffusion, and grading. Interdiffusion occurs at layer interfaces and is
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activated by high growth temperatures. The sharpness of the i~terface smears out. Grad-
ing means a gradual change in chemical composition from one period of the superlattice
to another, as opposed to a perfectly even composition throughout the superlattice.
If grading occurs throughout a superlattice the effect will be seen in the fringes in
between the superlattice peaks. Kervarac et al. have given an analytical description of
the effect.41 Secondary superJattice peaks next to the primary superlattice peaks increase
in intensity and, for large composition gradients, may reach the same order of magni-
tude as primary peaks. For low resolution-scans or poor material quality only uniform
broadening may be observed.
In Fig 2.11 on p. 41, the scan dAta shows superlattice peak broadening with in-
creasing superJattice peak order. None of the simulations show this effect. Fewster
has shown that the FWHM of superlattice diffraction peaks can be used to estimate the
period variation of a superlattice.42 Eq. (2.59) may be simplified using the relation
sin en - sin 8m = sin(80 + t::.en) - sin(80 + ~8m)
2 cos(80 + Mn~Mm) sin( Mn~Mm)
~ cos 8 avy (~8n - ~8m)
~ 6,() cos 8 avy
(2.72)
(2.73)
(2.74)
where 80 is the superlattice Bragg angle and ~8 = ~8n - ~em is the angular distance
between two superlattice peaks of order nand m. Bavy is the average angle of peaks n
and m. The approximation is valid if ~8 is small and peaks n and m are close to the
zeroth order peak. Now equation (2.59) can be written as
L= (m-n)'x
~e 2 cos eavy
This equation may be differentiated to yield the relationship between a period variation
oL and the variation of the angular distance between superlattice peaks 5(~8), which
relates to the angular variation of any given superlattice peak and therefore constitutes a
measure for peak broadening.
oL = (m - n)'x 5(~8)
2cos eavy (~8)2
Relative peak intensities of superlattice peaks of different order may be used to
obtain insight about interfacial interdiffusion. No growth process is perfect, and thus
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no layer interface is perfectly abrupt. Instead of a rectangular composition change the
chemical modulation along the growth direction will be somewhat more sinusoidal. A
Fourier series describes the chemical modulation:
27fmz
c(z) = co[I + L Qm COS( L )]
m
(2.75)
where c denotes the composition, z is the spatial coordinate in growth direction and Qm
stands for the amplitude of the mth harmonic of the Fourier expansion. For the ideal case
all Q for even m vanish. Starting with this relation it can be shown using kinematical
theory and diffusion laws, that the intensity of the mth order satellite peak is directly
correlated to the Fourier coefficient Qm.43 It follows that, the greater the interdiffusion,
the faster higher order superlaltice peaks will vanish.
The compositional modulation given by interfacial interdiffusion causes a modu-
lation of structure factors, which in turn causes the impact on peak intensity. In addition,
lattice parameters are modulated, contributing to overall broadening and intensity loss.
The periodicity of the superlattice is not affected.
2.7 COMPARISON OF KINEMATICAL AND DYNAMICAL SIMULATION
In order to check the validity of the kinematical simulation used, a te t again t
a commercial dynamical simulation program has been performed. Unfortunately, the
available commercial program (Philips HRS) only supports cubic crystal structure .40
The sample simulated is a MOCVD-grown GaNlInGaN superlattice on sapphire
with a GaN buffer layer and an AIN capping layer (Table 2.1, p. 38. The actual structure
is wurtzite (hexagonal). If only symmetrical scan simulations are necessary, the sim-
ilarity of the wurtzite (based on the hexagonal closed packed structure (hcp» and the
Zinc-Blende (based on face centered cubic lattice structure (fcc» makes it possible to
use the cubic simulation [Fig. 2.10, p. 39]. The set of (002) planes of the two interpene-
trating hcp lattices creating the wurtzite lattice structure, is equivalent to the set of (333)
planes of the two interpenetrating fcc lattices creating the zinc-blende lattice structure.
Only the atomic stacking differs (AB double-planes in wurtzite, ABC double-planes in
zinc-blende, see Fig. 2.10, p. 39).
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dynamical simulation kinematical simulation
capping layer loooA AJo.osGao.9SN loooA Alo.osGao.9sN
SL layer A soA GaN soA GaN
SL layer B 3sA Ino.2Gao.8N 3sA Ino.2Gao.8N
periods 12 12
substrate GaN GaN
fully strained SL yes yes I
crystal structure zinc-blende wurtzite
set of planes hkl (lll)zinc-blende (OO2)wurtzite
lattice constant _../3 CwurtziteUzinc-blende - TCwurtzite
TABLE 2.1. Sample Data Used for Simulation Comparison: The sample parameter
given to the dynamical and kinematical simulation program vary only in
the lattice parameter.
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a)
/' ~
~ /'
/ ~
-........... /"
hcp (002) fcc (333)
b)
B
A
B
A
Wurzite Zinc-Blende
Figure 2.10. Wurtzite and Zinc-Blende Lattice Structures: a) In [001] direction the hcp
unit cell contains 2 plane spacings, whereas the fcc unit cell contains 3
in [Ill] direction. To adjust for the different geometries a factor 3/2
as well as the .J3 from the cube diagonal have to be included. Hence
azinc-blende = (v'3/2)Cwurtzite is the correct lattice parameter translation.
b) ABC stacking for wurtzite double-planes in [001] direction and AB
stacking for zinc-blende double-planes in [111] direction.
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For a fully strained superlattice, where the planar spaci~g doe not change within
the superlattice, one zeroth order peak and a number of weaker satellite peaks are ex-
pected (Section 2.5). In addition, we should see signals from the substrate and the
capping layer.
Figure 2.11 on p. 41 shows the simulation results. Both the kinematical and the
dynamical calculation show the expected result: substrate and capping layer peaks as
well as superlattice zeroth order and satellite peaks are displayed. There is virtually no
difference in peak positions between the kinematical and the dynamical curve. A slight
difference in peak shape is to be expected because secondary scattering, considered in
the dynamical approach, will change the phase of reflected beams.
We see that, the higher the superlattice satellite peak order, the smaller the inten-
sity of the peak, as expected. This intensity loss is strongest in the experimental scan,
and weakest in the kinematical simulation curve. The experimental scan has a less-than-
perfect superlattice structure. Interface roughness broadens higher order satellite peaks.
The kinematical simulation assumes a perfect structure and again neglects secondary
scattering and absorption effects in the superlattice layers.
The differences mentioned are negligible. Overall the agreement between both
simulations is excellent, proving that the used kinematical simulation is adequate for the
intended purpose of analyzing the given epitaxial thin film samples.
2.8 SUMMARY
The kinematical and dynamical approaches to the theory of X-ray diffraction from
a crystal have been introduced. Additionally, such important concepts as the recipro-
cal space and stress and strain have been explained. Next, attention was turned to the
specific problem of X-ray diffraction from a superlattice. Finally, the kinematical and
dynamical theory has been applied to the superlattice in the form of two computer sim-
ulations.
For the further development of this thesis it is worthwhile to note a couple of
points:
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Figure 2.11. Comparison between Dynamical and Kinematical Simulation.' An
GaNIInGaN superlattice X-ray scattering scan and kinematical and dy-
namical simulations using identical simulation parameters (see table 2.1,
p. 38). For clarity, arbitrary intensity offsets have been introduced.
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• If the epitaxial layer thickness is small compared to the extinction length, absorp-
tion can be neglected and the amplitude of the scattered signal will be proportional
to the layer thickness. This is the case for the samples considered in this study.
The region of interest in the samples studied lies within ~ Ij.1.m from the surface.
• The samples studied in this work show a variety of imperfections. Within imper-
fect, low quality, crystal structures multiple scattering between Bragg planes is
negligible. Constructive interference of such secondary scattered waves is sup-
pressed by lattice irregularities. 27 For this reason, it is adequate to use the kine-
matical simulation, which neglects secondary scattering, for comparison with the
experimental scan data.
• The experimental error introduced by crystal imperfections for lattice parameter
measurements, exceeds the theoretical error introduced by assuming the vacuum
X-ray wavelength within the material using kinematical theory. The index of
refraction for X-rays differs for semiconductor materials from unity (vacuum)
on the order of 10-6 to 10-5 .29 Bragg's equation, Eq. (2.1), states that a lattice
constant d is proportional to the X-ray wavelength A. For samples studied here,
lattice parameters are known at best to an accuracy of 10-3 .
The overall conclusion is that a Single-Scattering approach to model the samples under
study is sufficient. Consequently, the kinematical theory has been applied to the X-ray
diffraction simulation of the samples considered in this thesis.
CHAPTER 3
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL HRXRD
SETUP
3.1 OVERVIEW
Experimental techniques for studies on X-ray diffraction have come to maturity
at steady pace since their introduction in the second decade of this century. Three prin-
cipal scattering geometries have been used from the earliest days of X-ray diffraction
investigations on [Fig. 3.1, p. 44]. For the first observations in 1912, von Laue used the
geometry named in his honor. The incident X-ray beam, a sample, and a photographic
plate are lined up, so that diffraction patterns may be recorded on the photographic plate
behind the sample.21 ,26 In 1916, Debeye and Scherrer developed a cylindrically shaped
camera. Placed in the center of the camera a crystal-powder scatters an incident X-ray
beam. 26 The photographic film covers the full circle. The main feature of this method is
that a complete diffraction pattern containing all scattering angles can be observed. As
early as 1913 Bragg used a diffractometer setup.26 Its geometry is similar to the Debeye-
Scherrer camera. A detector is moved on a circle to identify angles of diffraction. Due
to the lack of sufficiently high quality detectors at the time, the diffractometer design
became popular only much later. In the late 1940's, the first commercially available
models became available. Since then, vast improvement of detector accuracy as well
as mechanical accuracy have made the diffractometer the most valuable tool in X-ray
diffraction research today.
The most widely used kind of diffractometer used today applies the double crystal
diffraction (DCD) method invoked first in 1937 by DuMond.45 Before the incident X-
ray beam hits the sample, it is diffracted by a set of Bragg planes from a high purity
Si or Ge crystal. If the system is Llsed in a non-symmetric way, i.e. the two crystals
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a)
b)
c)
X-ray tube
X-ray tube
X-ray tube
sample
film
film
Figure 3.1. Principal Experimental X-Ray Diffraction Geometries: a) The von Laue
geometry uses a fiat photographic film for detection of diffracted X-rays.
b) The Debeye-Scherrer camera catches all diffraction directions at once.
c) This is the basic diffractometer geometry introduced by Bragg.
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are not of the same lattice constant and are not tuned for the ~ame set of Bragg planes,
different impinging wavelengths will be reflected in different directions. This effect will
"filter" the X-ray beam and minimize the wavelength variation fJ.).. within the beam. The
angular dispersion of the incident beam on the sample can be reduced to have a FWHM
of ~ 10 arcsec for the CUKaI line.27 Another, even more powerful device to yield a
monochromatic incident beam is a four crystal monochromator first used in 1974 by
Beaumont for synchrotron radiation studies.46 It has been applied to X-ray diffraction
by Bartels in 1983 and is therefore referred to as Bartels monochromator.28 A detailed
description is given later in this chapter (it is part of our own X-ray diffraction setup).
Using the Bartels monochromator a FWHM of 5 arcsec for the incident beam can be
achieved.
In this chapter the specific geometry of the Philips material research diffractome-
ter (MRD), which has been used in this study, will be described. From the experimental
setup various possibilities for sample investigations arise. The Ewald construction will
aid the imaginative faculty necessary to picture the "mechanics" of reciprocal space. A
number of different scans will be introduced, and an interpretation of the data obtained
by each scan will be given. Finally, the most powerful experimental tool, as far as X-
ray diffraction of epitaxial thin films is concerned, reciprocal space mapping, will be
discussed in detail.
3.2 THE PHILIPS MRD SYSTEM
All results presented in this thesis have been obtained by examining data pro-
duced by scans done with a recent Philips materials research diffractometer as shown
in Fig. 3.2 on p.47. The Philips MRD system consists of the incident beam optics
(X-ray tube and monochromator), the waferstage and goniometer, the diffracted beam
optics (analyzer and detector), a power supply with cooling unit for the X-ray tube (not
shown), and an electronics box controlling the motors which move the waferstage and
goniometer (not shown).44.48 A standard PC is connected to the system's electronics.
All motor movements, scan setups, and data recording is controlled with the program
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PC-MRD provided by Philips.44 The following subsections will describe the hardware
in detail.
3.2.1 DEGREES OF FREEDOM
The Philips MRD system offers a broad variety of scans due to its flexible setup.
There are 7 degrees of freedom when it comes to positioning a sample relative to the
incident X-ray beam and the detector [Fig. 3.3, p. 48]. When mounted on the waferstage,
the sample may be rotated about and translated along its in-plane axis x and y, and its
surface normal, axis z. Additionally, the detector may be rotated according to Fig. 3.1 (c)
on p.44.
The zero position for all angles and axis is given, when the x-bar is oriented
horizontally, the y-bar is oriented vertically and, by adjusting the z-axis micrometer
screw, half of the incident beam is blocked by the sample surface along the x-axis. The
waferstage is not tilted, 7/J = 0, not rotated about the z-axis, 4; = 0, and not rotated about
the y-axis, W = O. If the detector is centered on the half blocked beam the detector is in
zero position also (20 = 0).
The goniometer consists of the base plate of the system, the w-drive which turns
the waferstage, and the 20-drive which moves the 20-arm. The 20-arm holds the detec-
tor. The minimum step size of both drives is 0.0005 degrees (1.8 arcsec). The angular
range for 20 is about 170 degrees.
The waferstage accommodates four different movements. These are the 4;-rotation
about the sample surface normal (z-axis) wi th a range of ± 178 degrees and 0.0 1degrees
stepsize, the 'ljJ-tilt with a range of ±10 degrees and 0.0001 degrees stepsize, and the
translations along the x and y bars with a range of ±75 mm and 0.1 mm stepsize. The
waferstage can be moved forward and backward as a whole along the z-axis with a
micrometer screw.
All of these motions may be controlled independently, so that a variety of possible
scans result, e.g. the wand 20 drives may be combined to assume an w/20 scan, or a
scan along a predetermined line in reciprocal space.
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Figure 3.2. Philips MRD Waferstage: The goniometer contains the wand 2() drives.
The waferstage holds motors for two translational and two rotational
degrees of freedom. The incident X-ray beam is produced by a Cu
X-ray tube. Within the monochromator the Ge crystal orientation may
be changed from (220) planes to (440) planes with respect to the incident
beam. In order to form a triple axis system, the three-bounce channel-cut
Bonse-Hart collimator may be positioned in the diffracted beam.
top view side view
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from
X-ray tube
Figure 3.3. Wajerstage Degrees ofFreedom: When the sample is mounted on the wafer-
stage motorized movement is available for two translational axis (x, y),
and three rotational axis (W, w, ¢). The sample may also be moved
perpendicular to its surface (z-direction) with a micrometer screw. The
detector is positioned independently by changing 28.
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In order to carry out a scan a sample has to be mounted on the waferstage. If it
comes in the form of a wafer up to 5.5 inches in diameter, it can be put directly in place.
It is held on the waferstage by three radially movable clamps 120 degrees apart. In case
of an irregularly shaped sample, the sample has to be mounted to a circular 2.5 inch
diameter metal plate with grease or adhesive tape. The metal plate then is put onto the
waferstage as before. The latter mounting technique introduces a significant discrepancy
concerning the sample's surface orientation. An additional issue is relaxation of the
adhesive during long scans. See Appendix C about alignment procedures.
3.2.2 MRD OPTICS
The incident beam optics comprises the X-ray tube and the four crystal Bartels
monochromator. The diffracted beam optics consists of the channel cut analyzer. a slit
and the detector.44,48
The X-ray tube is furnished with a Cu anode. The characteristic radiation with
wavelength .:\ = 1.540597Aused corresponds to the anode's CUKol absorption Jine.
The maximum power setting is 2200 Watts. In order to extend the life of the equipment,
all experiments are done at 700 Watts. The X-rays emerge through a 0.4 x 12 mm
slit with an angular spread of 6 degrees. The X-ray bundle then is narrowed by the
monochromator.
The Bartels monochromator housing contains two V-shaped Ge crystals. The
two reflective shapes seen in Fig. 3.4 on p. 51 on the left within the housing of the
Bartels monochromator, represent the top part of one V-shaped Ge crystal, and the two
reflective shapes on the right represent the top part of the second Ge crystal. If the
Bragg condition for an impinging X-ray waveJength .:\ is fulfilled on both crystals, the
beam will pass the monochromator. For another beam of slightly different wavelength
.:\ + .6..:\ the deviation from its Bragg angle becomes bigger with every reflection from
a set of crystal planes. After four reflections its intensity has diminished drastically.
The surfaces of the crystals are cut perpendicular to the crystallographic [110] direction.
Rotation of both Ge crystals is motorized. This enables changing of the Bragg angle
within the monochromator between the Ge (220) and Ge (440) diffractions for CUKal
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X-rays. In the (440) setting the beam is almost completely ,a-polarized.27 The X-ray
beam divergence is cut down to 12 arcsec for the (220) setting and 5 arcsec for the (440)
setting. The relative intensity of the beam leaving the monochromator for the (220)
setting compared to the (440) setting is 125: 1. Considering the reduced initial beam
intensity and the quality of Nitride thin films to date, the (220) setting has been used for
this study.
The diffraction beam corning from the sample wilJ reach the detector through a
simple slit, or, in the triple axis setup·, through the channel cut three-bounce Bonse-
Hart analyzer. The detector itself has a circular, 6 mm wide acceptance aperture. It is
a proportional counter, proportional up to 500,000 counts per second. At 700 Watts the
maximum count rate after passing the monochromator is 340,000 in the actual setup.
For slit optics experiments a 0.5 mID slit has been used, corresponding to an acceptance
angle of 0.17 degrees for 2e. The slit cuts back background radiation and limits the
sample region of the Ewald sphere (see below).
The analyzer is yet another V-shaped Ge crystal. Again, it is cut along the (110)
planes and for the experiment the (220) reflection for CUKol radiation has been used
to improve angular resolution. The FWHM of the diffracted beam after passing the
three-bounce Bonse-Hart collimator is 12 arcsec.
Two distinct detector optics of the Philips MRD allow the experimenter to chose
between high intensity and high accuracy results of a scan. In general, poor structural
quality in an epitaxial layer will reduce the diffracted peak intensity and increase the
broadness of the diffracted signal. Hence, if poor or mediocre material quality is ex-
pected, the slit optics shown in Fig.3.4 (a) are chosen. For high quality samples the
triple axis setup shown in Fig.3.4 (b) will increase accuracy and yield better results. De-
pending on sample quality an intensity loss of 1-2 orders of magnitude is to be expected
when using the three-bounce Bonse-Hart collimator compared to the slit optics.
*It is called triple axis setup because the X-ray beam is reflected three times - in
the incident beam optics, at the sample, and in the diffracted beam optics.
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a)
Detector
X-Ray Tube
_-~--~--w
Bartels Monochromator
Ge(220)
b)
Channel Cut
Ge(220)
Analyzer
•Detector
X-Ray Tube
r---~--~-....,
Bartels Monochromator
Ge(220)
Figure 3.4. MRD Optics: a) The slit optics setup will yield high intensity diffracted
beam data. b) The triple axis setup increases the angular resolution by in-
serting the three-bounce Bonse-Hart collimator into the diffracted beam
resulting also in significant intensity loss.
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3.3 THEEWALDCONSTRUCfION
In order to obtain a better qualitative view on what properties of a crystal are
probed by which scan and why, it is necessary to surpass the simple Bragg plane, real
space picture, and to employ the reciprocal space construction. The key to the under-
standing of reciprocal space geometry is the Ewald construction given by Ewald's sphere
[Fig. 3.5, p. 53].
Every reciprocal space lattice point corresponds to a real space plane set, the nor-
mal of which is the reciprocal lattice vector given by Eq. (2.14) on p. 16. Hence, recipro-
cal space is a three dimensional space containing as many lattice points as the real space
lattice offers sets of planes. For this discussion, let the c-axis of the hexagonal lattice
be perpendicular to the sample surface, and the perpendicular a-axis be parallel to the
sample surface. This setting defines the usual growth direction for GaN hexagonal thin
films, and is valid for all samples to be discussed in the next chapter. Then Gil defines
the reciprocal space direction parallel to the sample surface, along the crystallographic
c-axis, and G.L is the direction perpendicular to the sample surface, (compare Fig. 2.5,
p.17).
In Chap. 2, was shown that each reciprocal lattice vector Gfulfills the diffraction
condition for a different set of planes [Eq. (2.16), p.18]. Let us name each reciprocal
space vector by this set of planes (hkl). This means, each reciprocal lattice point is
indexed by the integers h, k and l. Ewald's construction is completed by applying
the von Laue diffraction condition shown in Fig. 2.3 on p. 14 to reciprocal space with
G = K. The Ewald sphere has the radius IfI = Ik'/. The tip of k is fixed at the
origin. Every point on the surface of the Ewald sphere can be interpreted as one possible
scattering vector K = k' - k. During a scan, the Ewald sphere is rolled about the origin.
Whenever the point of the shell defined by G= K intersects a point of the reciprocal
space lattice, defined by Ghkl , the diffraction condition, G= Ghkl , is fulfilled for the
respective set of Bragg planes.
Now the angles of the experimental setup have to be considered. The angle be-
tween k and k' must be 2(); this is the diffraction condition. The angle between the
[OOll~
[OIOj
[100
-+
G inaccessible
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Figure 3.5. Ewald Sphere and Instrumental Scan Limits: The Ewald sphere intersects
reciprocal lattice point (005). The detector will receive the Bragg reflec-
tion of the set of planes (005). The instrumental scan limits defined by
the angular ranges of w, 20, and IfI are shown for hexagonal GaN with
the marked orientation.
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incident beam and the planes parallel to the sample surface i~ w [Fig. 3.3, pA8]. This
must be the angle between k and Gil ~ A change in tilt 7/J of the waferstage gives an offset
between the directions of Gand G.1' The plane containing the reciprocal lattice points
as shown in Fig. 3.5 on p. 53 is rotated about Gil' Lastly, turning the waferstage about
its z-axis changes ¢ and results in a rotation about G.l in reciprocal space. During the
mentioned rotations the Ewald sphere is not affected - its movements in reciprocal space
only depend on the X-ray beam.
The experimental setup dictates boundaries for sets of planes accessible to the
experimenter. In Fig. 3.5 on p. 53 available GaN reciprocal lattice points for the Philips
MRD system are shown for the plane spanned by the [001] and [100] crystal lattice
directions.47 The two half circles are due to the fact that the range of the instrumental
angle w is limited to 90 degrees on either side of the symmetry axis [001]. The radius
of the outer half circle is given by the used X-ray wavelength. Bragg's equation states
that if the wavelength A is greater than twice the plane spacing dhkl no reflection is
possible. The opening angle of the outer half circle is the instrumental range of 2e (:::::
170 degrees).
In reality the shell of the Ewald sphere is of finite thickness 6(211"/ A) [Fig. 3.6,
p. 55]. The deviation 6.A/ A of the incident X-ray beam causes a deviation of the Ewald
sphere radius. The acceptance angle of the detector allows for a section of the intersect-
ing Ewald sphere's shell to be sampled. It follows that instead of an intersecting point,
there is a sampling volume in reciprocal space defined by the instrumental resolution.
By choosing the triple axis optics instead of the slit optics the sampling area is reduced
significantly compared to the slit optics.
3.4 BASIC SCAN TYPES
So far only a motionless description of experimental hardware has been given. In
order to take a scan, a scan-axis has to be defined, and motion of the apparatus along this
axis has to be introduced. Despite having 7 degrees of freedom to choose from, only
two of these are commonly used for scans.26,27,22,25 While x, y, z, ¢, and 7/J are held
fixed, a scan is taken along the wand/or 2e scan axis. All the other variables are used
-Gl.. 8(0)
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Figure 3.6. Reciprocal Space Sample Volume: Within the sample volume the diffrac-
tion condition is fulfilled. Incident beam wavelength dispersion causes a
length deviation of the Ewald sphere's radius IfI = 21T / >.. Angular di -
persion causes a directional variation of fl. Additionally, the acceptance
angle of the detector limits the "seen" solid angle o(D).
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to arrange the sample's initial orientation and to position it c~rrectly for a scan. With x
and y a position on the sample (wafer) is chosen. The angle 1/J may be used to correct a
mounting tilt offset. For asymmetrical plane sets (hkl) the angle ¢ has to be adjusted.
3.4.1 w-SCAN
From the earliest publications, so called rocking curves have been used to deter-
mine the epitaxial thin film quality of a sample.26,22,23 The FWHM of this scan still is
the first indicator of the crystalline quality of a grown film.
The real space geometry of the scan is shown in Fig. 3.7 on p. 57. The detector
arm is positioned at twice the Bragg angle 28, according to the set of planes (hkl) to
be scanned. Then the angle w between sample surface and incident beam is linearly
changed - the sample is rotated, it is "rocked" through the incident beam. All the
while the detector angle 28 is held fixed. If the Bragg condition is fulfilled a signal will
be recorded.
For a perfect crystal structure the FWHM of the recorded signal should only de-
pend on the thickness of the layer considered. However, in reality a number of defects
even within the relatively thin epitaxial films influence the shape of recorded peaks. The
w-scan in particular reveals Bragg plane orientation variations. Since the Bragg condi-
tion is held fixed, the rocking of the sample only changes the orientation of a set of pi anes
(hkl) relative to the incident beam. For this set of planes, a certain w yields constructive
interference. If several crystal grains are present in the sample studied, the normal of
the set of planes under consideration for each grain will vary. The Bragg condition wil1
be fulfilled for different grains at different angles w. The recorded peak of the w scan
effectively shows the variation in plane set orientation relative to the sample surface and
the respective intensities. The FWHM of this scan is a measure for mosaicity.26,27
The reciprocal space geometry of the scan is shown in Fig. 3.8 on p.60. The
position of the sample volume at the tip of the reciprocal space vector Ghkl is fixed
within the shell of the Ewald sphere relative to the Ewald sphere. Its position is defined
by the angle 28. Changing the scan angle w will rotate the Ewald sphere about the
origin. The tip of vector Ghkl describes a circle within a plane defined by the waferstage
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Figure 3.7. wand w/28 Scan in Real Space: For an w-scan 28 is held fixed according
to the Bragg condition for the set of planes under consideration. Then w
is changed in order to find lateral lattice plane misorientations. For the
w/28-scan again a Bragg condition is chosen, but this time both angles
are changed. The detector turns twice as fast as the sample to "tune"
through different diffraction conditions for the same plane orientation.
Information about plane spacing variation is obtained.
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orientation angles ¢ and 1/J. The tail ofGhkl is fixed at the origi~. The length and position
of the section of the circle to be sampled depends on the range and position of the scan
angle w. If a reciprocal lattice point is encountered on this circle section, a diffracted
signal is recorded by the detector.
For an ideal, infinite crystal every reciprocal lattice point is a point. For a non-
ideal crystal the reciprocal lattice points become reciprocal lattice features of finite size.
For a real crystal, the ideal point has to be convolved with a Fourier transform describ-
ing the finite thickness of the sample and a Fourier transform describing the mosaicity
of the sample. Further convolutions would include plane spacing variations and for
multilayered samples convolutions describing the sample structure (as indicated for a
superlattice below in Sect. 3.5). The shape of the reciprocal lattice features then de-
pends on the various transformations. If the sample under study shows mosaicity, an
elongation of the reciprocal lattice feature (hkl) allows for a number of reciprocal space
vectors to fulfill the diffraction condition while the scan proceeds along the w-scan-axis
(a circle centered at the origin). Hence, the width of a reciprocal lattice feature along the
w-scan-axis is a measure the of mosaicity of the sample with respect to the according
set of Bragg planes.
3.4.2 w/2B-SCAN
The second scan important to epitaxial thin film characterization is the w/28-
or, for symmetrical scan-axis, () /28-scan. If the set of planes under consideration is
parallel to the sample surface the angles wand 8 must be identical to fulfill the diffraction
condition.
For the w/2B-scan it is necessary to have a small reception angle at the detector in
order to obtain meaningful results. Thus, a fine slit or the triple axis setup is appropriate.
The real space geometry of the scan setup is given again by Fig. 3.7 on p.57. For this
scan the sample and the detector are moved at the same time. The angular velocity of
the detector arm is twice the angular velocity of the sample. The diffraction angle B
within the Bragg condition). = 2d sin ethen changes evenly for a chosen set of planes.
The diffraction condition is "tuned" through different plane spacings d.
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The sample is tested for the diffraction condition for a range of potential Bragg
angles. The intensity reflected for a "tuned' d is proportional to the number of planes
featuring this spacing. The FWHM of the resulting curve is a measure of the variation
of planar spacing for the planes (hkl) considered.
The reciprocal space geometry for the w/2B-scan is shown again by Fig. 3.8 on
p.60. If the angle 2() changes twice as fast as w does, the tip of the scattering vector
Gwill move along a straight line through the origin. In other words, the length of G
varies. Reciprocal lattice features are sampled by the sampling volume of the Ewald
sphere along a radial beam.
Let us inspect the diffraction condition for the scattering vector, exp(iG . d) = 1
[Eg. (2.10), p. 13], where ldenotes the orientation and spacing of a chosen set of planes.
In order to keep the diffraction condition fulfilled, a change in 161 has to be compensated
by an appropriate change in ldi, thereby proving that the w/2B-scan probes a chosen set
of planes (hkl) for its spacing deviation tldhkl . It can be concluded that the radial
elongation of reciprocal lattice points is directly related to the distribution of interplanar
spacings.26•27
3.4.3 ¢>-SCAN
One last single scan-axis experiment shall be introduced here. The ¢-scan is useful
to determine the in-plane lattice orientation of an epitaxial layer relative to the substrate,
or relative to a second epitaxial layer. C. Lee at al. presented the according scan for
GaN on sapphire.56
During a ¢>-scan the sample is rotated about the z-axis, perpendicular to the sample
surface [Fig. 3.3, p. 48]. Let us consider a hexagonal epitaxial layer where the crystallo-
graphic (00 I)-direction coincides with the axis of ¢ rotation. For a symmetric reflection,
the positioning of ¢ is irrelevant. This is not so for off-axis scans concerning asymmet-
rical plane sets.
To further elucidate the situation let us consider the set of planes with Miller
indices (hkl)=(lOO). A glance at the unit cell for a material with a one atom basis
[Fig. 2.5, p. 17] shows a six-fold symmetry for this set of planes. Equivalent sets are
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Figure 3.8. wand w/2e Scan in Reciprocal Space: The w-scan corresponds to 6
moving along a circle centered at the origin. The w/2e-scan corresponds
to a radial movement with respect to the origin. The reciprocal space
plane chosen depends on the waferstage angles ¢ and,p. Scans about
these angles are possible, too.
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(110), (010), (100),(110), and (010). If the Bragg condition for one of these plane sets
is fulfilled, a ¢-scan can be performed. If ¢ goes through its full 360 degree range six
peaks for six equivalent plane sets should show up 60 degrees apart from one another.
Now a second 360 degree scan may be performed, only this time the Bragg condition
for the corresponding substrate diffractions is fulfiJled. If the substrate is hexagonal, as
it is for the samples considered in this thesis, the substrate peak positions relative to the
film peak positions reveal a rotational in-plane fit or misfit between the different layers
and so gives a valuable hint if or if not the epitaxial layer continues the substrate lattice
structure.
3.5 RECIPROCAL SPACE MAPS
By virtue of combining the basic wand w /2B scans a two-dimensional reciprocal
space map can be obtained. Such a reciprocal space intensity contour plot gives a much
more complete picture of sample properties than either one-dimensional scan could pro-
vide. Information about strain and mosaicity, and, in case of a superlattice, interface
roughness and period fluctuation can easily be extracted from a reciprocal space map.
3.5.1 SINGLE LAYER RECIPROCAL SPACE MAP
A reciprocal space map is obtained by executing a series of w/2B-scans, where in-
between each run an offset 6.w is added to w, thus the w/2B and w scans are performed
simultaneously, covering a predetermined area in reciprocal space as shown in Fig. 3.9
on p. 62. The plane containing the sampled area is defined by the waferstage angles if>
and 7jJ. With If1= 21f/). the translation from scan angles to reciprocal space coordinates
can be obtained from Fig. 3.9 as
IGIII = ~ sin B sin(B - w) and IG1.1 = 4; sinB cos(B - w). (3.1)
Taking a two-dimensional scan is quite time consuming. Mapping of only one
reciprocal lattice point with a reasonable resolution (triple axis optics is a necessity) can
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Figure 3.9. Reciprocal Space Map Scan: The RSM-scan consists of a number of
w/2()-scans along a radial line originating at the origin, successive incre-
ments in w, which introduces a circular movement. In this manner the
indicated area is "mapped".
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take up to 24 hours, even more if substrate and epitaxial layer, or superlattice peaks,
have to be considered.*
The reciprocal space map of a single material sample shows one reciprocal lattice
feature for each set of planes. As shown in the previous section, elongation along the
w-scan direction is related lateral tilt, and elongation along the w/2B-scan direction is
related to a variation of the planar spacing. The reciprocal space map of a substrate
plus epitaxial layer, for similar lattice constants of substrate material and film material
(such as ZnO and GaN), will show two reciprocal lattice features per set of planes (hkl).
The reciprocal lattice coordinates 16.l hkll and 1611 hkll of a given reciprocal lattice point
(hkl) are inversely proportional to the lattice constants c and a of the hexagonal lattice.
- 27l" - 47l" VIG.lhk/1 = -l and IG11hk11 = j;) h2 + hk + k2 I
c y3a
(3.2)
- - 2 - -derived from Eq. (2.17) on p.18 using IGI 2 = IG.l1 + IG1I 12 , and 27l"/IGhkl l = dhkl .
The absolute values for the G's above are known from the scan. The strain state of
the epitaxial layer now can be determined considering the equations derived in Chap. 2.
Shown in Fig. 3.10 on p. 64 is the effect of strain on reciprocal space points. In the fully
strained case, the points line up vertically because their in-plane lattice parameters are
identical. The distance between points belonging to the same reflection (hkl) increases
with increasing Ibecause an inverse multiple of lattice parameter c is added from point to
point. For the relaxed case points belonging to the same reflection line up in w/2()-scan
direction. This is due to the fact that the lined up points represent the same Miller indices
(hkl) for slightly mismatched lattices. The difference is a variation in the respective
plane spacing d. The same principle applied before to the elongation of single reciprocal
space points.
3.5.2 SUPERLATTICE RECIPROCAL SPACE MAP
Let us now consider a superlattice diffraction pattern, scanned and processed to
yield a two-dimensional reciprocal space intensity contour map. All scan ]nterpretations
*Superlattice reciprocal space scans taken for this thesis took between 20 and 72
hours.
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Figure 3.10. Strain in Reciprocal Space: The shown example assumes that the lattice
parameters for the epitaxial thin film are bigger than those for the sub-
strate. a) Fully strained case: Film and substrate have the same in-plane
lattice parameter asubstrate = ammo b) Relaxed case: Neither lattice pa-
rameter matches. The points are lined up in radial direction because the
substrate and layer points represent the same set of planes (hkl).
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mentioned so far may be applied to such a map. The zeroth order peak of the superlattice
diffraction pattern takes on the role of a single material reciprocal lattice point. Its
satellite peaks can be interpreted similarly to the epitaxial layer discussed above.
Interface roughness between the layers of the superlattice is similar to mosaicity
in a bulk crystal. There is no one "smooth" atomic layer of one material and then
one atomic layer of the next separating the layers. Instead, there are mosaic like areas
of "smooth" contact next to each other, with breaks between them. This makes the
superlattice peaks behave like they where experiencing mosaicity. The satellites are
broadened horizontally [Fig. 3.11 (a) on p. 66]. The more so, the higher the superlattice
peak order. Because interface roughI:J.ess is not an effect originating from the lattice
planes (hkl), the zeroth order peak is not affected.
Lattice parameter deviation within the superlattice affect the various plane spac-
ings for different reciprocal lattice.points. All peaks of a superlattice diffraction pattern
show the same behavior as a single material reciprocal lattice point would. The peaks
are elongated along the w/2fJ-scan direction by an amount related to the distance from
the origin [Fig. 3.11 (c) on p. 66].
The effect on the superlattice peaks is different when the period of the superlattice
fluctuates. Now only the satellite peaks are affected. The satellite peaks for all reciprocal
lattice points appear elongated along the G1.-direction. The higher the sup rlattice peak
order, the broader the peak. This is shown in Fig. 3.11 (b) on p. 66.
If inter-diffusion occurs the intensities of satellite peaks decrease with increasing
superlattice peak order. The superlattice period remains well defined as layer interface
smear out. The zeroth order peak remains unaffected.
In analogy to a single point, mosaicity of the crystal structure is seen as an elon-
gation of all superlattice reciprocal lattice points in w-scan direction. This is shown in
Fig. 3.11 Cd) on p. 66. The further out the reciprocal lattice point, the stronger is the w-
spread effect since not the absolute width of the diffracted signal, but the angular density
of the diffracted beam, as seen by the Ewald sphere, is concerned.
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Figure 3.11. Superlattice in Reciprocal Space: Shown are superlattice diffraction peaks
from zeroth to ±second order in reciprocal space for the three plane sets
(114), (004), and (114). No substrate reciprocal lattice point is shown.
The diffraction pattern is affected differently by underlying physical ef-
fects. In a real reciprocal space map a superposition of all effects shown
will occur.
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3.6 SUMMARY
The experimental X-ray diffraction geometry has been introduced. The Philips
MRD system has been described and its applicability for the studies at hand has been
shown. Furthennore, the important concept of the Ewald construction has been ex-
plained and applied to standardized scans, such as the w-scan (rocking curve) and the
w/2()-scan. The last part of the chapter has dealt with the interpretation of reciprocal
map scans. In particular, it has been explained what information can be gained from
superlattice reciprocal map scans.
The experiment and the underlying theory are now explained to an extent that X-
fay diffraction results obtained by different scans of a variety of different samples can
now be presented and interpreted; this will be done in the next chapter.
CHAPTER 4
HRXRD APPLIED TO THE STUDY OF GaN-BASED
HETEROSTRUCTURES
4.1 OVERVIEW
The previous chapters built the theoretical and experimental foundation needed
for the studies conducted on various GaN and InGaN semiconductor samples. All scans
performed with these semiconductor samples are commonly used today throughout the
scientific community working on the characterization of epitaxial thin films.
Epitaxial thin films can be produced by a number of techniques, such as chemi-
cal vapor deposition (CVD), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), and liquid phase epitaxy
(LPE). The latter technique, LPE, has been applied successfully to the growth of GaAs
laser diodes.50 However, for GaN structures, variations of MBE and CVD techniques
have been more successful so far. The samples studied here have been grown using
radio frequency plasma assisted molecular beam epitaxy (RF-MBE) and metal organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD).
Fig. 4.1 shows the physical structures of the samples studied. In the subse-
quent sections of this chapter experiments performed, and results found on each sample
species are given. The first kind of epitaxial thin film investigated is a single GaN layer
on an Ah03 (sapphire) substrate. The samples of this set were grown by RF-MBE at
the Oklahoma State University by M. L. O'Steen and R. J. Hauenstein. The GaN on
sapphire single layer samples have been produced using an exhaustive variety of growth
parameters. The GaN layer quality dependence on different growth parameters will be
shown. A small number of GaN on ZnO samples, also grown by M. L. O'Sleen and R.
J. Hauenstein, have been studied as well. The GaN film exhibits a tilt relative to its ZnO
substrate. It will be seen that ZnO is an inferior substrate compared to sapphire at this
time. The general layout of the samples is shown in Fig. 4.1 (a).
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Figure 4.1. Structure of Samples Studied: Five different sets of samples have been in-
vestigated; a) MBE grown single layer GaN on sapphire or ZnO with
GaN buffer layer from OSU, b) MOCVD-grown single layer InGaN on
sapphire with GaN buffer layer from EMCORE, c) MBE-grown InGaN
superlattice on sapphire with GaN buffer layer, and d) MOCVD-grown
InGaN superlattice on sapphire with GaN buffer layer and AIGaN cap-
ping layer.
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A set of InGaN samples grown using the MOCYD technique by Z. C. Feng at
EMCORE corporation shows varying alloy composition. The InGaN Bragg peak shift
due to a change in chemical composition is readily observed. The general structure can
be reviewed in Fig. 4.1 (b).
From the University of California, Santa Barbara, a set of InGaN/GaN superJattice
samples grown utilizing MOCYD by S. Keller, U. K. Mishra, and S. P. DenBaars has
been studied. These samples differ in the amount of Si doping given during superlattice
growth [Fig. 4.1 (c)]. The results obtained for HRXRD studies on these samples are
among the very first to confirm that the superlattice interface quality depends on the
amount of a dopant.
Finally, another set of InGaN/GaN superlattices, these without any dopant, has
been investigated. These samples, again, were grown by RF-MBE at the Oklahoma
State University by M. L. O'Steen and R. J. Hauenstein [Fig. 4.1 (d)]. For the first time
InGaN superlattices have been grown successfully at the Oklahoma State University.
Table 4.1 on p. 71 shows a summary of samples studied. The data on MBE-grown
GaN single layer samples is presented in table 4.1 (a). The three MOCVD-grown loGaN
samples are summarized with table 4.1 (c), and finally, data on MOCVD-grown MQW
samples is shown in table 4.1 (b). Each set of samples will be described independently
with cross-references to another set where suitable. The order of discussion is given by
the chronological development of the HRXRD studies conducted. It will become clear
during the presentation of the findings of this study that HRXRD is one of the most
useful tools available for studying epitaxial thin films.
4.2 MBE-GROWN GaN ON Al20 3
A large number of GaN on Al20 3 samples has been grown, and a lot has been
learned about the influence of different growth parameters on structural, epitaxial film
quality and the respective growth kinetics. We shall focus here on the information as-
certainable by HRXRD. Findings from other experiments performed on the same set of
samples, such as reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and photo lumi-
nescence (PL), will be reported elsewhere. 51
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a)
b)
G<owth PIN.me/... Film XRO
Sample Subsll'1lle 8ulferT l...eyerT RFPwr P,eam T_GoI DepTime Thieknesl FWHM_z FWHM_"
no. [C] iC] [W] (1e-5 To"1 [C] [hJ flU'll [eraee) ["""'1
0096.033 AJ,O, 482 754 sao.O 5.0 1120 1.53 1,21 245 1192
0097.001 AlzO" 5BS 754 sao.O 5.0 1120 1.511 1.35 254 825
0097.003 AJ,O, 679 754 sao.O 5.0 1120 1.5 1.3 225 360
0197.004 AJ,O, 732 754 500.0 5.0 1120 1.5 1.26 93 (36) 104 (97)
0197.005 AJ,O, 734 400.0 2.0 920 1.08
os97.028 ZnO 490 670 500.0 5.0 1025 2.83 1.59 251 1670
os98,002 AJ,O, NJA 730 500.0 5.0 1078 1.4 (23) 100(631
GAN SLD SL -1 SL-2 SL-
Sample Si doping In Compo FWHM_z FWHM_z FWHM_z FWHM_z period
no. [em",! 1%1 Irarcsecl [e,c.ee] (erc;sec] I.,elec) AI
9611261A 110 5.06 168 219 312 589 86
9611211C 210" 5.00 173 229 276 335 80
96112610 3101V 4.70 166 227 212 234 85
c)
Film GIN
Sample Thicknftl In Compo FWHM_z
no. flU'l] 'Yol eresec)
N703 1,1 6.3 211
NBOO 1.3 11,0 208
N813 1.4 17.3 251
TABLE 4.1. Sample Overview: The different sets of sample~ studied are catego-
rized as a) MBE-grown single layer GaN on sapphire or 2nO with
GaN buffer layer from OSU, b) MOCYD-grown InGaN/GaN MQW
with GaN buffer layer and AIGaN capping layer from UCSB, and c)
MOCYD-grown single layer InGaN on sapphire with GaN buffer layer
from EMCORE. The FWHM z data refers to an w/2()-scan, while the
FHWM x data refers to w-scans. Values in brackets represent triple axis
scans. All other scans have been taken using slit optics.
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4.2.1 MBE GROWTH PROCESS
Let us briefly visit the basic ideas and principles concerning MBE growth. This
will yield an understanding regarding which growth parameters are important to epitax-
ial material quality in general, and to GaN growth in particular. The next subsection
then will relate growth parameters and HRXRD experimental results.
The single layer GaN samples considered in this thesis have been grown in a
Perkin-Elmer 433R MBE system. In a simplified description the system consists of
an ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber with attached conventional effusion (Knudsen)
cells containing the source materials, such as Ga and In. The cells are fitted with heater
coils, which heat up the source materials and create a material flux out of the Knudsen
cells according to the material's vapor pressure. A radio-frequency (RF) plasma source
ionizes N2 gas and so supplies a steady nitrogen flux into the UHV-chamber. Remotely
controlled shutters mayor may not block the line-of -sight between the source openings
and the wafer, thereby allowing only the intended elements to be incident on the heated
substrate wafer.
On the surface of the substrate, the atoms of tbe molecular beams stick with a
certain efficiency dependent on the material, the wafer stage temperature, and the kinetic
energy of the incoming particles. The wafer heater should provide enough energy for
the atoms to roam around the wafer surface, in order to find a reaction partner and the
thermodynamically lowest free energy state for the ~ystem, but not so much energy as
to re-evaporate the incident atoms. Thermodynamics then dictates that the deposited
material on the wafer assumes its lowest energy state. If the growth conditions are
chosen correctly, the lowest energy state will be the crystal lattice determined by the
substrate. Molecules on the surface will minimize their free energy by reconstruction.
Their electronic shells will overlap, but in a way which leaves the surface atoms in a
higher energy state than bulk atoms. For this reason the surface area is minimized. The
epitaxial thin film will grow layer by layer.
From this description, one can see the inter-dependence of various growth parame-
ters. The realization of a perfect lattice without defects certainly depends on the material
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ratio and the temperature on the surface of the wafer. In our case,it depends on the Ga
to N ratio. The material ratio depends on the incident fluxes and sticking coefficients for
each material. The fluxes in turn depend on the source effusion cell temperature. The
sticking coefficients depend on the substrate temperature, surface coverage, and material
stochiometry at the surface.
All samples under consideration have been grown on (001) sapphire. The growth
direction perpendicular to the sample surface therefore is [001]. Due to the immense
lattice mismatch between GaN and sapphire, 67%, the GaN lattice rotates itself by 30
degrees with respect to the underlying sapphire lattice. This has been indicated before
in Fig 2.8 (c) on p. 28. With this 'trick' of nature the lattice mismatch is reduced to 16%.
This is still a stretch, but during the growth process the mismatch is, at least ideally,
\
minimized due to thermal expansion.
The general layout of all GaN on sapphire samples studied is identical and has
been introduced already [Fig 4.1 (a), p.69]. The samples differ in a number of key
growth parameters: buffer layer temperature and main layer temperature, both given
by the waferstage temperature during their respective growths, deposition times, and,
of course, the fluxes of the source materials. A great variety of samples result. Every
single one is contributing to the search for the optimal growth conditions in the MBE
UHV-chamber.
4.2.2 ROCKING CURVES
The first scan taken from any given sample is a rocking curve. With this scan in
a matter of minutes the experimentator gets a rough idea about the overall epitaxial thin
film crystal quality.
It has become customary in recent years to indicate the thin film overall quality by
measuring the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the rocking curve for a certain
(material dependent) set of Bragg planes. For GaN epitaxial thin films, this is the (002)
plane set. It yields the strongest diffraction peak of the lattice. Fig. 4.2 on p.75 shows
the result of a typical scan from a GaN thin film on sapphire. In the given example
the FWHM is 376 arcsec for the w-scan. The complementary w/2() scan exhibits a
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FWHM of 28 arcsec. Both scans have been executed using the triple axis optics to obtain
the highest possible angular accuracy. If the Scherrer approximation for the coberence
length [Eq. 2.71, p. 35] is applied to the w /2()-scan result, one finds the coherence length
in growth direction to be 1.1 J.Lm. This is on the same order of magnitude as the total
thickness of this particular film (2.6 pm). The vertical order of the lattice therefore is
excellent.
Note that with these two quick scans the reciprocal space lattice feature, in prin-
ciple, is already mapped out, if the scan calibration has been done correctly (the two
maxima have to coincide to ensure positioning at the center of the reciprocal lattice fea-
ture). In the case at hand, since this is a scan of a symmetrical reciprocal lattice feature,
we see a pronounced broadening of the reciprocal lattice feature in Gil-direction (w-scan,
Fig. 4.2 on p. 75) indicating mosaicity of the film. The very narrow w /2()-scan on the
other hand leads to the conclusion that the stacking of Bragg planes parallel to the sur-
face of the sample is highly homogeneous. The plane spacing d002 does not vary much.
Both peaks can be called symmetric about their maximum. The intensity distribution
about the maximum angle corresponds to a statistical variation in the plane spacing.
The highly organized state of the epitaxial film in growth direction and the in-
plane mosaicity of the sample suggest a column growth of GaN on sapphire. We find
well defined columns of large coherence length in [GOI]-direction and a comparatively
small diameter in in-plane direction. In order to check the in-plane coherence length
directly, a scan of a reciprocal lattice feature on the Gil-axis would have to be performed.
The broadening of the peak would indicate the diameter of the columns. Unfortunately,
this is not an option because of the limited instrumental range [Fig. 3.5, p. 53].
4.2.3 RECIPROCAL SPACE MAPS
The lattice mismatch between GaN and its substrate sapphire is, as mentioned
above, 16% in-plane. This difference makes it a very questionable task to find strain
relations from a single reciprocal map scan as indicated by Fig. 3.10 on p.64. The
lattice features simply are to far apart. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to have a look at
the shape of the reciprocal lattice features of the epitaxial film and its substrate.
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Figure 4.2. GaN Rocking Curve: Shown is a typical GaN on sapphire rocking curve of
the (002) set of Bragg planes. The broad w-scan curve suggests in-plane
mosaicity. The narrow w/20-scan suggests high crystal quality in growth
direction.
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Let us first consider the base of the epitaxial GaN film: its sapphire substrate. If
the substrate itself does not exhibit a very good lattice quality, an epitaxial layer to be
grown on top of it will not have a good starting point for the growth. Lattice imper-
fections apparent on the substrate surface will be incorporated by the layer starting to
grow on top because the layer will, given the correct growth conditions, continue the
lattice structure of the substrate (in our case rotated by 30 degrees). In order to see the
good substrate quality the (006) reciprocal lattice feature of Al20 3 has been mapped
[Fig. 4.3 (a), p. 77]. The reciprocal map scan reveals the extreme narrowness of the sap-
phire (006) feature in w as well as w/2e-direction. The FWHM of the respective scans
is about 10-17 arcsec. This means very good in-plane as well as perpendicular lattice
quality and proves the sapphire wafers used to be a sufficient substrate for potentially
high quality GaN growth.
In the previous subsection we said that, the general shape of the reciprocal lattice
feature is indicated by the w-scan and the w/2e-scan. Fig. 4.3 (b) on p.77 shows the
complete reciprocal lattice map of a typical GaN (002) reciprocal lattice feature. A hor-
izontalline intersecting the center of the feature corresponds to the previously described
w-scan while a vertical line intersecting with the center of the feature corresponds to the
above w/2e-scan. The general shape of the GaN (002) feature is an ellipse, confirming
the conclusions drawn in the previous subsection concerning the column growth pattern
and the statistical intensity variation about the center.
4.2.4 GENERAL FINDINGS
There are a number of general results to be obtained by comparing rocking curves
of the different samples of the GaN-on-AI20 3 set. The rocking curve is a good indicator
of the crystal quality of the epitaxial film grown, and shall be used as such.
In Fig. 4.4 on p. 79 two examples of growth parameter correlation with general
crystal quality are shown. Fig. 4.4 (a) displays a graph demonstrating the dependence of
the rocking curve FWHM of similar samples on the buffer temperature. It seems that, the
higher the buffer temperature, the better the sample quality. There are physical limits,
of course. At too Iowa temperature the sticking coefficient is increased because the
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Figure 4.3. Reciprocal Space Maps of GaN Samples: The reciprocal space scans show
different reciprocal lattice features of the GaN on sapphire sample set
a) Ah03 (006) substrate peak; b) typical GaN (002) layer peak; c) GaN
(002) rocking curve and reciprocal space peak of sample OS97.004.
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fe-evaporation of deposited material ceases. However, limited mobility of the atomic
species due to insufficient thennal energy will not allow regular crystal growth. No
appreciable single crystal growth will occur. At too high a temperature no deposition
would occur because re-evaporation exceeds the sticking coefficient.
Fig. 4.4 (c) exhibits a wafermap of a typical GaN on sapphire sample. The
wafermap is created from the FWHM of a set of rocking curves. The rocking curves
are distributed over a wafer in a matrix of 9 x 9 scans a distance of 5 mm apart from one
another. The wafer disc is fit into the shown square of side length 40 mm. The edges of
the square are filled with unrealistically high readings and therefore appear dark. The
wafermap explicitly shows the rocking curve FWHM dependence on the flux ratio even
on one single wafer. This is possible because the wafer is not rotated within the UHV-
chamber of the MBE-system. The circles on the top right and bottom left indicate the
positions of the N-plasma source and the Ga effusion cell relative to the waferstage,
when one looks at the front side of the wafer. The best region clearly leans toward the
N-plasma source. The diagonal wafennap pattern suggests that during a growth-run, the
flux ratio is a particularly important parameter for the crystal quality. The influence of,
for example, an uneven temperature distribution on the wafer is not to be seen.
By optimizing one growth parameter after another, new optimal growth conditions
can be found. Because of the inter-dependence of the growth parameters the process has
to be repeated several times.
4.2.5 SPECIFIC FINDINGS
Two samples of the set of GaN films on Ah03 are particularly interesting for two
reasons. First, they exhibit the smallest FWHM for the rocking curve of aU samples in
the set, and second, they show an asymmetry in their respective w /2()-scan peaks. The
small FWHM has been achieved with seemingly different growth conditions for the two
samples. The reason for the asymmetry of the w/2() peak is yet unknown, and only a
speculative approach can be taken to answer the question.
Shown in Fig. 4.3 (c) on p. 77 is the w-scan, w/2e-scan, and the reciprocal space
map of the (002) diffraction of the GaN epitaxial thin film of sample OS97.004. This
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sample originates from a subset of samples grown to for the purPose of studying the
effect of the buffer layer growth temperature on crystal quality. For sample OS97.004
the main layer and the buffer layer temperature were identical (730°C). The growth
rate of the buffer layer (0.03 pmlhr) was smaller than the growth rate of the main layer
(0.8 J.LmIhr), due to different source matenal fluxes applied during the growth run. The
buffer layer thickness is 0.03 .urn. The total GaN layer thickness as found by optical re-
flectance is 1.26 J.Lm. The FWHM of the w-scan curve of sample OS97.004 is recorded
with 97 arcsec. The FWHM demonstrated by the w/2l) scan curve is 36 arcsec, accord-
ing to the Scherrer formula [Eg. (2.71), p. 35] this corresponds to a coherence length of
0.9/-LID. This is again on the order of magnitude of the entire sample thickness. The
stacking of the atomic planes is extremely good.
In order to find a reason for the extremely good outcome of the HRXRD scans,
the next sample was grown under identical conditions, except that the main GaN layer
was not deposited. This made it possible to examine an identical GaN buffer layer as the
one of sample OS97.004 on a different wafer, sample OS97.005, by means of atomic
force microscopy (AFM). The picture shown in Fig. 4.5 on p. 82 was captured by Prof.
M. Johnson at the University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK.
The AFM micrograph shows that the buffer layer under the given growth con-
ditions starts to grow in islands on top of the flat sapphire surface. As expected for a
hexagonal lattice, the islands take the shape of hexagonal pyramids. The average thick-
ness of the pyramidal "film" is 300 A. Therefore a number of pyramids are much higher.
Because of the outward hexagonal symmetry and the small size of the pyramids, it is
safe to assume, that the lattice structure within the pyramids is virtually perfect.
The 16 % lattice mismatch between Ah03 and GaN strains the pyramids. Their
perpendicular lattice constant Cbuffer will be larger than the bulk GaN value. If now a
main GaN layer is deposited on top of the pyramids, the gaps between the fully strained
pyramids will be closed. Microscopic defects are introduced into the structure. The
defects at crystallographic grain borders partially relieve the misfit stress. The lattice
constant may assume the bulk value greater than the pyramidal Cbulfer, resulting in a
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lower diffraction angle. Further deposition of material will "grow out" the microscopic
defects to some extent and the main layer will be partially strained.
The shape of the w/28-scan curve in Fig. 4.3 (c) on p.77 can be interpreted as
a superposition of two peaks: A high angle. sharp main layer peak. and a low angle,
somewhat broader peak which is the result of the defect area at the interface of the
buffer layer and the main layer. The w-scan has an almost triangular shape. Again,
this may be interpreted as one very sharp peak in the center. due to the nearly parallel
stacking of planes within the main layer, and a broader peak, centered around the same
angle, indicating the loss of coherency of the plane nonna! direction in the "grainy"
interface area. A similar explanation, has been given by Zhu et a1.52
Another sample showing good HRXRD results is sample OS98.002. This sample
also exhibits the asynunetry in its w/28 scan curve. Sample OS98.002 is part of a
subset aimed at investigating the influence of the main layer growth temperature on the
crystal quality. No buffer layer has been deposited. After growth. the sample has been
thermally annealed at a temperature of 900°C for 10 minutes. The annealing treatment
has not been applied to the other samples of the set. It was a preliminary attempt to
study the influence of after-growth thennal annealing on the crystal structure. While
the other samples of the set showed average crystal quality, the result for the annealed
sample is promising and further studies will have to be done.
The thickness of sample OS98.002 has been estimated to be 1.4.um. An optical
measurement was not possible because the annealing process roughened the sample
surface. The FWHM of the w-scan curve of sample OS98.002 is 63 arcsec (scan not
shown). The FWHM of the w /28-scan is 23 arcsec. The scan curve shapes match the
ones seen for sample OS97.004 in every detail [see inset of Fig. 4.3 (c) on p. 77]. The
FWHM of the w-scan yields the impressive coherence length of 1.4 .urn, which coincides
with the sample thickness. There are virtually no flaws in the vertical plane stacking.
For the scan curve shapes of sample OS98.002 exactly the same double peak de-
scription may be given as before for sample OS97.004. Only this time the possible
explanation for the two different c lattice parameters is different since there is no buffer
layer. The thermal annealing process reorganized the GaN lattice. At the A120 3-GaN
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Figure 4.5. AFM Picture ofGaN Buffer Layer ofSample OS97.005: The picture shows
GaN hexagonal pyramids on a flat AIN layer attained by nitriding the
surface of the sapphire wafer, with a magnification of about 7500. The
gray scale indicates the angular orientation of the pyramidal surfaces
relative to the vertical. The average GaN "layer" thickness is 300A.
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interface the high temperature flash minimized the lattice mismatch between the Ah0 3
and GaN lattices, and microscopic defects due to strain where eliminated. At the same
time re-evaporation of growth materials took place at the sample surface, leaving defects
behind. A porous microstructure may establish itself near the surface, because of pref-
erential surface evaporation.53 After cool down the effect leaves a highly homogeneous
lattice deep in the layer. Further up defects due to strain appear, worsening the lattice
defects introduced by the re-evaporation. A 'grainy' or 'porous' Structure near the sur-
face of the sample is the result. This structure will cause the same X-ray diffraction
pattern as before.
4.3 MBE-GROWN GaN ON ZnO
There are alternative substrates to sapphire for the growth of wurtzite structured
GaN, namely SiC and ZnO. Both have hexagonal lattice structures and lattice mis-
matches smaller than the one of sapphire when compared to GaN. The ZnO/GaN mis-
match is only 1.9 %, which makes ZnO a much better fit than sapphire. A small number
of GaN on ZnO samples have been grown by RF-MBE at Oklahoma State University
as described above. The general sample layout is the same as the one for the already
discussed GaN on sapphire samples. A slowly grown 0.03).tm GaN buffer has been
deposited first, followed by the 1-2 J-Lm GaN main layer.
4.3.1 GENERAL FINDINGS
Seven growth runs have been performed to find out if GaN can be grown on ZnO
with competitive quality" The growth conditions have been derived from previous GaN
on sapphire growth runs. GaN has been deposited on the Zn face of the ZnO substrate.
In order to find out which site of the substrate (Zn-face or O-face) would be grown
on, a pre-growth piezo tester has been devised. When squeezing the ZnO substrate
material in (00 1) direction, an electrical pulse can be measured using a high impedance
amplifier. The orientation of the pulse (positive/negative) indicates which face is 'up'
*The number of growth runs was limited to seven because of limited substrate avail-
ability.
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relative to the squeezing electrodes. This piezo-test is possible because of the ionic
nature of the ZnO molecule. Zn is anionic while 0 is kathionic. The double-layer
stacking of Zn and 0 planes within the Wurtzite structure in (001) direction makes it
possible to use the piezo effect for a polarization measurement.
It has been chosen to grow on the positive Zn-face because it makes the bonding
of a first N layer easier during initial nitridation than a very electronegative 0 would.
Variations in buffer temperature and main layer temperature have been applied during
the growth process in order to improve the crystal quality. It should be noted that the
ZnO substrate crystal quality is not as good as the sapphire substrate crystal quality.
Where the sapphire substrate exhibits a ~ocking curve' FWHM of 10-17 arcsec, ZnO
shows 240 arcsec. In all growth runs so far, the epitaxial film quality did not surpass the
substrate crystal quality.
The rocking curves of epitaxial GaN layers on ZoO show FWHM between 1300
and 3525 arcsec. The w-scan of the highest quality GaN film, sample OS97.028, is
shown in Fig. 4.6 (a) on p. 86. Due to the small lattice mismatch in in-plane (1.9 %) as
well as in growth direction (0.5 %), a minimally strained GaN layer is to be seen. The
sharp ZnO peak and the broad GaN peak are very close, as expected. A lattice parameter
measurement finds CZnO = 5.205(18) A and CGaN = 5.201(6) A, which, considering the
error, is a negligible difference (0.08 %diff).
The best result for an w/28-scan yields a FWHM of 251 arcsec. The vertical co-
herence length then is 0.125 j.Lm, which is comparatively small. The GaN film thickness
of sample OS97.028 is 1.7 j.Lm.
The given numbers prove that further research is necessary in order to accomplish
the goal of competitive GaN epitaxial film quality on ZnO. At this time sapphire appears
to be the better substrate choice, not only because of not yet ideal growth conditions for
GaN on ZnO, but also because to date the crystal quality of sapphire substrates is much
better than the crystal quality of any ZnO substrate.
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4.3.2 SPECIFIC FINDINGS
All GaN on ZnO samples exhibit a tilt. The angle between the zero setting of the
Philips MRD waferstage and the ZnO and GaN symmetrical sets of planes has a value
of 1-2 degrees. This is more than can be attributed to a present mounting error, as can
be seen by comparison with similar GaN on sapphire samples.
The tilt of a set of planes relative to the sample mounting is found by a set of
rocking curves with different ¢ angles. Fig. 4.6 (a) on p.86 shows two w-scans 180
degrees in ¢ apart, which show the two extreme Bragg angles. The two w-scans at
¢ = ±90 degrees coincide in the ZnO Bragg angle. The shown angular difference
between the Bragg angles for ¢=O degree and ¢=180 degree is twice the tilt angle (3.354
degrees) of the ZnO (002) planes with respect to the sample mounting. The same scans
can be taken again, only this time centered on the GaN peak. A different tilt angle results
(3.738 degree). The difference between the two tilt angles eliminates the mounting error
and yields the tilt 0=0.192 degree, for sample OS97.028, between the substrate and the
epitaxial layer.
The same conclusions can be drawn from the reciprocal space map of the (002)
reciprocal lattice feature shown in Fig. 4.6 (b). The relative angles between sample
orientation on the waferstage, substrate, and epitaxial layer are the same angles as the
ones between the respective reciprocal lattice vectors. The reciprocal space map shows
no lineup of substrate and layer peak. in w /2B direction (otherwise 0 would be zero),
hinting towards a relaxed layer growth. This conclusion has to be drawn carefully since
both peaks are slightly off axis (see Nagai model below). What can be seen without a
doubt is the great broadness of both, the ZnO substrate as well as the GaN layer peak.
Given the fact that the ZnO-(002)-plane-to-mounting-tilt can not be accounted for
solely by a mounting error, there has to be a tilt angle between the sample surface and the
set of (OOl)-ZnO-planes of the sample. In order to find out about the interface structure
between ZnO substrate and GaN layer let us consider Nagai's construction for a tilted
substrate as seen in Fig. 4.7 on p. 88.54 ,55 If we had a perfect crystal, cut slightly off axis,
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and then grew an epitaxial thin film with slightly bigger unit c~ll fully strained on top of
the cut, we would have the depicted situation.
Shown are the angle !:i. between sample surface and substrate, and the angle 0 be-
tween substrate and epitaxial layer. The common in-plane lattice parameter .1·S a b
su strate,
the perpendicular lattice parameters are Csubstrate and Clayer, respectively. The equation
!:i.c !:i.c Csubstrate
n asubstrate Csubstrate n asubstrate I
where 6.c = Clayer - Csubstrate denotes the perpendicular lattice parameter difference. is
certainly valid. The integer n is the number of unit cells in one "tooth" of the miscleaved
substrate surface [Fig. 4.7]. Inspecting the bold set of lines within Fig. 4.7 reveals the
equivalent expression
6.c
tan 0 = tan!:i. .
Csubstrate
(4.2)
This means that if the lattice structure is ideal and the tilt is only due to a miscut of
the substrate crystal, the angle 6. between sample surface and, in our case, the ZnO
(002) planes can be predicted. The appropriate calculation using Eq. (2.53) on p. 29
with Et = 1.53 for GaN yields !:i. = 5.63 degree. This clearly can not be the case for the
sample under consideration since the measured tilt, mounting error included, is only 1.7
degree.
The conclusion has to be that the Nagai model is not valid for the interface be-
tween the ZnO substrate and its GaN layer studied here. This is not surprising since the
FWHM of rocking curves cited earlier, indicated relatively poor substrate quality. The
angle between the GaN and the ZnO crystal lattice orientation is 0.2 degree. There is a
tilt between the ZnO lattice orientation and sample surface, and there is a tilt between
the GaN lattice orientation and the sample surface. The ideal Nagai model does not al-
low us to correlate the two, which means there is a high density of crystal imperfections
in the interface area. partly accounting for the very broad scan results obtained.
4.4 MOCYD-GROWN InGaN ON Alz0 3
So far MBE-grown samples have been discussed. Another common growth tech-
nique is metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCYD). A number of InGat"J' on
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Figure 4.7. Single Layer Tilt: Model suggested by Nagai for tilted layers on misoriented
substrates.54 ,55 Every box represents one unit cell. The angle 6. is the
substrate miscut, and 6 is the angle between substrate and epitaxial layer.
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sapphire epitaxial thin films have been investigated. The intermediate GaN buffer layer
was of roughly the same quality as a typical MBE-grown GaN on sapphire sample, as
described earlier. The w /2B-scans perfonned applied the slit-optics of the MRD system.
4.4.1 MOCYD-GROWTH PROCESS
A simplified desciption of the MOCYD-growth process appears similar to the
MBE-growth technique. Within a growth chamber a substrate wafer is heated to pro-
vide the necessary chemical reaction temperature. Source gases, such as trimethylgal-
lium [Ga(CH3)3] to provide Ga, trimethylindium [In(CH3)3] to provide In, and ammonia
[NH3 ] to provide N are flowed over the substrate wafer.
On the wafer surface heat activated chemical reactions set free the elements, which
are then incorporated into the epitaxial thin film to be grown. For the growth of GaN
and InN, which is what we are interested in, the chemical reactions are
and
where GaN and InN are deposited on the wafer, and methane is a chemically inert
gaseous by-product. Compared to a typical MBE system, the gasfiows, and therefore
the corresponding element fluxes, are orders of magnitude higher in a typical MOCVD
system. This yields much higher growth rates. At the same time, however, the ability to
control the growth atomic layer by atomic layer is lost. As was the case for the MBE-
growth, the critical growth parameters are the gas f10wrates and the wafer temperature
(growth temperature).
4.4.2 GENERAL FINDINGS
A set of InGaN epitaxial thin films grown by MOCVD has been investigated. The
general sample structure is shown in Fig. 4.1 (b) on p. 69. A 1J.Lm thick GaN buffer layer
has been grown on a sapphire substrate. Then the 0.1 J.Lm InGaN film with varying In
composition has been deposited.
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Fig. 4.8 shows three w/20 scans of three InGaN thin .film samples. The three
samples confirm Vegard's law for a relaxed layer on a substrate. We see a InGaN layer
on a GaN "virtual substrate". The angular distance between the InGaN alloy peak and
the GaN "substrate" peak only depends on the In content in the InGaN layer. The angular
distances, 466 arcsec, 797 arcsec, and 1233 arcsec, yield 6.3 %, 11.0 %, and 17.3 % In
content for samples 96-701, 96-800, and 96-813 respectively, according to Eq. (2.65) on
p.34. The planar spacings d in the equation have been calculated from the peak: angles
using Bragg's equation [Eq. (2.1) on p. 7].
The resulting In contents are close to the target compositions of the grower, which
were 13 %, 14 %, and 24 %, respectively. A strained simulation does not yield a similar
agreement. It is safe to assume that the InGaN layers are relaxed since a strained simu-
lation results in In compositions about 50 % less than what Vegard's law predicts. Phase
segregation has not been observed. No separate InN peak has been found.
4.5 MOCVD-GROWN GaN/lnGaN SUPERLATTICES
This section will present results on MOCVD-grown InGaN/GaN/AlGaN multi-
ple quantum wells (MQW), which also will be reported elsewhere.57 The sample lay-
out is shown in Fig. 4.1 (c) on p.69. A 12-period 45 A GaN barrier plus 30A In-
GaN well structure has been deposited on a 1.8,um GaN buffer layer. The superlattice
structure is sealed with a 0.1 jJ.m Alo.o7Gao.93N capping layer. The growth was initiated
on a c-plane sapphire substrate. Gas sources used were trimethylgallium [Ga(CH3hL
trimethylindium [In(CH3)3J, trimethylaluminum [AI(CH3hJ and ammonia (NH3). Dis-
ilane [Si2 H6J provided the n-type dopant. The growth temperatures of the GaN buffer,
the superlattice, and the AIGaN capping layer were 1050°C, 790°C, and 1040 °C,
respectively. The fluxes applied during the superlattice growth were 5,umol/min for
Ga(CH3h and 14l-Lmol/min for In(CH3h- The ammonia flow was held at a steady
0.35 mol/min. The samples under study differ only in the amount of Si-doping, ranging
from 1 x 1017 to 1 X 1019 cm-3 in the GaN barriers of the MQW. This was achieved
by varying the disilane doping precursor flux from 0 to 4 nmol/min during the GaN bar-
rier growth. The doping concentrations have been c?nfirmed by Hall measurements and
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secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). These experiments and others, such as optical
property experiments, are reported elsewhere.58 - 6o
4.5.1 Si-DOPING
Figure 4.9 on p.93 shows three (002)-w/29-scans of MQW samples with dif-
ferent Si doping levels n within the GaN barrier layer of the superlattice. The slit
optics has been used to investigate the influence of Si doping of n < 1 x 1017 to
n = 3 x 1019 cm-30n the diffraction pattern.
All layers produce reflected intensity peaks. The strongest peak is due to the
GaN buffer layer, and its high-angle shoulder is due to the AIGaN capping layer. Four
superlattice peaks can be seen. The "virtual substrate" of the superlattice, the GaN
buffer layer, is of good quality. All samples offer rocking curves with a FWHM < 100
arcsec and an w /29 scan FWHM < 30 arcsec for the GaN buffer layer. For all samples
the figure shows a number of superlattice satellite peaks, indicative of good superlattice
quality. The nominally undoped sample (n < 1 x 1017 cm-3) exhibits superlattice peaks
with an asymmetric lineshape, as opposed to the two doped samples, which show a
symmetric broadening in their respective superlattice peaks, indicating that the doped
samples more closely resemble the ideal model of the structure. The simulation of the
diffracted intensity does not show asymmetric peaks. The "mirror-image" resemblance
between the ±1 superlattice peaks shows that the broadening is, at least partially, due to
superlattice period fluctuations. The fluctuations may be caused by interface roughness
and/or intermixing at the GaNlInGaN interfaces.
The angular distance between the superlattice peaks has been used to find the
superlattice period. Small variations in the superlattice period occur (80A to 86A), but
no correlation with the Si doping is to be seen. A clear dependence on the Si doping
level is to be found in the higher-order satellite peak FWHM. The inset of Fig. 4.9 shows
the variation of FWHM of higher-order superlattice peaks as a function of Si doping.
With increasing Si doping-level the FWHM of the higher-order peaks become smaller.
This suggests an improved interface quality within the superlattice with increased Si
doping within the GaN barrier layer. The ratio of integrated intensities of the various
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Figure 4.9. MOCVD Superlattice Dependence on Sf Doping: Shown are the (002) re-
flection HRXRD curves of l2-period InGaN/GaN/AlGaN MQW sam-
ples with different Si doping levels n in the GaN barrier layers. The
variation of the FWHM of the higher-order superlattice peaks is shown
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peaks of every one sample are almost identical, when compared to the respective ratio
of another sample. This is expected because the samples should differ only in their
structural perfection.
Si doping clearly affects the structural quality of the GaNlInGaN superlattice. It
has been speculated that the quality of the GaN barrier and its surface free energy are
changed. 61 This then would affect the growth condition, or growth mode, of the InGaN
well deposited on the Si doped GaN barrier. 62,63 Further investigations are needed to
confirm these claims.
4.5.2 KINEMATICAL SIMULATION
A more detailed approach reveals a better picture of the broadening and lineshape
of the MQW sample superlattice. The triple-axis optics setup has been used to increase
instrumental resolution. Comparison with the kinematical simulation of the scanned
MQW structure shows very good agreement.
For the heavily doped sample (n = 3 x 1019 cm-3), Fig. 4.10 on p.95 shows
a receiving slit scan (curve a), a triple axis scan (curve b), and the computed simula-
tion (curve c). When changing the HRXRD instrument optics from slit-optics to the
triple axis setup, the detailed Pendellosung fringes characteristic of a high crystalline
quality of the layers are revealed. The Pendellosung fringes are due to interference of
coherent X-ray waves, reflected from the layer upper/lower planar boundaries. 64 Inter-
face imperfections or compositional inhomogeneity would decrease phase coherency,
and Pendellosung fringes would not arise. The presence of Pendellosung fringes and
the narrow FWHM of the superlattice peaks suggest very good interface quality.
Figure 4.10 shows an excelJent agreement between the trip e axis optics scan and
the simulated data. The simulation assumes a fully strained InGaN/GaN superlattice on
a GaN substrate with (curve c) and without (curve d) an AIGaN capping layer, according
to the general sample layout. The Si doping is not accounted for in the simulation. The
excellent agreement hints to a near perfect crystal structure of the sample.
The triple axis scan shows a modulation of the Pendellosung fringes. This is due
to interference of coherent X-ray waves caused by reflections of the AIGaN capping
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Figure 4.10. MOCVD Super/at/ice w /2()-Scan and Kinematical Simulation: Shown are
w/ 2e diffraction curves obtained by a) slit-optics XRD, b) triple axis
optics HRXRD, c) kinematical simulation. Curve d) shows a kinemati-
cal simulation without AIGaN capping layer. The curves are displaced
vertically for clarity.
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layer, as can be seen by comparing the two simulated curves_ In effect, the fringes are
due to both, the superlattice and the capping layer.
A comparison of a triple axis optics scan of the undoped sample with the simu-
lation shows that, although Pendellosung fringes are still observed between the zeroth
order superlattice peak and the GaN buffer layer peak, further outward the fringes cease
to be resolvable, and the higher-order superlattice peakshapes differ significantly from
the ideal crystal simulation.
The conclusion is that Si doping in the GaN barrier layer of the superlattice in-
fluences the interface quality of the superlattice. The highest Si doping level (n
3 x 1019 cm-3) enhances the overall crystal quality the most.
4.5.3 RECIPROCAL SPACE MAPS
With the help of reciprocal space maps we can identify the contributions to X-ray
diffraction peak broadening due to strain, mosaicity, and rnicrodefects separately, and
draw refined conclusions about the crystal quality of the MQW structures under study.
Figure 4.11 on p. 97 shows the reciprocal lattice features defined by the Miller
indices (002), (004), and (114). The diffraction pattern of plane set (114) has been
found to yield the highest intensity of all experimentally accessible asymmetrical recip-
rocal lattice features. All reciprocal lattice maps show the high intensity GaN "virtual
substrate" peak, the AIGaN capping layer peak, and the zeroth order InGaN/GaN su-
perlattice peak. Additionally, the very strong (002) reflection reveals two Pendellosung
fringes above the AIGaN peak, as well as in between the GaN peak and the zeroth order
superlattice peak. The (002) reflection also allows for the -1 superlattice peak to be
resolved.
The main broadening direction of the GaN peak is the lateral Gx direction, sug-
gesting a finite in-plane coherence length or grain size for tbe "virtual substrate" layer.
Inspection of the symmetrical reciprocal lattice features seems to indicate the same for
the overlying epitaxial structure. Only the asymmetrical scan reveals the mosaic na-
ture of the superlattice peak broadening in w-scan direction, as indicated by the lines
in the (114) reciprocal space map of Fig. 4.11. Additionally, it is clear by considering
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Figure 4.11. MOCVD Superlattice Reciprocal Space Map: Shown are recipro-
cal space maps of the (002), (004), and (114) reflections for the
InGaN/GaN/AlGaN MQW sample with the highest Si-doping level
(n = 3 x 1019 ). The isointensity contours (solid lines) correspond to
1, 10, 100, and WOO counts/sec, respectively.
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the asymmetrical reciprocal lattice feature that, the superlatti~e as well as the capping
layer, are coherently strained with respect to the GaN buffer layer. All peaks, the GaN
buffer layer, the InGaN superlattice peak, and the AIGaN capping layer peak, line up
in Gz direction, hence all layers have to have the same in-plane lattice constant a. All
samples under study show the same reciprocal lattice map features. Different levels of
silicon doping have no effect on the strain state of the epitaxial structure of a sample.
All samples exhibit coherently strained superlattice and capping layer.
The given evidence supports the thesis that Si-doping enhances the interfacial
quality of the superlattice while at the same time no relaxation of the lattice-mismatch
strain can be observed.
4.6 :MBE-GROWN GaNlinGaN SUPERLATIICES
The growth kinetics concerning :MBE-grown superlattices are little understood.
This, and the successful growth of InGaN/GaN superlattices by MOCVD, motivates a
similar attempt utilizing MBE.
The set of :MBE-grown superlattice samples comprises samples consisting of a
2.4 pm GaN buffer layer on sapphire on top of which a 20 period, 0.4 pm thick In-
GaN/GaN superlattice has been grown. This structure has been chosen because sim-
ulations (Append. A) have shown a very strong superlattice diffraction pattern for this
particular superlattice. The chosen structure would make it easy to assess whether a
superIattice has been grown at all in the crucial first attempts of doing so.
The physical properties of the superlattice will be discussed below. There is no
capping layer. Let us consider two examples of the grown set, sample OS98.020 and
sample OS98.022.* Despite the fact that the buffer layers of both samples have been
grown at different temperatures, 750°C and 780 DC, respectively, all X-ray data indicates
nearly identical buffer layer properties, so that we can concentrate on the superlattice
growth. The only varied parameter for the superlattice growth is the N-plasrna flux. The
atomic flux depends on plasma power and gas flow. At a plasma power of 400 Watts the
*A vastly more complete discussion of the set of MBE-grown InGaN/GaN superlat-
tice samples will be presented in M. L. O'Steen's PhD. thesis.51
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N partial pressure in the MBE chamber was 3 x 10-5 Torr for, sample OS98.020, and at
320 Watts plasma power it was 4 x 10-5 Torr for sample OS98.022.
4.6.1 GENERAL FINDINGS
Four scans in particular shall be considered to give a qualitative description of
the two samples. These are the standardized w/2fJ-scans of the (002) set of planes for
both samples, OS98.020 and OS98.022, and reciprocal space maps of reciprocal lattice
features (002) and (114) for sample OS98.022. Fig. 4.12 on p. 100 shows the mentioned
scans.
Both w/2fJ-scans show the high int.ensity buffer layer peak, and up to five super-
lattice peaks on the low angle side of the zeroth order superlattice peale The first super-
lattice peak on the high angle side, SL1, can be seen as a slight shoulder on the right of
the GaN buffer layer peak. Clearly visible again is the second peak on the right side,
SL2. Higher order peaks are of extremely low intensity and are therefore not detected.
On the high angle side the kinematical simulation shows that the sample geometry does
not allow for peaks SL3 and SL4 - these superlattice peaks are effectively diminished
by destructive interference.
The integrated superlattice peak intensities decrease with increasing peak index.
This is evidence for interdiffusion - more so in sample OS98.020 than in OS98.022.
The peakshapes reveal an increasing FWHM with increasing superlattice peak index.
This has been seen before in the undoped MOCVD-grown superlattice sample. Fluc-
tuations in the superlattice period is the main reason for this behavior. Because of the
low-resolution-scan grading cannot be ruled out (see Sect. 2.6.3). A vertical temperature
gradient along the growth direction, as is likely to occur in the MBE system used, may
have activated interdiffusion differently throughout the superlattice, and therefore may
have caused different well to barrier ratios within the subsequent periods of the super-
lattice. This point could not be clarified since the overall crystal quality does not allow
detailed high resolution scans.
Figure 4.12 also shows symmetrical and asymmetrical reciprocal space maps of
sample OS98.022. The qualitative results of these maps may be applied to both, sample
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Figure 4.12. MBE Grown Superlattices: Scans taken from MBE-grown superlat-
tice samples, a) w/2()-scan of sample OS98.020, b) w/2()-scan of sam-
ple OS98.022, c) reciprocal space map of the (002) feature of sample
0598.022, and d) reciprocal space map of the (114) feature of sample
0598.022
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OS98.022 and sample OS98.020 because of their evident similarities. Both reciprocal
space maps have been obtained using slit-optics, which means that sharp peaks, such
as the GaN buffer peak, are displayed significantly smeared out in all directions. Only
broad features will be portrayed on the correct scale.
The symmetrical (002) reciprocal space map shown in Fig. 4.12 (c) reveals no
preferred broadening direction for the superlattice peaks. Lattice dislocations, mosaicity
and finite coherence lengths seem to contribute to broadening in every direction. The
GaN buffer layer peak is not resolved. The low intensity contours around the GaN peak
show no preferred broadening direction either, but that is because of the contributions
of the SL1 and SLO peaks to the diffracted signal.
Figure 4.12 (d) shows the asymmetrical (114) reciprocal lattice feature of sample
OS98.022. The reciprocal lattice feature is further away from the origin of reciprocal
space. It is enlarged compared to the symmetrical scan. The contribution of the super-
lattice peaks to the (114) diffraction intensity is so low, that the finite lateral coherence
length as the main reason for the broadening of the buffer layer peak becomes appar-
ent. The superlattice peaks do not show up at all. This means no statement about the
strain state of the superlattice with respect to the buffer layer can be made. However,
fully strained kinematical simulations show a much better agreement than relaxed sim-
ulations with the In-composition as given by the growth parameters.
4.6.2 SPECIFIC FINDINGS
It has been shown in Chap. 2 that a wealth of information can be obtained about
a superlattice, by simply inspecting the w!2e diffraction curve as shown in Fig. 4.12 (a)
and (b) for samples OS98.020 and OS98.022, respectively. Both scans were taken ap-
plying the slit optics of the MRD system to the (002) set of planes of the samples.
Considering only the superlattice and buffer peak positions, the superlattice ana-
lyzer program (see Append.) utilizes equations given in Chap. 2 to obtain growth rates,
superlattice periods, and In compositions shown in Fig. 4.13 on p. 102. Each sample
wafer has been scanned on seven equidistant locations along a diagonal with the end
points (x= -15 mm, y= -15 mm), and (x= 15 mm, Y= 15 mm), where (x= 0 nun,
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Figure 4.13. Superlattice Growth Analysis: The lateral variation of, a) the GaN growth
rate, b) the InN growth rate, c) the superlattice period, and d) the av-
erage In content of the superlattice in MBE-grown samples OS98.020
and OS98.022 is shown. The data has been calculated using the peak
positions of superlattice and substrate in w/2(J-scans along the wafer di-
agonal, defined by the metal to N flux ratio gradient.
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y= 0 mm) designates the center of the two-inch sapphire wafer. Along this diagonal the
flux ratios of N to Ga and N to In vary. During growth in the MBE system the In and
Ga sources are located at the bottom left of the wafer, whereas the N-plasma source is
located at the top right, as indicated by Fig. 4.4 (b) on p. 79. The wafer does not rotate
during growth, so that a spatial analysis may be carried out.
Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the GaN growth along the wafer diagonal during the deposition
of the superlattice. For sample 0598.020 GaN assembles itself on the wafer fastest
close to the Ga source, and slowest close to the nitrogen source. This behavior strongly
suggests a metal-limited growth mode. The higher the metal-flux, the higher the growth
rate. For the growth of sample 0598.022 the nitrogen flux has been decreased: Close
to the N-source, growth is still metal-limited. However, close to the Ga-source, growth
becomes N-limited, as indicated by the lowered growth rate. Despite the higher N gas
flow applied during growth of sample 0598.022 (4 x 10-5 Torr) compared to sample
0598.020 (3 x 10-5 Torr), the lowered plasma power (from 400 Watts to 320 Watts)
decreases the amount of atomic N. The low plasma power does not break up enough
N2 molecules to yield the same number of N atoms as the lower gas flow with higher
plasma power.
One should expect a similar behavior for the InN growth rate depicted in Fig. 4.13 (b),
if the metal fluxes were comparable. Sample 0598.020, the one with the higher N-
flux, shows a N-limited growth mode close to the In-source, and a metal-limited growth
mode close to the N-source, at the same N flux level. The In corporation of In into
the deposited layer should be significantly higher than the Ga corporation. Looking at
the growth rate numbers it is clear that this is not the case. The In atoms have a 60 %
higher mass than the Ga atoms. Given a steady temperature, the higher mass results in a
lowered mobility of In compared to Ga. It takes longer for the In atom to 'find' its place
in the crystal lattice, and so the absolute value of the In growth rate does not exceed the
Ga growth rate.
If the N-flux is lowered (sample 0598.022), nitrogen-limited growth throughout
the wafer should be expected. Considering the big error bars accompanying the data
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points obtained from sample 0898.022, this conclusion can neither be confirmed nor
disproved by the experimental data.
Fig. 4.13 (c) shows the lateral superlattice variation along the wafer diagonal. Not
surprisingly. both curves closely match the GaN growth rates. The time of growth is
fixed, so a higher growth rate of the predominant material GaN yields a thicker film.
Fig. 4.13 (d) shows the average In content in the superlattice along the wafer diagonal.
The average In content curves, of course, match the InN growth rate curves.
In a spatial resolution analysis both, the N-limited, and the metal-limited growth
mode, have been seen. 14 data points have been obtained with only two growth runs.
X-ray analysis helps to draw valuable conclusions to improve on growth conditions for
MBE-grown superlattices.
4.7 SUMMARY
A variety of GaN and InGaN heteroepitaxial thin film samples have been studied.
Over the course of the investigation it has become clear that. X-ray diffraction is a very
powerful tool in the hands of the semiconductor physicist, who wants to characterize
the structural quality and physical properties of epitaxial thin film samples. All samples
were grown by MBE or MOCVD. Both growth techniques have been described briefly.
Single layer films. GaN on sapphire, GaN on ZnO, and InGaN on sapphire. as well as
superlattice structures, InGaN/GaN on sapphire, have been studied.
The first set of samples to be examined were the GaN on sapphire thin films.
Rocking curves have been correlated with varying growth parameters, in order to find
indications for optimum growth conditions. Two high quality GaN on sapphire sam-
ples showed a peculiar. asymmetrical broadening effect in their respective w /2e-scans.
hardly ever reported before. A speculative explanation has been given, considering mi-
croscopic defects at layer interfaces, which would partially relieve misfit stress.
Next, GaN single layers on ZnO have been investigated. Due to inferior substrate
crystal quality the epitaxial GaN films lack the good quality of the GaN on sapphire
samples. Tilt measurements have been performed and a straightforward theory for an
ideal tilt has been introduced.
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MOCVD-grown InGaN alloy films have undergone a brief study, aimed at the
amount of In incorporated within the film. Comparing growth parameters with theoreti-
cal models, it has been found that, the InGaN alloy layer grew relaxed on the GaN buffer
layer.
High quality MOCVD-grown InGaN/GaN MQW structure samples have been in-
vestigated. The intentionally varied parameter during growth was the amount of Si-
doping. It has been found that the structural quality of the superlattice depends on the
dopant. Reciprocal space mapping proved the coherently strained growth of the super-
lattice on its buffer layer.
Finally, MBE-grown InGaN/GaN superlattices have been subject to a lateral
growth rate variation study, 'aIong the wafer diagonal. Results indicate the dependence
of growth rates and alloy composition on the flux ratio of the source elements.
CHAPTERS
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
5.1 SUMMARY
In this thesis, a study of epitaxial structure, based on X-ray diffraction, of a num-
ber of GaN, InGaN, and related alloys, including both single layers and multilayer het-
erostructures, has been presented. The fundamentals of X-ray diffraction have been
introduced. The XRD experiment has been described. Several different sets of GaN
epitaxial heterostructure samples have been investigated, and the respective findings
presented. The introductory chapter gave an overview over the current interest in the
group III nitride semiconductor materials. There, it has been pointed out that the large,
direct bandgaps of the nitrides make them particuarly suitable for LED and LD as well
as light detector based devices, not only in the visible range of the spectrum, but also
into the UV range. A brief research history has been given. Next, Chap. 2 introduced
some necessary theoretical background for interpreting the various experimental XRD
results which constitute the core work-and unique contributions-of this thesis. Phys-
ical effects, occurring within the crystal when an impinging an X-ray beam is present,
have been categorized. The kinematical theory has been introduced. To contrast this
single scattering approach (kinematical theory), the more rigorous multiscattering ap-
proach (dynamical theory) has been briefly described as well. It has been argued that,
because of the layer thickness, lattice imperfection, and relative uncertainty of bulk ma-
terial properties of the samples studied, the kinematical simulation yields a reasonable
approximation for the scan data obtained during the investigation. In Chap. 3 the capa-
bilities and limitations of the Philips MRD system have been described. Every scan type
employed in this study has been discussed, and interpretations of example scans were
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given. Finally, within Chap. 4 the results of the investigation by HRXRD of several sets
of GaN and InGaN semiconductor heterostructure samples have been presented.
This work entailed separate studies of several different types of ID-N-based sam-
ples. An original contribution of this thesis is the conclusive demonstration of improved
superlattice interface quality of MOCVD-grown InGaN/GaN structures with increased
Si-doping. At present, the physical mechanisms which underlie the interfacial-quality
enhancement with Si doping are not understood. One of the first reports on Si-doped In-
GaN/GaN/AlGaN MQW structures revealed a strict layer interface quality dependence
on the amount of n-type Si-doping within the GaN barrier layers of the InGaN/GaN
superlattice. The higher the doping concentration (1017 to 3 X 1019 cm-3), the better the
interface quality. This can be seen by inspecting w/2() FWHM of higher-order superlat-
tice peaks. The AIGaN capping layer has been shown to have a decisive influence on the
peak shape of the diffraction pattern. This has been shown by utilizing the HRXRD sim-
ulation program devised for this study. Reciprocal space maps did not show significant
differences between the samples studied. All samples exhibit superlattice and capping
layers which are coherently strained to the thick GaN buffer layer, which, in turn, ap-
pears fully strain-relaxed with respect to the sapphire substrate. The reciprocal space
maps suggest a finite in-plane coherence length for the GaN buffer layer, and mosaicity
for the superlattice and capping layer peaks as the main effects to cause diffraction signal
broadening. In order to gain further insight into the effects of doping within MQWs, the
Si-doped MOCYD-grown MQW sample set may be complemented with similar sam-
ple sets which utilize, for example, a different n-type dopant species, use of the same
(Si) dopant in MBE- rather than MOCYD-grown superlattices, or even a p-type dopant.
Such a comparison should prove useful as to which atomic properties are decisive in
improving the superlattice quality. Higher doping levels will answer the question of the
upper limit on Si doping which stiJJ yields a structural quality improvement.
Additionally, MOCVD-grown InGaN-on-sapphire samples have been studied;
this sample set appears to exhibit consistency with Vegard's law. The epitaxial films
appear to have grown relaxed on the substrate. No phase segregation has been observed
with In compositions up to 24%.
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Recently, the MBE group at Oklahoma State University ?as successfully grown its
first InGaN/GaN superlattices. Two samples in particular have been studied with respect
to their different metal (Ga, In)-to-N flux ratios. A lateral growth-rate variation study
has been carried out. It has been shown, utilizing a custom-written superlattice analyzer
program devised for this purpose, that the growth rates of Ga and In depend critically
on the metal-to-N flux ratios during growth. This is a significant phenomenological
finding, which remains to be explained. Studies concerning further growth parameters
for MBE-grown InGaN/GaN superlattices are in progress and a more complete report
will be given elsewhere.51
Two MBE-grown GaN-on-sapphire samples exhibit an unusual asymmetry in the
lineshapes of their (002) w/2B curves. This has been preliminarily attributed to the con-
tribution of two distinct GaN layers introduced during growth. One sample received a
buffer layer before main layer deposition, the other sample has been thermally annealed,
and the annealing process may have introduced a 'porous' structure near the surface of
the sample due to preferential evaporation. With two distinct layers two diffraction
peaks may be seen. The asymmetric peaks can be easily fitted by two Gaussians. The
asymmetric peak has rarely been reported, and further investigation is necessary to clar-
ify the origin and physical significance, of this observation. More high-quality single
layer GaN samples may be grown to gain conclusive data about a layer separation in sin-
gle layer GaN samples. A first step would be a thermal annealing study with different
after growth flash temperatures for otherwise identical samples.
Yet another set of samples has been investigated: MBE-grown GaN on ZnO epi-
taxial films. GaN was deposited on the Zn-face of a ZnO substrate. At present, overall
quality of the film is not yet comparable to GaN grown on sapphire substrates, due to
the necessity for reduced GaN MBE growth temperature, imposed as a consequence of
thermal instability of ZnO material at the more typical (high) GaN MBE growth tem-
peratures. A layer-tilt study has been done, and a tilt model for an ideal crystal applied.
Results suggest that the present GaN/ZnO samples do not correspond to the simplest,
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ideal-tilt case. This conclusion is further supported by the ob~ervation of unusually ex-
cessive broadening (in comparison to similar GaN on sapphire substrates) in wand w/2B
scans.
5.2 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the microstructures of GuN and InGaN semiconductor heterostruc-
tures have been investigated through the use of high resolution X-ray diffraction. X-
ray diffraction has been shown to be an extremely valuable tool for epitaxial thin film
characterization. The methods described yield a wealth of structural information about
"microstructural characteristics of epitaxial semiconductor multilayers, such as lattice
parameters, stress/strain, lattice perfection, and interfacial properties. The original
contributions of this thesis have concerned Si-doping dependent structural quality im-
provements within MOCVD-grown InGaN/GaN/AIGaN MWQ, and a growth parameter
oriented study of MBE-grown InGaN/GaN superlattices. Both investigations concern
themselves with structural quality improvement. The findings presented in this the-
sis could provide a potentially important contribution to the growth of high-structural-
quality, device-oriented heteroepitaxial semiconductors. Historically, high microstruc-
tural crystal quality yielded high efficiency electronic and optoelectronic devices. Stud-
ies of this sort are essential to support continued progress in the area of semiconductor
research. Achievable goals-blue LDs and LEDs as well as high-temperature, high-
power electronic devices-lie in the near future for the GaN family of materials; such
technological advances will have a continued impact on the way electronics continues
to change our way of life.
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APPENDIX A
HRXRD SIMULATION MANUAL
A.I INTRODUCTION
A.l.I ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
r would like to thank my advisor Dr.R.J.Hauenstein and my fellow student
Mark.L.O'Steen, for encouragement and insights into the underlying theory. Without
them, this work would not have been accomplished.
Though I have never met him, thanks to PJ.Turner for giving the world xvgr. I
use it a lot. The same goes for T.e. Zhao and Mark Overmars. These guys created the
forms library which makes all the fine looking X -windows windows possible. Long
live the Linux community!
A.I.2 INTRODUCTION
This program came into existence because there was no other like it. I was work-
ing on X-ray characterization of GuN epitaxial thin films, when I realized, that all sim-
ulation software out there only could handle cubic structures. So r was stuck with my
hexagonal crystal and a cubic simulation. What is the way out? Do it yourself (Fig. A.I)!
The second section will give an insight into the internal file management of the
program. Section A.3 gives a few hints about using the X-windows interface. The
program code is to be found in Section AA.
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A.I.3 WHAT THIS PROGRAM CAN DO
Fritz's High Resolution X-Ray Diffraction supplies an easy to use Linux X-
Windows based user interface, which allows for a fast change of sample and/or scan
setup parameters. The kinematical approach allows very fast computation of X-ray
diffraction intensities of hexagonal lattice structures with - at least in my experience -
no lack of accuracy compared to dynamical theory within experimental constraints.
The program provides forms which collect the necessary data: material properties,
sample structure and scan setup. Given this, a simulated intensity depending on the
Bragg angle is produced and shown. In a second step you can compare experimental
and theoretical data directly and print out the result.
Any reflection of a Miller plane (hId) may be simulated. For off axis scans it is
assumed that the growth direction (perpendicular to the sample surface) coincides with
the crystallographic (001] or c direction.
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Figure A.I. Startup Window: Let the simulations begin...
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A.2 PROGRAM DETAILS
A.2.1 INSTALLATION
Put the file XRDsim08.tgz in your home directory. Expand it with
tar -xvzf XRDsim08.tgz
This will create the subdirectory XRDsim. It contains all necessary files and a
few data file subdirectories. That's it! Change into XRDsim and start the program with
XRDsim.
Note: To use the graphical capabilities of the program you will have to have xvgr
installed on your system.
A.2.2 DATA FILES
All data files used are easy to manipulate ASClI files. Usually the X-windows
interface should be sufficient to do the job. However, situations may occur where you
want direct control. When naming the files be sure to not exceed 50 characters for
path+filename. That means the filename must be smaller than 40 characters (this re-
straint may be changed in a later version).
After installation, you will notice the following subdirectories in your XRDsim
directory:
A.2.2.1 THE 'INDATA' DIRECTORY. This directory contains all necessary
data for the simulation process.
MATERIAL FILES
.mat files contain material specific data. Here material means an element or com-
pound, which has a hexagonal crystal structure. It is the smallest building block for your
sample to be. All parameters describing the material in effect describe properties of its
lattice.
Example: GaN.mat
3.189
5.185
1.2962
31.534
-49.1962
35.2891
-9.61512
7.020234
-19.4321
22.0819
-8.53549
19000
11.4
36.5
: lattice parameter a
: lattice parameter c
: atomic basis offset for N with respect to Ga
: atomic form factor parameters for Ga
: atomic form factor parameters for N
: penetration depth in Angstroms if used as substrate
: stiffness constants C13
: C33
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This is the file as you find it on your harddrive. The colon as comment sign is
arbitrary. The program will read data in every line until it hits a space character. From
there on the rest of the line is dismissed. All lengths you might come across are given
in Angstroms. This includes the here shown lattice parameters, basis offset and X-ray
penetration depth.
Following usual convention the hexagonal lattice parameter a is the one in plane,
and the c lattice parameter is the one in (001) direction.
The atomic basis offset is the distance u between the two basis atoms of the
Wurzite structure.
The atomic formfactors (given in sin [Bragg angle] I X-ray wavelength) are fitted
with a third grade polynome. The numbers shown are the coefficients for XO J Xl J x 2 , x 3
respectively·
*Dala points for curve fitting are taken from the book by Cullity .26
0.000000
40.000000
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The X-ray penetration depth is given in Angstroms. This is important to calculate
the reflected intensity if the material is used as a substrate. Epitaxial layers are assumed
thin, such that every atomic layer reflects the same intensity.
The material specific stiffness constants are taken from up to date literature. The
units are not important, since only the quotient enters the computation.
SAMPLE FILES
Another kind of files you find in the indata directory are the .sam files. These
describe the samples from which a scan is to be simulated. The following example has
been created by the program.
Example: InGaN..5L.sam
GaN : substrate material
2 : # of super lattices
1.000000 : # of layers in SL
1.000000 : # of repetitions of this SL
GaN : material 1
AIN : material 2
0.049000 : composition coefficient for material 2
1055.000000 : thickness
2.000000 : # of layers in SL
12.000000 : # of repetitions of this SL
GaN : material 1
InN : material 2
0.099000 : composition coefficient for material 2
40.000000 : thickness
GaN : material 1
: material 2
: composition coefficient for material 2
: thickness
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The first line tells you the substrate material. The remaining structure of the sam-
ple is described by a series of superlattices, which are subdivided in a number of layers.
The layers are specified with their respective material and thickness. Lastly, each super-
lattice is given a number of repetitions.
For the above example, you see a GaN substrate, on top of which you have two
superlattices. The first superlattice consists of one layer of AlO.049Gal-O.049N with a
thickness of 1055 Angstroms. This one layer superlattice is repeated only once - you
just have defined a single layer as superlattice.
Similar, the second superlattice has two layers, one of which is InO.099Gal-O,099N
with a thickness of 40 Angstroms. The second layer of the second superlattice Is pure
GaN, likewise 40 Angstroms thick. This superlattice is repeated 12 times.
Only AB compounds can be used as sample layers. That is why the third material
2 line is empty, but still there. Three or more materials in one layer are not possible.
Also, note that the composition coefficient x in AxB1- x is given in parts of I, not in per
cent.
SCAN FILES
The third kind of files in the indata directory are the .dat files. These contain
the final scan setup, which is' then handed over to the XRDsim_core program, which
does the simulation computation. Thus, it is possible to run the simulation without the
X-windows user interface. It is as easily readable as the others are.
Example: InGaNBL.dat
1.540597
17.285000
5.000000
0.001000
0.000000
0.000000
2.000000
GaN
: x-ray wavelength [Angstrom]
: theta angle about which to scan [deg]
: scan range [deg]
: stepsize [deg]
:h
:k
: I
: substrate material
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2.000000 : # of SL:s
1.000000 : # of repetitions of 1st SL
1.000000 : # of layers in 1st SL
AIN49GaN : temporary material file
1055.000000 : thickness of 1st layer in 1st SL
2.000000 : # of layers in 2nd SL
12.000000 : # of repetitions of 2nd SL
InNg9GaN : material of 1st layer in 2nd Sl
40.000000 : thickness of 1st layer in 2nd SL
GaN : material of 2nd layer in 2nd SL
40.000000 : thickness of 2nd layer in 2nd SL
The first seven lines of this scan file contain the scan setup including the Miller
indices of the Bragg planes aimed at. Only reflections from these planes are considered
in the simulation. You notice that the second part of this file only contains data already
given in the sample file. For 'historical reasons' the core program only understands sin-
gle material layers. The temporary files AIN49GaN.tmp and InN99GaN.tmp contain
linearly extrapolated material data calculated from the original material files. If strained
simulation in the X-windows user interface is chosen, changes in lattice parameters are
introduced in these temporary files. Temporary files are saved in the indata directory
and deleted immediately after the calculation.
A.2.2.2 THE 'OUTDATA' DIRECTORY. The outdata directory contains only
.out files. These contain the generated intensity distribution depending on the Bragg
angle. The first column holds the angle in degrees, the second, set apart by a space char-
acter, holds an arbitrary X-ray intensity counts per second for that angle·. For easier
further data processing, the outdata file does not contain any comments. It therefore is
*The output is normalized to 340,000 cps, which is the unrefiected count rate of my
XRD system.
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a good habit to name the .out files similar to the scan files (.dat), which contain all nec-
essary information. For example, InGaN-SL.dat should correspond to InGaN-SL.out.
A.2.2.3 THE 'XRDSCANS' DIRECTORY. It is suggested to put experimen-
tal scan data in this directory. Fritz's XRX.RD Simulation allows for direct comparison
of experimental and theoretical data. The program will by default first look into this
directory.
The data files should be readable by xvgr with the same format as the simulated
file. For details about comments within the data file, see the xvgr documentation.
A.2.2.4 THE 'XVGR' DIRECTORY. This directory is intended for saving fi-
nal graphs formatted with xvgr.
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A.3 USING THE X-WINDOWS INTERFACE
A.3.1 INTRODUCTION
The X-Windows interface is an assembly of forms, which make it easy to create
all the necessary files, discussed in the previous section. The window environment
coordinates the execution of simulations and pipes the resulting data into the graphical
data processing program xvgr.
A.3.2 MAIN MENU
After starting Fritz's HRXRD Simulation with the command XRDsim, the main
menu will pop up. It is pretty much self-explanatory. I will discuss every menu item by
itself.
A.3.2.1 CREATE NEW SAMPLE. Before you can simulate anything, a sam-
ple entry has to be made. The program has to know what sample structure you intend to
shoot your X-rays at.
As described in Section A.2.2.1.2, each sample is described as a series of super-
lattices put on top of a substrate material.
After choosing Create New Sample in the main menu the window Sample Struc-
ture Input appears. Type in the substrate material for your sample. The Check button
allows you to see the materials you can choose from. Do only use the first part of the
shown file names (GaN not GaN.mat).
Next, enter the number of superlattices. Note that even a single layer has to be
assigned to one superlattice (see 2.2.1.2). Hit [Return] or use the Enter Layers button
to open the Superlattice window. Now you can define the number of layers for the first
superlattice and the number of repetitions of these layer(s). For a single layer, it is 1 and
1. Hit [Return].
The next window takes the data for every layer of the superlattice. The material
2 entry is optional. The compositional factor x refers to material 2 and is to be given
in parts of I, not in per cent (e.g. for an AB material compound with 22.2% B :::;.
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x=0.222). Leave x blank if you do not have a second material., The layer thickness must
be provided in Angstroms. Hit the Done button. Windows keep popping up until all
superlattices are filled with life.
The last step is to give your sample a name (again, sample not sample.sam).
With Check, you can find out which sample names are already taken.
Note: The Check button file selectors do not select files or names. Here they just
show filenames.
A.3.2.2 ALTER SAMPLE. With Alter Sample, you get the sample structure
with one view. Select the sample you want to edit or review. The Sample Structure
window appears. You may edit any field. The same conventions as before apply.
Note: For some reason sometimes weird characters appear in one or more boxes
appended to the numbers shown. This bug may be limited to my computer only, how-
ever, be sure to delete these since the sample structure is saved as seen when you close
the window.
A.3.2.3 NEW MATERIAL ENTRY. The Material Input Form window takes
all necessary data to describe a material. The conventions mentioned in 2.2.1.1 apply.
The material name again is the filename without extension.
A.3.2.4 SET SCAN PARAMETERS. After all these preparations, it is now
time for the scan simulation. The Scan Setup Form asks you for the X-ray wavelength
to be used as well as for the angle about which to center the scan, the scan range, and
the angular step width. Finally, the Miller indices of the planes you want to look at are
needed.
Since I work on GaN epitaxial layers in my lab, the form is preset for a symmetric
5-degree sweep over the according Bragg angle for (002) planes.
If the Strain button is highlighted (green) the simulation considers the epitaxial
layers fully strained with respect to the given substrate material. With the green light
off, a fully relaxed Superlattice is assumed.
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Choose a sample (you may pick one with the Check fi,le selector) and name the
scan output file.
Hit the EXECUTE button. After the calculation is finished, xvgr will pop up with
a graph of the scan.
A.3.2.5 LOOK AT SCANS. Two file selectors let you choose an experimental
data file and a simulated data file. By default, the experimental file is looked for in the
xrdscans directory. xvgr will now show both curves. From here you can manipulate
and print or save graphs. Refer to the xvgr manual for details. An example is shown in
the figure.
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Simulated HRXRD Signal
w/2lh scan (heavily doped sample)
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Figure A.2. An example for a simulation presentation with xvgr.
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AA HRXRD SIMULATION PROGRAM CODE
The program is subdivided into several code files. Only three of them are of
technical significance to the simulation process and will be listed here.
AA.l MAIN CODE mE
The file printed below is XRDsim.c. It links all code files and handles the last
main menu item Look at Scans.
/*
This is the ma~n file of the hcp XRD simulation project.
This segment combines the core program with the X-Forms
interface.
The package will calculate the diffraction pattern for a
fully relaxed or fully strained heteroepitaxial super-
lattice with given despacing,theta (range), phi, larnda,
lattice constants (a, c), formfactors, lattice basis and
layer thicknesses for n materials in m periods. [001] is
considered the plane parallel to the surface. Input of
material, sample and scan setup parameters as well data to
simulation comparison is facilitated.
verO.1 (12/97)
verO.2 (01/98) main menu crash while looking at data
eliminated
verO.3 (01/98) added fileselectors for looking at files and
scan input
verO.4 (02/98) added "alter sample" subroutine
verO.S (02/98) looking at data crash eliminated,
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comparing sim and mrd data enabled
verO.6 (02/98) added fully strained sim. capability and
toggle switch fully strained/fully relaxed
verO.7 (02/98) removed long sample name crash;
known problems: noisy signal for repetition of very thick
layers (core problem)
Fritz Fedler
02/25/98
*/
#include "forms.h"
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "include/material_INCLUDE.h"
#include linclude/sample_INCLUDE.h"
#include "include/scan_INCLUDE.h"
#include "include/start_INCLUDE.h"
#include II include/alter_sample_INCLUDE.h"
int show_data_file()
{
char
path_sim[lOO) ,file_sim[lOOJ ,path_sc[lOO) ,file_sc[100],sysarg[200);
if (fl_show_fselector("Existing Output Files",
"outdata/","*.Out","") != NULL)
/* holds above start form definition*/
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(
sprintf(path_sim, "%s/",fl_get_directory());
sprintf(file_sim, "%s",fl_get_filename());
strcat(path_sim,file_sim) ;
if(fl_show_fselector("Scan to compare
to II , II xrdscans / " , II * .x*" , II ") l = NULL)
{
sprintf(path_sc, "%s/",fl_get_directory());
sprintf(file_sc,"%s",fl_get_filename()) ;
strcat(path_sc,file_sc) ;
sprintf(sysarg, "xvgr %s %s -p
xvgr/pararn" ,path_sirn,path_sc);
sys tern (sysarg) ;
} ;
} ;
} ;
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
(
FD_start *form;
FL_OBJECT *action;
char sysarg[200];
char dummy [100] ;
char outfile[lOO]="outdata/";
int i=O;
fl_initialize(&argc,argv, "FormDerno",O,O);
form = create_form_start();
fl_show_form(forrn-
>start,FL_PLACE_CENTERIFL_FREE_SIZE,FL_TRANSIENT,
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"Fritz's HRXRD Sim");
while (form->done != (action=fl_check_forms(») {
if (action == form->xvgr) {
show_data_file();
} ;
if(action -- form->sample){
sample_in();};
if(action == form->alter_sample){
alter_sample(" s ingle") ;};
if(action == form->mat) {
create_material_file();};
if(action == form->scan){
create_control_file(outfile) ;};
} ;
}
AA.2 SCAN SETUP CODE
The scan.JNCLUDE.c file processes all input data to make a file readable by
the core program. Note the linear calculation of a mixed material file if the strained
simulation flag is set.
The first two functions are left out. They consist of code specific to the forms library
(window programming).
/*
scan_setup include file for XRDsim: This include creates a
combined material file from two given input materials and
builds the control file which is used by the core program.
/* read one line out of file at
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Fritz Fedler
1/16/98
*/
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include "forrns.h"
#include "scan_setup.h"
#define EOL '\n '
#define EOS '\0'
FILE *fpin;
FILE *fpcornpin;
FILE *fpout;
FILE *fpcornpout;
FD_scan_setup *create_forrn_scan_setup(void)
{
CODE INTENTIONALLY LEFT OUT
}
FD_working *create_forrn_working(void}
{
CODE INTENTIONALLY LEFT OUT
}
char *GetLine(char *receiver)
fpin */
{
*/
/* copy result in given variable
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char a,temp[lOO];
int c=O;
temp[c]=fgetc(fpin) ;
while ((temp[c] l=EOL)&&(temp[c] !=EOF)) { temp[++c]=fgetc(fpin);
}
temp[++c]=lOO;
strncpy(receiver,temp,16);
}
/**************** read a line from input material file
***************/
char *GetLineComp(char *receiver)
/* read one line out of file at fpcompin*/
{ /* copy result in given
variable */
char a,temp[lOO];
int c=O;
temp[c] =fgetc (fpcompin) ;
while ((temp[c] !=EOL)&&(temp[c] l=EOF))
{ temp[++c]=fgetc(fpcompin); }
temp[++c]=100;
strncpy(receiver,temp,16);
}
/****** read data from material data files using GetLine
***********/
int readJIlat{char material [20] ,float *line)
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{
int n,i,j=O;
char filename[20) = "indata/";
char receiver[16];
strcat(strcat(filename,material), ".mat");
fpcompin = fopen(filename,"r")j
for (i=O; i<=22; i++) {
GetLineComp(receiver) j
if (isdigit(receiver[O]) II receiver[O]==' -')
line[i] = atof{receiver);
}
fclose(fpcompin) ;
}
/******** calculate and save mixed material file
******************/
char *create_compound{char *substrate,char *mat1, char *mat2,
float x, int strain_flag) {
char filename[30] = "indata/";
char xvalue[4];
float substrate_data [14] , material_data [3] (14];
float a_layer,a_sub,c_layer,c_sub,C13,C33;
int i=O;
printf ( "\nENTER create_compound\n") i
read_mat (mat1,material_data[l] );
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read_rnat(mat2,material_data[2]) ;
for(i=O;i<=13;i++) {
material_data[O] [i] = (1-
x)*material_data[l] [i]+x*material_data[2) [i];
} ;
if (strain_flag==l){
printf ("\nSUBSTRATE: %s\n", substrate);
read_mat (substrate, substrate_data) ;
for(i=O;i<=13;i++) {
printf("%f\t\n",substrate_data[i]) ;
} ;
a_layer=material_data[O] [0]; c_layer=material_data[O] [1];
C13=material_data[O] [12]; C33=material_data[O] [13];
a_sub=substrate_data[O]; c_sub=substrate_data[l];
material_data[O] [Ol=a_sub;
/*** define new a and c for layer ***/
material_data [OJ [1]=c_layer*(1-2*C13/C33*(a_sub-
a_layer)/a_layer};
printf("\nexecuted option FULLY STRAINED\n");
} ;
if(x>O) { /** for 2 material compound **/
i=(int)1000*x; sprintf(xvalue,"%d",i);
strcat(strcat(strcat(strcat(filename,mat2) ,xvalue) ,mat1),
" . tmp") ;
fpcompout = fopen (filename, "w") ;
for(i=O;i<=13;i++){
fprintf(fpcompout, "%f\t\n",material_data[O] [i]);
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} ;
fclose(fpcompout);
strcpy(matl, strcat(strcat (mat2,xvalue) ,matl));
};
if(x==O) {
strcat(strcat(filename,matl) ,".tmp");
fpcompout = fopen (filename, "w") ;
for (i=O; i<=13; i++) {
fprintf(fpcompout, "%f\t\n",material_data[O] [ill i
} i
fclose(fpcompout) ;
} ;
return (matI) ;
}
/******** build control file to process the scan
*************************/
char *create_control_file(char *outdata_file)
{
FD_scan_setup *formi /* holds above scan_setup form definition
*/
FD_working *formli
FL_OBJECT *actionj
char filein[100]="indata/"j
char fileout[lOO]="indata/"j
char dummy [100] j
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char sample_materials [100] [10];
char sysargI200];
float sample_data[300];
int strain_flag,cancel,n,i,j=O;
char receiver[16J="1";
char mat1[lOO],mat2[lOO],substrate[lOO);
float xvalue;
form = create_form_scan_setup(};
forml = create_form_working();
fl_set_input(form->lambda,"1.540597") ;
fl_set_input(form->theta, "17.285");
fl_set_input(form->range, "5");
fl_set_input(form->step, "0.001"};
fl_set_input(form->h, "0");
fl_set_input(form->k,"O");
fl_set_input(form->l, "2") i
fl_show_form(form->scan_setup,FL_PLACE_MOUSE,FL_TRANSIENT,
"Fritz's HRXRD Sim") ;
/*********** read data from interface and store scan file
***********/
cancel=O; strain_flag=l;
while (cancel!=l) {
action=fl do_forms();
if(action == form->cancel){
fl_hide_form(forrn->scan_setup) i
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cancel=l;};
if (action == form->check_sample_files) {
if(fl_show_fselector("Existing Sample Files",
"indata/","*.sam","U) != NULL)
{
sprintf(dummy, "%s",fl_get_filename());
dummy [strlen (dummy) -4] = '. \ 0' ;
fl_set_input(form->sample_file,dummy) ;
} ;
};
if (action == form->check_scan_files)
if (fl_show_fselector ("Existing Scan Files",
"outdata/", "*.out", "") != NULL)
{
sprintf(dummy, "%s", fl_get_filename{) );
dummy[strlen(durnmy)-4] = '\0';
fl_set_input(form->scan_file,dumrny) ;
};
} ;
if(action == form->strain) {
if (strain_flag==O) strain_flag=l; else strain_flag=O;
} ;
if (action == form->done) {
fl_hide_form(form->scan_setup) ;
fl_show_form(forml->working,FL_PLACE_CENTER,FL_TRANSIENT,
"F r it z 's HRXRD Sim" ) ;
strcat(strcat(filein,fl_get_input(form->sample_file)), ".sam");
fpin = fopen(filein, "r");
strcat(strcat(fileout,fl_get_input(form->scan_file)) ,".dat");
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fpout = fopen(fileout, "w");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t" ,atof(fl_get_input (forrn->lambda) ));
fprintf(fpout,": x-ray wavelength [Angstrom]\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof(fl_get_input(forrn->theta)));
fprintf(fpout, ": theta angle about which to scan [deg]\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof(fl_get_input(forrn->range)))i
fprintf(fpout,": scan range [deg]\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof(fl_get_input(forrn->step)));
fprintf(fpout, ": stepsize [deg]\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof(fl_get_input(form->h)))i
fprintf (fpout,": h\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof (fl_get_input (form->k) )) i
fprintf (fpout, ": k\n");
fprintf(fpout, "%f \t\t",atof(fl_get_input(forrn->l))) i
fprintf(fpout,": l\n");
/***** paste data from sample file **********/
GetLine(receiver) ;
n=( (int) index (receiver, , '))-( (int) receiver) i
strncpy(substrate,receiver,n)i substrate[n] = '\0'; mat2[0] =
, \ 0' ;
fprintf(fpout,"%s
\t\t\n",create_compound(substrate,substrate,mat2,O,O)) ;
while (receiver[O] !=EOF && receiver[O] !=EOL && receiver[O] !=EOS) (
GetLine(receiver)i
if (isdigit(receiver(O]) I I receiver(O]=='-')
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( fprintf(fpout, "if \t\t\n",atof(receiver); };
if (isalpha(receiver[O]»
(n=((int) index(receiver,' '))-((int)receiver);
strncpy(rnatl,receiver,n) ;
rna t 1 [n] = ' \ 0' ;
GetLine(receiver);
n=((int) index (receiver, , , })-((int)receiver);
strncpy(rnat2,receiver,n);
rna t 2 [n] = ' \ 0' ;
GetLine(receiver) ;
xvalue = atof(receiver);
fprintf(fpout,"%s \t\t\n",create_compound(substrate,
matl,mat2,xvalue,strain_flag)) ;
printf("\nIN create_compound: SUBSTRATE: %s\n",substrate};
};
}
fclose (fpin) ;
fclose (fpout) ;
/********** process scan file and show result
**********************/
for(i=O;i<=23;i++}{
fileout[i]=fileout[i+7];};
strcat(strcat(strcpy(outdata_file,"outdata/") ,
fl_get_input(form->scan_file), ".out");
sprintf(sysarg,"XRDsim_core %s > %s",fileout,outdata_file);
system (sysarg) ;
system ( "rm indatal * . tmp" ) ;
sprintf(sysarg," xvgr -log y %s",outdata_file};
fl_hide_form(forml->working) ;
sys tern (sysarg) ;
return (outdata_file) ;
}; I*end of while statement *1
}; /*end (read data) while*/
}
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A.4.3 SIMULATION COMPUTATION CODE
This is the XRDsim_core.c listing. It includes all necessary computational code
for kinematical theory scattering simulation.
/*
This is the CORE program of the hcp XRD simulation project.
This segment will calculate the diffraction pattern for a
super lattice with given despacing, theta (range), phi,
lamda, lattice constants (a,c), forrnfactors, lattice basis
and layer thicknesses for n materials in m periods.
[001] is considered the plane parallel to the surface.
verO.1 11/97
verO.3 12/97 eliminate crashing for certain scan angles
verO.9 12/97 add substrate simulation
verO.91 01/98 eliminate wrong outcome for pure substrate
simulation
verO.93 01/98 eliminate crash for certain multilayer
samples
verO.94 02/98 eliminate wrong outcome for single
material samples, add small cps safety
routine
verO.95 02/98 enable long input filenames (avoids crash
for long sample file names)
known problems: "noisy" outcome for repetitions of very
thick layers
Fritz Fedler
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02/23/98
*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "complex.h"
#include "hkl_INCLUDE.h"
#def ine EOL ' \n'
#define EOS '\0'
FILE *fpin;
FILE *fpout;
/* functions */
double super_lattice_reflection(char *scanfile,double *theta_dat,
double
*intensity,int *dat-pts);
int read_indata(char file[100] ,double *line,char
material_file [30] [100]);
char *GetLine();
double absmod(double x, double y);
int get_substrate_arnplitude(char file[100), int h, int k, int 1,
double
lamda, double theta, double range, double step, fcomplex
*ampli tude) ;
fcomplex get_arnplitude(double theta, fcomplex strfct, double
thickness,
double despacing, double alpha, double larnda);
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int single_layer_reflection(int h,int k,i~t l,double lamda,double
rnaterial_data[],double theta,
double range, double step, double
thickness,
fcornplex *amplitude);
double pi=3.14159265358979323;
/ * MAIN PROGRAM
*********************************************************/
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
double intensity[lOOOOOl, theta_dat[lOOOOOl;
int i, dat-pts;
if(argv[l]=='\O') printf("\nneed argument: XRDsim
controlfile.dat\n\n");
super_lattice_reflection(argv[l],theta_dat, intensity, &dat-pts);
for (i=O; i<=dat-pts; i++)
{printf("%f %f\n",theta_dat[il,
intensity[i]);
}
}
/* FUNCTIONS
************************************************************/
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double super_lattice_reflection(char *scanfile, double * the ta_da t ,
double
*intensity,int *dat-ptsl
{
/* Varible declarations ************/
double in_cps=340000; /* machine cps without sample */
double running_theta; 1* theta used in loops */
double range; /* theta range of simulated scan */
double step; /* theta step size */
static double cd[50]i /* control data: [l]-theta
*/
char material_file[50] [100] i /* [2] -range, [3] -step, [4-6]
hkl */
char dummy[50] [100]; /* (7) substr, [8] SL
cycles,etc.*/
char filename[lOO];
static double material_data[ll]; /* a,c,u,form
parameters,p.depth*/
static fcomplex amplitude [20] [30] [100000];
int
repetition,n, file_offset,sl,i, layer,material_file-pointer,layernum
ber=O;
double total_d,d; /* thickness of SL,sample,monolayer */
double K,alpha; /* scattering wavevektor,angle of
planes*/
/* with sample surface */
/* Command Block *********************/
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read_indata(scanfile,cd,material_file)i
range=cd[2]i /* initializations */
step=cd[3] i
file_offset=9i
layernumber=-li
total_d=O i
for (sl=liSl<=cd[8]isl++)
***********/
/* loop through stack of SL's
{
/*
printf("%d %d\n",sl,file_offset) i
*/
material_file-pointer += layernumber;
file_offset += 2* {layernumber+l) i
layernumber = cdr file_offset ];
for(repetition=li repetition<=cd[file_offset+l];repetition++)
{
for (layer=lilayer<=layernumberilayer++) /* sum all layer and
SL */
{ /* amplitudes */
/*
printf ("%d %d %d %d\n", file_offset, sl, repetition, layer) i
*/
strcat(strcpy(filename,material_file[material_file-pointer+l
ayer+l] ) I
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" . tmp" ) ;
/*
printf ("%s %s\n" ,material_file[3], filename);
*/
read_indata (filename, material_data, dummy) ;
single_layer_reflection(cd[4],cd[5] ,cd(6] ,cd[O],material_dat
a,
cd(l] ,cd[2] ,cd(3] ,cd[file_offset+2*layer+l],
amplitude [sl] [layer]);
running_theta = cd[1]-0.5*range; i=O;
while (running_theta < cd[1]+0.5*range) {
K = 4*pi/cd(0]*sin(running_theta*pi/180);
amplitude [0] [OJ [i] = Cadd(amplitude(O] [0] [il,
Cmul(amplitude[sl] [layer] [i],
Cexp(Complex(O,K*total_d»») ;
running_theta += step;
i++;
} /* end while running_theta */
d=get_spacing(cd(4),cd[5],cd[6] ,material_data[O],material_da
ta[l]) ;
n = (int)abs(cd( file_offset + 2*layer+l]) /d
total_d += n*d;
} /* end for layer */
} /* end for repetition */
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} /* end for SL */
/* add subtrate amplitude
***********************************************/
get_substrate_amplitude(material_file[O], cd[4], cd[5], cd[6],
cd [0] ,
cd[1J, cd[2J ,cd[3], amplitude [0 ] [1J);
running_theta = cd(lJ-O.5*range; i=O; /* sum substrate and
epilayer ***/
while (running_theta < cd[lJ+O .5*range)
{
K = 4*pi/cd[OJ*sin(running_theta*pi/180);
amplitude[O] [OJ [iJ = Cadd( amplitude [OJ [OJ [i],
Crnul ( Cexp( Complex(O, K*total_d)),
amplitude [ 0] [1] [i J) );
running_theta += step; i++;
}
/* data output
**********************************************************/
running_theta = cd[1]-O.5*range; i=O;
while (running_theta < cd[l]+O .5*range)
{ theta_dat[i] = running_theta;
intensity[i] =
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Cabs (Cmul (amplitude (0) [0] [ij ,amplitude[O][O] [i]))
/60926*(in_cps/340000) ;
/* normalize cps to maschine intensity
*********/
running_theta += step;
i++;
}
*dat-pts = i-l;
}
/****************** get substrate amplitude
*****************************/
int get_substrate_amplitude(char file[lOO], int h, int k, int 1,
double
lamda, double theta, double range, double step, fcomplex
*ampli tude)
{
char durnrny[30] [100];
double material_data[l2];
int i = 0;
double running_theta = theta-0.5*range;
double forml,form2;
fcomplex phase[4];
double x;
/* atomic formfactors and phases */
/* variable for formfactor calc. */
fcomplex strfct; /* structure factor */
double u,a,c,d,alpha;
strcat(file, ".tmp");
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read_indata(file,material_data,dummy) ;
a = material_data[O] ;
c = material_data[l];
u = material_data[2] ;
d = get_spacing(h,k,l,a,c) ;
alpha = get_alpha(h,k,l,O,O,l,a,c);
/* read_indata (file,material_data, dummy} ; */
/* Ga-sites atomic phases, the last two N-sites phases for the */
/* atomic formfactor of primitive basis of the hcp lattice
*/
phase[O] = Cexp(Complex(O,2*pi*( h*1./3 + k*2./3 + 1*0.»);
phase[l] = Cexp(Complex(O,2*pi*( h*2./3 + k*1./3 + 1*1./2»);
phase[2] = Cexp(Complex(O,2*pi*( h*1./3 + k*2./3 + l*u»};
phase[3] = Cexp(Complex(O,2*pi*( h*2./3 + k*1./3 + 1 * (1. /2 +u) ) ) ) ;
while (running_theta < theta+O.5*range) /* get atomic
formfactors for */
/* the two basis atoms */
{
x = sin(running_theta*pi/180)/larnda;
forml = material_data [3] + material_data[4]*x +
material_data[5]*x*x +
material_data[6]*x*x*x;
form2 = material_data[7] + material_data[8]*x
+material_data[9]*x*x +
material_data[lO]*x*x*x;
/* get structure factor for primitive hcp basis
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*****************/
strfct=Cadd(RCmul(forml,Cadd(phase[O],phase[l])) ,
RCmul(form2,Cadd(phase[2] ,phase[3])));
amplitude [i) = Cmul(strfct,/* substrate
amplitude ***/
Cdiv( Complex(l,O)
Csub(Complex(l,O),
Cexp(Complex(-d/(material_data[11]*
sin(running_theta)) ,
4*pi/lamda*sin(running_theta*pi/180)*d) ))));
running_theta += step;
i++;
}
}
/**************** get amplitude for a single layer
****************************/
int single_layer_reflection(h,k,l,lamda,material_data,theta,
range, step, thickness, amplitude)
int h,k,l;
double lamda, theta, range, step, thickness;
double material_data[ll];
fcomplex *amplitude;
{
int i = 0;
double running_theta = theta-0.5*range;
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double forml,form2;
fcomplex phase[4]; /* atomic formfactors and phases */
double x; /* variable for formfactor calc. *1
fcomplex strfct; 1* structure factor */
double a = material_data[O];
double c = material_data [1] ;
double u = material_data[2];
double d = get_spacing(h,k,l,a,c);
double alpha = get_alpha(h,k,l,O,O,l,a,c);
1* Ga site, N site phases for the */
/* atomic formfactors of primitive basis of the hcp lattice */
phase[O] = Cexp(Complex(0,2*pi*( h*1./3 + k*2./3 + 1*0.)));
phase[l] = Cexp(Complex(0,2*pi*( h*2./3 + k*1./3 + 1*1./2)));
phase[2] = Cexp(Complex(O,2*pi*{ h*1./3 + k*2./3 + l*u)));
phase[3] = Cexp(Complex(0,2*pi*( h*2./3 + k*1./3 + 1*(1./2+u) )));
while (running_theta < theta+O.5*range) /* get atomic
formfactors ********1
{
x = sin(running_theta*pi/180)/lamda;
forml = material_data [3] + material_data[4)*x +
material_data[5]*x*x +
material_data[6]*x*x*x;
form2 = material_data[7] + material_data[8]*x +
material_data[9]*x*x +
material_data[lO]*x*x*x;
/* get structure factor for primitive hcp basis
*****************1
strfct=Cadd(RCmul(forml,Cadd(phase(O],phase(l])),
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RCmul(form2,Cadd(phase[~] ,phase[3])));
amplitude[i] = get_amplitude(running_theta,strfct,
thickness,d,alpha,lamda) ;
running_theta += step;
i++i
}
}
/**************** read a line from input data file
***************************/
char *GetLine(char *receiver) /* read one line out of file
at fpin */
( /* copy result in given variable */
char a,temp[100];
int C=Oi
temp(c] =fgetc (fpin) ;
while ((temp[c] t=EOL)&&(temp[c] l=EOF)) ( temp[++c] =fgetc (fpin) ;
}
temp[++c]=100;
strncpy(receiver,temp,16) ;
}
/**************** read data from input data files using GetLine
*************/
int read_indata(char material[lOO] ,double *line,char
material_file [30] [100])
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{
int n,i,j=O;
char filename[lOO) = "indata/";
char receiver[16);
strcat(filename,material) ;
fpin = fopen(filename, "r");
i=Oj receiver[O)='l';
while (receiver(O) !=EOF && receiver[O} !=EOL &&
receiver[O) !=EOS) {
GetLine(receiver) ;
if (isdigit(receiver[O]) II receiver[O)=='-')
line[i) = atof(receiver)j
if (isalpha(receiver[O)))
{ n=({int) index (receiver, , '))-( (int)receiver);
strncpy(material_file[j),receiver,n) ;j++; };
i++;
}
fclose (fpin) ;
}
/*********** positive modulus of two double variables
*********************/
/* gives distance of x to the next integer multiple of y */
double absmod(double x, double y)
{
double rest;
rest = fabs{x/y) - floor(fabs(x/y));
if(rest>.5) rest = fabs(rest-l);
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return(fabs(rest*y)) ;
};
/*********** calculate phase sum for a single layer
(used by single_layer_reflection)
****************************/
fcomplex get_amplitude (theta, strfct, thickness, despacing,
alpha,lamda)
double theta, thickness, despacing, alpha, lamda;
fcomplex strfct;
{
fcomplex phase_sum = {O,O}; /* storage variable */
double K = 4*pi/lamda*sin(theta*pi/180); /* scattering vector
*/
double x = K*despacing; /* geom.sum argument */
int n = (int)abs((thickness/cos(alpha))/despacing); /* #of planes
*/
/* printf("theta %f, strfct %f, thick %f, desp %f, alpha %f, lamda
%f\n" ,
theta, strfct.r, thickness, despacing, alpha,lamda);
*/
if ( absmod(x,2*pi) < lOe-12) {
phase_sum = Complex(n,O.S*n*(n-l)*x)i
} ;
if (absmod(x,2*pi) > lOe-12 ) {
phase_sum=Cdiv( Csub(Complex(l,O),Cexp(Complex(O,n*x))),
Csub(Complex(l,O) ,Cexp(Cornplex(O,x))) );
phase_sum = Cmul(phase_surn, strfct);
} ;
if (n==O) phase_sum=Complex(O, 0)
return (phase_sum)
}
1*************** END OF FILE
*********************************************/
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APPENDIXB
SUPERLATTICE ANALYZER
B.1 USAGE DESCRIPTION
Unlike the HRXRD simulation this program does not fancy an easy to use window
based interface. For this program command line options have to be specified, and only
text output is available. The text below is the content of the Linux system manual page
created for the program:
B.1.! MANUAL PAGE
SLAnalyzer, ver.1.0, July 18 1998, Fritz's Utilities: Print superlattice infonna-
tion from Bragg peak position to standard output.
B.1.2 SYNOPSIS
SLAnalyzer [-i peakfile] [-c In composition estimate] [ -S d substrate] [ -A d
alloy] [ -t tetragonal distortion] [ -p periods] [ -5 A shutter time] [ -a B shutter time]
[ -f mUlstr-mulrel-zerostr-zerorel ] [ -v sgrowth-agrowth-SLp-acomp ]
B.1.3 DESCRIPTION
SLAnalyzer processes peak positions of an AB superlattice on substrate of mate-
rial A obtained by an omega/2theta scan, and prints selected information about calcu-
lated period, Bragg peak offset, Bragg peak index, superlattice d-spacing, biaxial strain
and alloy composition. A best fit line for the superlattice equation is given by a least
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squares method. If growth-run shutter times are known the all?y composition in layer B
and growth rates of layers A and B for each alloy material are calculated.
The program has been created with a 20 period A=GaN, B=InGaN superlattice
. with 9% overall InN content in mind. Shutter times were known to be 210 sec. for
GaN and 20 sec. for loGaN. The substrate was GaN (therefore command line options
-s/-S=substrate and -a/-A=alloy for the superlattice materials). All default settings refer
to this structure.
When SLAnalyzer is started any option not specified will use default settings.
There is no help message.
B.1A OPTIONS
All material and sample data must be specified:
-i peakfile
Peakfile is a three column data file. Column one contains flags "c"=corrunented out,
"s"=substrate or none. Column two holds peak intensities. Column three holds peak
positions (angle theta in degrees). Columns are separated by tabs. Default: "period.in"
-c In composition estimate
Give your In composition estimate for the entire superlattice in parts of I, not in
per cent. This parameter is crucial for successful data fitting, since it defines the zeroth
order peak position. default: "0.09"
-S d substrate
Substrate plane spacing in growth direction in Angstroms. Same as layer A plane
spacing constant. Default: GaN 002, "2.5925"
-A d alloy
Layer B second alloy material plane spacing in growth direction in Angstroms.
The first alloy material is assumed to be the layer A material. Default: InN 002, "2.88"
-t tetragonal distortion
Layer A material tetragonal distortion coefficient. Default: GaN, "1.53"
-p periods
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Number of periods in the superJattice. Default: "20"
·s A shutter time
Deposition time for layer A within one period in seconds. Default: "210"
·a B shutter time
Deposition time for layer B within one period in seconds. Default: "20"
·f mulstr-mulrel-zerostr-zerorel
If the verbose option -Y is set to something else than "all" a data fitting method
has to be specified. The options are multi peak strained fit, multi peak relaxed fit, zeroth
order peak strained fit, zeroth order relaxed fit, respectively. Multi peak fit uses the
superlattice equation, zeroth order peak fit uses only the position of the zeroth order
superlattice peak as data input. Strained and relaxed refer to the status of the superlattice
relative to the substrate. Default: "mulstr"
-v sgrowth-agrowth-SLp-acomp
If .y is not specified, all fit methods and all results will be printed to standard
output. Within a script it is useful to minimize the output data. For each option one
three column line will be put out: The first column holds the position on the wafer
(square root of X*X plus Y*Y as found in "peakfile"). The second column holds the
data point (substrate material growth rate in layer A, second alloy material growth rate
in layer B, superlattice period, layer B composition coefficient, respectively). The third
column contains the calculated error. If shutter times are unknown, only "SLp" is a
meaningful option. Default: not specified
B.1.5 REMARKS
All options may be used in random order. The program produces no help output.
The alloy composition guess is most likely to be right, if both the strained and relaxed
calculation agree on the zeroth order superlattice peaks (at least for reasonably thin
layers as the ones the program was written for).
The SLAnalyzer corrunand appears on asU MBE Lab Linux Systems.
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B.2 SUPERLATIICE ANALYZER CODE
All include files listed are standard numerical recipies library files for linear re-
gression. Small changes have been made in the fit. c file to calculate errorbars. Hence
the new narnefitJnodl.c.
/*
SLanalyzer ANSI C-code
SLAnalyzer processes peak positions of an AB superlattice on
substrate of material A obtained by an omega/2theta scan and
prints
selected information about calculated period, Bragg peak
offset,
Bragg peak index, superlattice d-spacing, biaxial strain and
alloy
composition. A best fit line for the superlattice equation
is given. If
growth run shutter times are known the alloy composition in
layer Band
growth rates of layers A and B for each material are put
out.
The program has been created with a 20 period A=GaN, B=InGaN
superlattice with 9% overall InN content in mind. Shutter
times
were known to be 210 sec. for GaN and 20 sec. for InGaN. The
substrate was GaN (therefore command line options -s/-
S=substrate
and -a/-A=alloy for the superlattice materials). All default
settings refer to this structure.
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When SLAnalyzer is started any option not specified will
use default
settings.
There is no help message.
original Fortran 1 MS Excel spreadsheet version
by R. J. Hauenstein, 1991/1998
Functions LoadLine() and GetPeaks() by Mark L. O'Steen
Fritz Fedler
July 18, 1998
*1
#define npksrnx 50
#define lambda 1.5405945 1* CU-Kalpha1 radiation *1
#define twothstep 0.005
#define pi 3.141592654
#def ine EOL ' \n'
#define EOS '\0'
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include II include/nrerror.h ll
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#include "include/garnmln.h"
#include "include/gser.h"
#include "include/gcf.h"
#include "include/garnmq.h"
#include linclude/fit_mod1.h"
FILE *fppeaks; /* file pointer for peak and output files. */
FILE *fpout;
struct peak_info /* all peak related information */
char IdString[100];
int npksi
double inten[npksrnx] i
double twothexp[npksrnx], twothth[npksmx];
double BraggIndex[npksmx], SLordstr[npksmx],
SLordrel[npksmx]i
double fity[npksmx], dfity[npksmx];
double subtwothexp, subtwothth;
} ;
struct SL_data /* superlattice data */
{
double SLper, dSLper, ccoeff, ZeroBraggi
double SLsp[4], dSLsp[4]; /* 0: multi peak fit
strained */
double BiStr[4], dBiStr[4]; /* 1: multi peak fit relaxed
*/
double InC[4], dlnC[4]; /* 2: Oth peak fit strained */
double BraggIndexOffset; /* 3: Oth peak fit
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relaxed */
double slopestr,sloperel,yintstr,yintrel;
} ;
struct pSL_data /* processed SL data */
{
double InCInLayer, dInCInLayer, InGaNthick, dInGaNthick;
double GaNthick, dGaNthick, GaNrate, dGaNrate;
double InNrate, dInNrate, GaNtot, dGaNtot, InNtot, dlnNtot;
} ;
struct cmd_line_options /* contains variables given at startup */
{
double nperiods, InGaNshutter, GaNshutter, dGaN, dInN,
dtetr, InCEst;
double latt_mismatch;
char peakfile[50];
int fitflag, printflag;
} ;
/******************* M A I N
*****************************************/
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int 1;
double tmp;
char pfile[30] ,outfile[30];
struct peak_info PK;
struct SL_data SL;
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struct pSL_data pSL;
struct cmd_line_options CO;
int nmlPerstr, nmlPerrel;
/* number of monolayers per period strained, relaxed
*/
if(lget_options(argc,argv,&CO» { exit(-l);};
CO.latt_mismatch = fabs«CO.dInN-CO.dGaN)/CO.dGaN);
/* LOAD PEAKS FROM FILE */
GetPeaks(CO.peakfile, &PK, CO.printflag);
double_twotheta_get_offset(&PK,&CO) ;
linear_SL-peak_fit(&SL,&PK) ;
find-peak_order_str(&PK) ;
get_SL-period(&SL,&PK);
/* ESTIMATE # OF MONO LAYERS PER SL PERIOD, STRAINED&RELAXED */
nmlPerstr=(int)rint( SL.SLper/(CO.dGaN*(l+CO.InCEst*
(CO.dInN/CO.dGaN-l)*CO.dtetr)) );
nmlPerrel=(int)rint( SL.SLper/(CO.dGaN*(l+CO.InCEst*
(CO.dInN/CO.dGaN-l)) );
/* DO VARIOUS FITS */
find_from_zeroth_order(nmlPerstr,&SL,&PK,&CO,O) ;
find_from_zeroth_order(nmlPerrel,&SL,&PK,&CO,l);
find_from_multi_order_f~t(nmlPerstr,&SL,&PK,&CO,O);
find_froffi_multi_order_fit(nmlPerrel,&SL,&PK,&CO,l) ;
process_SL_data(&pSL, &SL, &CO, 0);
/* PRINT RESULTS */
if (CO.printflag==4)
{
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print_results (&SL, &PK,nmlPerstr,nmlPerrel) ;
print_results-pSL(&pSL) ;
}
else{
print_single_line(&pSL,&SL,&PK.IdString,CO.printflag,CO.fitflag);
} ;
} /* end main */
/*********** END M A I N *************************/
int get_options (int argc, char *argv[], struct cmd_line_options
*CO)
{
int a=O,end=O,OK=l;
opterr=O;
/* SET DEFAULTS */
(*CO) .nperiods = 20;
(*CO) . InGaNshutter = 20;
(*CO) . GaNshutter = 210;
(*CO) .dGaN = 5.189/2;
(*CO) .dInN = 5.760/2;
(*COl .dtetr = 1.53;
(*CO) . InCEst = 0.09;
sprintf{ (*CO) .peakfile," p eriod.in");
(*CO) .fitflag = 0;
(*CO) .printflag = 4;
/* CATCH CMD LINE OPTIONS */
while ( ! end)
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(
a=getopt (argc, argv, "p:a:s:8:A:t:c:i:o:f:v:");
switch(a}
(
case 'p':
if(isdigit(optarg[O]» ( (*CO) .nperiods = atof(optarg);
}
else (printf("\n -p nwnber of periods
%s not a nwnber!\n",optarg); exit(-l) ;};
break;
case 'a':
if(isdigit(optarg[O]»{ (*CO) . InGaNshutter = atof(optarg);
}
else (printf("\n -a alloy shutter time (sec)
%s not a number! \n", optarg); exit (-1);};
break;
case's' :
if(isdigit(optarg[O])} { (*CO) . GaNshutter = atof(optarg);
}
else {printf("\n -s substrate shutter time (sec)
%s not a number! \n", optarg}; exit (-1) ;};
break;
case '8':
if(isdigit(optarg[O))) { (*CO) .dGaN = atof(optarg);
}
else (printf("\n -8 Substrate d-spacing (Angstr)
%s not a number!\n"); exit(-l);};
break;
case 'A':
if(isdigit(optarg[O])} ( (*CO) .dlnN = atof(optarg);
}else (printf("\n -A
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Alloy material d-spacing (Angstr)
%s not a number!\n",optarg); exit(-l);};
break;
case ' t' :
if(isdigit(optarg[O)})( (*CO) .dtetr = atof(optarg);
}
else (printf("\n -t tetragonal distortion (C13/C33)
%s not a number!\n",optarg); exit(-l) ;};
break;
case 'c':
if(isdigit optarg[O]}) ( (*CO) . InCEst = atof(optarg);
}
else (printf("\n -c In composition estimate (parts of 1)
%s not a number! \n" , optarg); exit ( -1) ; } ;
break;
case ' i' :
sprintf((*CO) .peakfile,"%s",optarg);
break;
case 'f':
if( !strncmp(optarg, "mulstr" ,5» {(*CO) .fitflag=O;}
else if(!strncmp(optarg, "mulrel",5»{(*CO) .fitflag=l;}
else if ( !strncmp (optarg, II zerostr" ,5) ) { (*CO) . fi tflag=2; }
else if ( ! strncmp (optarg, "zerorel" , 5) ) { (*CO) . fi tflag=3 ; }
else (printf("\n -f fitflag, %s not a valid option
(mulstr,
mulrel,zerostr,zerorel)\n",optarg);
exi t ( -1) ; } ;
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break;
case 'v':
if ( ! strncrnp (optarg, "sgrowth", 3) ) { (*CO) .printflag=O;}
else if ( ! strncmp (optarg, "agrowth" , 3) ) { (*CO) . printflag=l; }
else if(!strncrnp(optarg,"SLp",3) ){(*CO) .printflag=2i}
else if ( ! strncmp (optarg, "acornp", 3) ) { (*CO) .printflag=3; }
else {printf("\n -v verbose flag, %s not a valid option
(sgrowth,
agrowth, SLp, acomp) \n II , optarg) ;
exi t (-1) ; } ;
break;
case -1:
end=l;
break;
case '?':
OK=O;
printf("option not understood: %c\n",optopt);
break;
} ;
} ;
} ;
int GetPeaks(char *pfile, struct peak_info *PK, int printflag)
{
int n,j,s,sflag,isub;
int i=-l;
int EndOfFile=O;
char *spot;
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char fig [npksrnx] ,temp[lOO);
double max,inten[npksrnx] ,twotheta[npksmx];
fppeaks=fopen(pfile," r ") ;
/* First line of peak-file is assumed to be Id info */
EndOfFile=LoadLine(fppeaks,temp,printflag) ;
strcpy{(*PK) .IdString,temp);
while(!EndOfFile)
{
EndOfFile=LoadLine(fppeaks,temp,printflag) ;
++i;
flg[i]=temp[O] ;
inten[i]=strtod(temp+l,&spot) ;
twotheta[i] =strtod(spot, &spot) ;
}
close((int)fppeaks) ;
/* find substate */
max=-l.O;
isub=-l;
sflag=-l;
for(j=O;j<=i-l;++j)
{
if {( fig [ j ] ! = ' c ' ) I I (f19 [j] ! = ' # ' ) I I (f19 [j] ! =' ; , ) )
{
if ( f 19 [ j ] == ' s ') { sf1 ag =j; };
if (inten[j]>max)
{
max=inten [j] ;
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isub=j;
}
}
}
s=sflag;
if (s==-l) { s=isub; }
flg[s]='s' ;
if (printflag==4) {printf("\nsubstrate=%f\n\n",twotheta[s));};
/* pack data into "peaks" structure */
(*PK) .subtwothexp=twotheta[s];
n=O;
for(j=O;j<=i-1;++j)
if
( (f19 [ j ] ! = ' c ' ) && ( f 19 [ j] ! = ' # ' ) && ( f 19 [ j ) ! =' ; , ) && ( f 19 [j) ! =' s ' ) )
{
++n;
(*PK) .inten[n-1]=inten[j);
(*PK) .twothexp[n-1]=twotheta[j);
}
}
(*PK) . npks=n;
}
int LoadLine(FILE *fp, char *receiver, int printflag)
{
char a,temp[100];
int c=-l;
int EndOfFile=O;
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int EndOfLine=Q·,
while ( ( ! EndOfFile) && ( ! EndOfLine) )
{
temp[++c]=fgetc(fp);
if (temp[c]==EOL) { EndOfLine=l; }
if (temp[c]==EOF) { EndOfFile=l; }
}
temp[c]=EOS;
strcpy(receiver, temp) ;
if (printflag==4) {printf ( "\n%s" I temp) ; } ;
return (EndOfFile) ;
}
/* double the input angles to gain conformity with old formulas
***/
1* compute the offset between expo and theo. value for thwotheta
substrate ***/
struct cmd_line_options *CO)
{
int i;
double offset;
(*PK) .subtwothexp = 2*(*PK) .subtwothexp;
(*PK) .subtwothth = 2*asin(lambda/(2*(*CO) .dGaN))*180/pi;
offset = (*PKl .subtwothexp - (*PK) .subtwothth;
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-l;i++) {
(*PKl.twothexp[i] = 2*(*PK) .twothexp[i];
(*PK) . twothth [i]
}
(*PK) .twothexp[i] - offset;
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}
/* compute fity for linear fit of SL Bragg peaks ****/
double err2th,theta;
int i;
if(.Ol<twothstep/S) {
err2th = O.S*pi*(twothstep/S)/180;} /* est error in peak
positions */
else {err2th = O.S*pi*.Ol/180; }
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-l;i++) {
theta=O.S*(*PK) .twothth[i]*pi/180;
(*PK) .fity[i]=2*sin(theta)/lambda; /*
ordinate for fit */
(*PK) .dfity[i]=err2th*cos(theta)/larnbda; /* error bars
for each point *1
}
}
/* assign integer offsets (Bragg index) to all unflagged peaks
***********/
int find-peak_order_str(struct peak_info *PK)
{
double spcavg,spcmin,spc,ffiwt,dy;
double n[(*PK) .npks];
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int i;
spcavg=«*PK) .fity[(*PK) .npks-l]-(*PK) .fity[O])/(*PK) .npks-l);
/* find avg peak spacing measured in SL orders*/
spcmin=spcavg; /* initialize */
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-2;i++) {
if(spcmin> «(*PK) .fity[i+l]-(*PK) .fity[i))
{spcmin = «*PK).fity[i+l]-(*PK).fity[i]);};
}; /* now have min spacing betw. two peaks measured in Bragg
orders */
if (spcavg/spcmin < 2) {spc=spcmin;}
else{spc=spcavg;
printf("\nWARNING: Bragg peak integer offsets are
questionable.\n");
} ;
n[O]=O;
(*PK) .Bragglndex[O] =0;
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-2;i++) {
dy= ( * PK) . fitY [ i +1] - ( *PK) . fitY[ i] ;
n[i+l]=n[i] + (int)rint(dy/spc);
(*PK) .Bragglndex[i+l)=n[i+l];
} ;
}
/* Do a linear fit: get SL period from slope */
int get_SL-period(struct SL_data *SL, struct peak_info *PK)
{
double
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yint=0.O,slope=0.O,sigint=0.O,sigslo=0.O,chi2=0.O,q=0.O,ccoef=O.O;
double sig=O.O,xint=O.O;
int mwt=O,i,n_zero=O;
(*SL) .SLper = 0.0;
(*SL) .dSLper = 0.0;
fit( (*PK) .Bragglndex, (*PK) .fity, (*PK) .npks, (*PK) .dfity,mwt,&yint,&
slope,
&sigint,&sigslo,&chi2,&q,&(*SL) .ccoeff);
/*compute unweighted linear least-squares fit*/
(*SL) .SLper=l/slope; /* superlattice
period*/
(*SL) .dSLper=sigslo*(*SL) .SLper/slope; /* std dev
of SL period*/
xint = -yint/slope; /* real x intercept */
n_zero=(int)rint(xint); /* offset of Bragg
indices */
(*SL) .BragglndexOffset=xint-n_zero;
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-l;i++) {
(*PK) .Bragglndex[i] = (*PK) .Bragglndex[i] - n_zero; /*
compute Bragg order*/
} ;
} ;
int find_from_zeroth_order(int nml,struct SL_data *SL, struct
peak_info *PK,
struct cmd_line_options *CO, int relflag)
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{
int i=O, izero=O;
double err2th;
for(i=Oji<=(*PK) .npks-l;i++){ /* search for zeroth
order SL peak */
if( nrnl == (int)rint( (*PK) . Bragglndex[i] ) ) { izero=ii };
} i
if(!izero){
if ( ! relflag) {
printf("\nWARNING: Coherently strained case zeroth order
SL peak not found! \nnml= %d\n" ,nrnl) i
}
else if (relflag) {
printf("\nWARNING: Fully relaxed case zeroth order
SL peak not found! \nnml= %d\n" ,nml) j
} i
} ;
/* calculate lattice canst. from Oth SL peak */
(*SL) .SLsp[2+relflag] = l/(*PK) .fity[izero];
if(.Ol<twothstep/5) {
err2th = O.5*pi*(twothstep/5)/180i} /* est error in peak
positions */
else {err2th = O.5*pi*.Ol/180; } ;
(* SL) . dSLsp [2+relflag] = « *SL) . SLsp [2+relflag] /2) *
err2th/tan(O.5*pi*(*PK) .twothth[izero]/180);
/* avg bilayer strain from Oth SL peak */
(*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag] = lOO*«*SL) .SLsp[2+relflag]/(*CO) .dGaN-
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1) ;
(*SL) .dBiStr[2+relflag] = lOO*sqrt{2.)*( (*SL) .dSLsp[2+relflag]
/
(*SL) .SLsp(2+relflag]);
/* avg In composition from Oth SL peak */
if ( ! relflag) {
(*SL) . InC[2+relflag] = (*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag] / (
((*CO) .dInN/ (*CO) .dGaN-
1) * (*CO) . dtetr );
(*SL) .dInC[2+relflag]={*SL) .InC[2+relflag]*sqrt{
(*SL) .dBiStr[2+relflag]/(*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag]*(*SL) .dBiStr[2+relf
lag] /
(*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag]
+O.Ol*O.Ol/(*CO) .dtetr/{*CO) .dtetr);
} ;
if{relflag) {
(*SL) .InC[2+relflag] = (*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag] /
( (*CO) . dInN/ (*CO) . dGaN-l) ;
(*SL) .dInC[2+relflag]={*SL) .InC[2+relflag]*(*SL) .dBiStr[2+relflag]
/
(*SL) .BiStr[2+relflag];
};
};
int find_froffi_multi_order_fit{int nml,struct SL_data *SL, struct
peak_info *PK,
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struct cmd_line_options *CO, int rel~lag}
double BraggIndex002((*PK) .npks];
double yint=O.O,slope=O.O,sigint=O.O,sigslo=O.O,
chi2=O.O,q=O.O,ccoef=O.O,sig=O.O;
int mwt=O,i=O;
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks;i++) {
BraggIndex002(i] = (*PK) .BraggIndex[i] - nml;
} ;
fit (BraggIndex002, (*PK) .fity, (*PK) .npks, (*PK) .dfity,mwt, &yint, &slo
pe,
&sigint,&sigslo,&chi2,&q,&ccoef} ;
/*compute unweighted linear least-squares
fit*/
/* calculate lattice const. from multi order SL peaks */
(*SL) .SLsp[relflag] = l/yint;
(*SL) .dSLsp[relflag] = sigint*(*SL) .SLsp[relflag]/yint;
/* avg bilayer strain from multi order SL peaks */
(*SL) .BiStr[relflag] = lOO*((*SL) .SLsp[relflag}/(*CO) .dGaN-l);
(*SL) .dBiStr[relflag] = lOO*sqrt(2.}*( (*SL) .dSLsp[relflag]/
(*SL) .SLsp[relflag]);
/* avg In composition from multi order SL peaks */
if ( ! relflag) {
(*SL) .InC[relflag]=(*SL) .BiStr[relflag] / (
((*CO) .dInN/(*CO) .dGaN-l}
* (*CO) .dtetr );
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(*SL) .dlnC[relflag]=(*SL) .InC[relf~ag]*sqrt(
(*SL) .dBiStr[relflag]/(*SL) .BiStr[relflag]*(*SL) .dBiStr[relflag] 1
(*SL) .BiStr[relflag]
+O.Ol*O.Ol/(*CO) .dtetr/(*CO) .dtetr);
(*SL) .slopestr = slope;
(*SL) .yintstr = yint;
1* save fit parameters *1
} ;
if(relflag) {
(*SL) .InC[relflag] = (*SL) .BiStr[relflag] /
((*CO) .dlnN/(*CO) .dGaN-l);
(*SL) .dlnC[relflag]=(*SL) .InC[relflag]*(*SL) .dBiStr[relflag] 1
(*SL) .BiStr[relflag];
} ;
} ;
(*SL) .sloperel = slope;
(*SL) .yintrel = yint;
/* save fit parameters *1
int print_results (struct SL_data *SL, struct peak_info *PK,
int nrnlstr, int nmlrel)
{
int i=O;
printf ( "\n%s \n" , (*PK) . IdString) ;
printf("\nSLPeriod: %f +1- %f\n", (*SL) .SLper, (*SL) .dSLper);
printf{ "Correlation coeff.: %f\n", (*SL) .ccoeff);
printf("Extrapolated zeroth order Bragg peak offset: %f\n",
(*SL) . BragglndexOffset) ;
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printf("\nZEROTH ORDER SL PEAK FIT, COHERENTLY STRAINED:\n") i
printf("SL d-spacing = %f +/-
%f\n" I (*SL) .SLsp[2], (*SL) .dSLsp[2] );
printf("SL bilinear Strain= %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .BiStr[2], (*SL) .dBiStr[2] ) i
printf("In composition = %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .InC[2], (*SL) .dInC[2] );
printf("\nZEROTH ORDER SL PEAK FIT, INDIVIDUALLY RELAXED:\n");
printf("SL d-spacing = %f +/-
%f \n II , (* SL) . SLsp [3] , (* SL) . dSLsp [3] );
printf("SL bilinear Strain= %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .BiStr[3], (*SL) .dBiStr[3] ) i
printf("In composition = %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .InC[3], (*SL) .dlnC[3] );
printf("\nMULTI SL PEAK FIT, COHERENTLY STRAINED:\n");
printf("SL d-spacing = %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .SLsp[O], (*SL) .dSLsp[O] ) i
printf("SL bilinear Strain= %f +/-
%f \ nil, (* SL) . Bi St r [ 0] , (* SL) . dB i S t r [ 0] );
printf("In composition = %f +/-
%f\n", (*SL) .InC[OJ, (*SL) .dInC[O] )i
printf("\nMULTI SL PEAK FIT, INDIVIDUALLY RELAXED:\n") i
printf("SL d-spacing = %f +/-
%f \ n" , (* SL) . SLsp [1] , (* SL) . dSLsp [ 1 ] );
printf("SL bilinear Strain= %f +/-
%f \ nil, (* SL) . B i S t r [1] , (* SL) . dB i S t r [1] );
printf("In composition = %f +/-
180
%f \n" , (* SL) . InC [1] , (* SL) . dIne [1] );
printf("\n Bragg index SL order SL order
2*sin (theta) /lambda theta \n");
for(i=O;i<=(*PK) .npks-l;i++){
printf ( "\n %f %f %f %f %f"
(*PK) .BraggIndex[i],
(*PK) .BraggIndex[i]-nmlstr, (*PK) .BraggIndex[i]-nmlrel,
(*PK) . fity [i], (*PK). twothexp [i] /2) ;
} ;
printf("\n\nBest fit line (cohenrently strained) :\n");
printf("y = %f x + %f\n", (*SL) .slopestr, (*SL) .yintstr);
printf ( "\nBest fit line (fully relaxed) : \n" ) ;
printf("y = %f x + %f\n", (*SL) .sloperel, (*SL) .yintrel);
printf (" \n\n") ;
} ;
int process_SL_data(struct pSL_data *pSL, struct SL_data *SL,
struct cmd_line_options *CO, int relflag)
/* relflag=O,l,2,3 use according In composition, see head of file
*/
{
double a,b;
(*pSL) . InClnLayer=(*SL) .InC[relflag]/lOO*( (*CO) . GaNshutter+
(*CO) . InGaNshutter) / ( (*CO) . InGaNshutter+ (
(*SL) .InC[relflag]/lOO*(*CO) .GaNshutter »;
a =( ((*SL) .InC[relflag]/lOO+(*SL) .dlnC[relflag]/lOO)*
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({*CO) . GaNshutter+ (*CO) .InGaNshutter)/{{*cO) . InGaNshutter
+((*SL) .InC[relflag]/100+{*SL) .dInC[relflag]/100)*
(*CO) . GaNshutter) ) ;
b =({{*SL) .InC[relflag]/100-
(*SL) .dInC[relflag]/100)*{(*CO) . GaNshutter
+(*CO) .InGaNshutter)/«*CO) .InGaNshutter+{(*SL) . InC [relflag]
/
100-(*SL) .dInC[relflag]/100)*{*CO) . GaNshutter) );
(*pSL) .dInCInLayer = (a-b)/2;
(*pSL) . InGaNthick=(*SL) .SLper*(*SL) .InC[relflag]/
100/{*pSL) . InCInLayer *(l+{*CO) .dtetr*{*CO) .latt_mismatch
* ( (*pSL) . InCInLayer- (*SL) . InC [relflag] /100) ) ;
(*pSL) .dInGaNthick=sqrt{ (*SL) .dSLper/(*SL) .SLper*{*SL) .dSLper/
(*SL) .SLper +(*SL) .dInC[relflag]/(*SL) .InC[relflag]
*(*SL) .dInC[relflag]/{*SL) .InC[relflag]+(*pSL) .dInCInLayer/
(*pSL) . InCInLayer* (*pSL) .dInCInLayer/(*pSL) . InCInLayer ) *
(*pSL) . InGaNthick;
(*pSL) . GaNthick= (*SL) .SLper-(*pSL) . InGaNthick;
(*pSL) .dGaNthick=sqrt{ (*pSL) .dInGaNthick*{*pSL) .dInGaNthick +
(*SL) .dSLper*{*SL) .dSLper );
(*pSL) . GaNrate= (*pSL) .GaNthick/(*CO) .GaNshutter*3600/10000;
(*pSL) .dGaNrate={*pSL) .GaNrate*(*pSL) .dGaNthick/{*pSL) . GaNthick;
(*pSL) . InNrate={ «*pSL) .InGaNthick/{
l+(*CO) .dtetr*{*pSL) . InCInLayer* (*CO) .latt_mismatch)/
(*CO) . InGaNshutter-(*pSL) .GaNrate*10000/3600 )*
(l+(*CO) .latt_mismatch) * (l+{*CO) .1att_mismatch}*{l+
(*CO) .latt_mismatch»*3600/10000;
(*pSL) .dInNrate={ sqrt( (*pSL) .dInGaNthick*(*pSL) .dInGaNthick +
(*pSL) . dGaNrate* 100 0 0 /3600 * (*pSL) . dGaNrate*10 000/3600
/ (*CO) . InGaNshutter }*3600/10000;
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(*pSL) .GaNtot=(*pSL) .GaNrate*lOOOO/3600*{{*CO) . GaNshutter+
(*CO) .InGaNshutter)*(*CO) .nperiods;
(*pSL) . dGaNtot= (*pSL) . dGaNrate/ (*pSL) .GaNrate* (*PSL) .GaNtot;
(*pSL) . InNtot= (*pSL) .InNrate*10000/3600*((*CO) . GaNshutter+
(*CO) . InGaNshutter) * (*CO) . nperiods;
(*pSL) . dInNtot= (*pSL) .dlnNrate/ (*pSL) . InNrate* (*pSL) . InNtot; };
int print_results-pSL(struct pSL_data *pSL)
{
printf{"InGaN Layer % InN : %f +/- %f\n"
, (*pSL) . InCInLayer, (*pSL) .dlnClnLayer);
printf("GaN Layer thickness : %f +/- %f Angstrorns\n"
, (*pSL) . GaNthick, (*pSL) .dGaNthick);
printf("InGaN Layer thickness: %f +/- %f Angstroms\n"
, (*pSL) . InGaNthick, (*pSL) .dlnGaNthick);
printf("GaN deposit rate : %f +/- %f micr/hr\n"
, (*pSL) . GaNrate, (*pSL) .dGaNrate) ;
printf("InN deposit rate : %f +/- %f micr/hr\n"
, (*pSL) . InNra te, (*pSL) . dlnNrate) ;
printf("Total GaN deposited : %f +/- %f\n"
, (*pSL) .GaNtot, (*pSL) .dGaNtot);
printf("Total InN deposited : %f +/- %f\n"
, (*pSL) . InNtot, (*pSL) . dInNtot) ;
};
int print_single_line{struct pSL_data *pSL, struct SL_data *SL,
char *idstr, int printflag, int fitflag)
{
double pos;
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char c;
/* parse position on wafer */
/* the last entry in IDString has to be Y='number' */
/* x=y is assumed */
sprintf{&c, "Y");
pos = sqrt(2)*atof{rindex{idstr,c)+2) i
if ( !printflag)
{
printf ("%f\t%f\t%f\n" ,pOSt (*pSL) . GaNrate t (*pSL) .dGaNrate);};
if (printflag==l)
{printf{"%f\t%f\t%f\n",pos, (*pSL) . InNrate, (*pSL) .dlnNrate) ;};
if{printflag==2)
{printf (" %f\ t%f\ t%f\n" , pos t (*SL) . SLper t (* SL) . dSLper) ; } ;
if (printflag==3)
{printf{"%f\t%f\t%f\n" tPOSt (*SL) .InC[fitflag] t (*SL) .dlnC[fitflag])
i } ;
} i
APPENDIXC
XRD SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION PROCEDURE
C.l INTRODUCTION
By utilizing X-ray diffraction it is possible to obtain information about the quality
of the crystal structure of a given sample. Scans performed include w-scans, w /28-scans,
reciprocal map scans, tilt and lattice parameter measurements and superlattice analysis.
The procedures described here will refer to GaN on sapphire and structural related sam-
ples. It is assumed that the sample surface coincides with the crystallographic [001] or
c-direction. What you need to characterize a sample:
1. Basic knowledge about hexagonal crystal structure in real and reciprocal
space (Bragg scattering, Ewald construction etc.).
2. Philips XRD system with wafer stage (jncl. monochromator, slit optics,
triple axis optics).
3. PC-MRD software.
4. Water cooler for system power supply.
5. Clean environment with rubber gloves, tweezers.
6. Logbook, handbooks that come with the system.
7. A key to room 542 PS II and a sample.
If all of the above is available you are ready to do X-ray diffraction sample characteri-
zation.
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C.2 PREPARATION
Safety note: NEVER HAVE PARTS OF YOUR BODY IN THE WAY OF THE X-
RAY BEAM - THIS MAY CAUSE CANCER! This may happen when the door switches
are overridden by the safety-off key. Take EXTREME CARE if disabling the safety
circuit!
C.2.l START OF THE PHILIPS MRD SYSTEM
The following checklist represents my personal procedure. Variations are allowed,
as long as they don't hurt the system.
1. Put on the radiation counting tag (do it now, otherwise you'll forget).
2. Make sure the wafer stage can tum freely without hitting any obstacles.
3. Switch on system electronics (initializes wafer stage - takes a couple of
minutes).
4. Grab the power supply key from the top of the system (left corner), put the
key into the power supply and turn to the right (don't hit the start button yet
- it won't work without cooling).
5. Make sure both the voltmeter and the amme~er show ZERO!
6. Flip the switch on the water cooler to turn it on.
7. SLOWLY increase the voltage to lOkV (you will hear a click - a relay en-
abling current flow).
8. SLOWLY increase the current to lOrnA (use lower dial).
9. While the power supply warms up make your entry in the logbook (use
20kV, 35mA for a reasonable signal without overpowering the X-ray tube).
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10. Bring up the PC-MRD software on the PC (NOTE: th~ program changing
the optics does not run under Linux DOS emulation - if you want to change
optics reboot).
11. SLOWLY increase voltage and current on the power supply to their final
settings (20kV, 35mA).
12. The wafer stage initialization should leave the wafer stage without tilt, hor-
izontal x-axis and wafer holder in the center of the disc. Insert the slit you
want to use during measurements into the detector.
Now the system should be operative. If errors occur, note them in the logbook. While
taking scans frequently check the water cooler by making sure that once in a while the
light on its front face labeled cooling is on. The water cables connected to its backside
should be cool to the touch.
C.2.2 SHUT DOWN THE PHllJPS MRD SYSTEM
In order to shut down tbe system you essentially will have to perform the start up
tasks in reverse order:
1. Close the X-ray tube shutter.
2. SLOWLY turn down the voltage and current settings on the power supply
to an intermediate value (e.g. 10kV, 20mA).
3. Within the PC-MRD program under manual scans reset all angles to zero
and move the wafer stage to that position.
4. SLOWLY turn down the current dial to zero; then SLOWLY turn down the
voltage to zero.
5. Hit the OFF button on the power supply.
6. Switch off system electronics.
7. Turn off the water cooler.
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8. Tum the power supply key to the left and put it back on, top of the system.
9. Close all doors (dust protection).
10. Remove your radiation counter tag (don't take it home!).
11. Make sure the PC is in Linux mode for remote data processing.
The XRD system now is completely shut down.
C.2.3 SAMPLE MOUNTING
Samples are assumed clean until proved otherwise. Always use clean tweezers
(bathed first in Aceton, then Methanol and finally distilled water) and rubber gloves
while handling samples. Be sure you know 'which side is up' before mounting.
Wafers are easily put directly on the wafer stage: adjust the three movable clamps
to center the wafer with the 'flat' up.
Smaller samples require a pre-mounting on a metal disc the size of a usual wafer.
You will have to put the sample with double sided sticky tape on the disc. Touch the
tape several times with a rubber glove before putting a sample on it - it makes removing
the piece much easier! You can mount several pieces on one disc. Be sure to label them
with a pencil on the metal disc! When mounting several pieces on the same metal disc
do it in a way which leaves the X-ray beam unobstructed by the holding clamps on the
wafer stage (see beam adjustment!).
If taking very long scans consider a relaxation of the sticky tape mounting due to
gravity. This will influence triple axis scans. Let the sample sit on the mounting for a
couple of hours before starting the scan. Big samples mounted this way my fall down
after some time!
When removing a samples from the wafer stage grab the wafer at its border and
slide it to one side. Take it with your second hand (gloves !). To remove pieces from
a metal disc use tweezers. Push them sideways and all the time cup the disc with your
hand: the sample might suddenly jump away!
Note the names of samples scanned in the logbook.
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C.3 SCANNING
C.3.l BEAM ADJUSTMENT
To obtain accurate results the beam has to be steered across the sample so that
the sample cuts the beam in half at all-angles-zero setting. The following procedure
is NOT ADVICED by Philips because of safety issues. However, it speeds things up
considerably because you do not have to open and close the housing doors all the time
and repeatedly open the shutter.
NEVER HAVE PARTS OF YOUR BODY IN THE WAY OF THE X-RAY BEAM
- THIS MAY CAUSE CANCER!
Proceed as follows:
1. Insert a 5mm slit into the detector to limit the total intensity collected.
2. Select (000) as your scan plane in the PC-MRD program. All angles will
show zero. Move the stage with hitting the PI key.
3. Position the mounted wafer in x-y-directions to the spot you want to scan
(Hint: a ruler to aim the sample between monochromator and detector (x)
and the vertical given by the center of the micro-screw(y)).
4. When positioned correctly, pick up the second set of keys and disable the
safety circuit.
5. Open shutter 3 of the X-ray tube without timelimit (set dial on infinity sym-
bol).
6. A count rate of ~ 320.000 cps will appear in the top left corner of the
computer monitor. Find the maximum count rate with moving the sample
'backwards' using the micro screw. Then move the sample back into the
beam until the program shows half the maximum count rate.
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7. If you have a small sample on a metal disc, move the ~tage in x and y di-
rections and see if the count rate becomes smaller. If so repeat the previous
step.
Your sample now is properly adjusted for the first scan.
C.3.2 FINDING THE PEAK
Let's assume you know what peak you want to look at (relative intensity of differ-
ent plane reflections help to decide which ones are visible and which are not). Choose
the sample material and the set of planes (e.g. GaN, 002). The software needs to know
your sample's orientation: Be sure t.he P-vector in the PC-MRD software for your mate-
rial coincides with the sample surface nonna!. The S-vector has to be perpendicular - in
the sample plane (Example: the sample surface of GaN grown in c-direction is parallel
to 002 planes, hence the according vectors are P: 001 and S: 011). These vectors may
be changed in SYSTEM PREPARATIONIUNIT CELL PARAMETERS within the PC-
MRD software. Check reachable sets of planes in RECIPROCAL SPACE MAP. Now
that the software is configured you can make your first scan:
1. If the wafer stage is in triple axis mode change to slit optics.
2. Remove any slit from the detector to allow wide B-angle perception.
3. Choose w as your scan angle. Select a wide scan range (3-5deg) with a
mini mum scan time.
4. Hit F2 to take an w scan.
If you chose a set of planes parallel to your sample surface a peak should show up.
Increase the scan range and the scan time to have a better signal to noise ratio if it does
not.
For off axis scans (off the sample z-axis) the first scan will or will not chow a
peak. It is necessary to consider the symmetry of the lattice. For the six fold degeneracy
of hexagonal structures a signal is to found at 60 deg steps in ¢ (angel around sample
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z-axis). Depending on your estimated signal sharpness m~e the above w scan with
different <p angles (5-10 deg steps) over a range of 60 deg. If your signal is not too weak
the sought for peak should show up.
C.3.3 OPTIMIZING THE SIGNAL
C.3.3.1 BASIC OPTIMIZATION. NOTE: Do at first use slit or open optics for
the following. It is easy to miss your peak with the higher resolution triple-axis optics.
Once optimized for the lower resolution optics, repeat the steps for the higher resolution
triple-axis optics for optimal results.
All one-dimensional measurements (w, w /28 scans etc.) require your having the
detector 'sit' on the highest intensity spot of the reciprocal lattice feature.
1. Take alternating w and w/28 scans to find the highest intensity spot. Save
temporary files and look at both scans in GRAPHICS/SINGLE SCANS.
Have SHOW ANGLES IN DEGREES selected. If the peaks of both scans
coincide, you have the highest intensity spot.
2. Take a 'IjJ scan to adjust for mounting tilt and plane to sample surface tilt.
Set 1/J to the value yielding the highest intensity (this does not affect your
full width half maximum (FWHM) a great deal, but it may affect the signal
to noise ratio a lot).
3. Repeat the first step.
4. Take a <p scan and select the angle yielding the highest intensity (this may
even make a difference for symmetric scans if the sample has low quality -
for high quality sample symmetric scans no change in intensity should be
observed).
5. Repeat the first step.
Your sample is now ready for taking FWHJvl data or reciprocal space maps if the abso-
lute position of the peak is not important to you (standard lab procedure for wand w/28
as well as fast rec.space map scans).
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C.3.3.2 OPTIMIZE FOR ABSOLUTE ANGLES. N.OTE: Do at first use slit
or open optics for the following. It is easy to miss your peak with the higher resolution
triple-axis optics. Once optimized for the lower resolution optics. repeat the steps for
the higher resolution triple-axis optics for optimal results.
For lattice parameter and strain measurements absolute angles have to be known.
In order to obtain correct angular readings you have to eliminate the relative tilt between
the set of planes in the sample under observation (must be symmetric) and the wafer
stage mounting normal. For measurement of asymmetric planes the sample has to be
calibrated with a symmetric set of planes.
1. Follow all the steps described in C.3.3.1.
2. Take a set of four measurements 90 deg apart in ¢>. Each time optimize the
intensity with changes in w and w/28 only. Note the angles for each scan.
3. The arithmetic average of the four angles w is the absolute Bragg angle
(To get both the in plane and perpendicular lattice parameter an asymmetric
scan has to be performed.
To make a scan showing the correct angles find the minimum and maximum w scan
angles while changing ¢. Once found the ideal setup is 90 deg away (in ¢) from either
maximum or minimum.
C.3.4 BASIC SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION SCANS
C.3.4.1 WAFER MAP. The first scan done should be the wafer map scan. It
reveals at a glance 'good' and 'bad' quality areas on a wafer. It consists of a set of 81
fast w scans with different x-y coordinates spread in a square covering the wafer.
1. Optimize the setup as described under 3.3.1 for the center of the wafer.
2. Run the batch WAFERMAP under DATA COLLECTIONfDATA COL-
LECTION PROGRAMS (this will take <2 hrs)
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3. Use the MS Powerpoint form 'Wafer Map' to note all.81 FWHM's mea-
sured. Load every file and process it under PATTERN TRETMENT in the
PC-MRD software. Start at the top left (scan 1) and finish at the bottom
right (scan 81) (the process is not automated yet).
4. Copy the numbers of the 2D number matrix into an ASCII file (yes, by
hand) and create a contour plot from that file with Easyplot 2. Then print
your plot with Easyplot 3 (better colors, but messes up contour graphs while
creating them).
C.3.4.2 wand w/2B SCANS. The second scan will makes a 'close up' of an
interesting spot revealed by the wafer map including the z-axis plane spacing given by
the w /2B scan.
1. Identify a spot on the Wafer you want to have a closer look at (e.g. lowest
FWHM).
2. Move the wafer stage to its x-y coordinates. Optimize your signal following
the steps in 3.3.1 using triple axis optics.
3. Run the PC-MRD batch called GANSTD. It will take a 15min w scan and a
20min w/2B scan.
4. Get the FWHM's from PATTERN TREATMENT/SINGLE SCAN and note
them in the MS Excel file Ganrfsum.xls.
You finished the standard scans for single layer sample XRD characterization.
C.3.5 RECIPROCAL SPACE MAPS
For some sample configurations (e.g. GaN on ZnO, superlattices) reciprocal space
maps reveal important material properties (strain, mosaicity). No standard batch file
can be used. Settings vary too much from one sample to the other. Reciprocal space
map scans consume a considerable amount of time. For superlattices scans 'over the
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weekend' are nothing out of the ordinary. Since this puts a stra,in on the machine as well
as the operator, preparation counts double. Here are a couple of useful guidelines:
1. Have a pocket calculator ready.
2. Optimize the triple axis optics on your main peak following the steps in
C.3.3.!.
3. Know which peaks you need to see and which ones you do not need to see.
From this calculate the maximum wand w /2(} step width (broad peaks -
wide steps) and minimum time per step (high intensity - small amount of
time; think about your signal to noise ratio).
4. Minimize the scan area. Put the starting point of the scan in the center of
your region of interest. This may not be the main peak. Take a fast scan,
choose your new center point and under GRAPIDCSIAREA SCANS in the
PC-MRD software measure the angular distance of the new point to the
main peak. Add/subtract the respective differences for w and w/2(} man-
ually and put the new angles in under DATA COLLECTIONIMANUAL
MEASUREMENTS and hit Fl.
5. Set up an area scan file (manipulate one of the various G-xxxx scan files
under EDIT MEASUREMENT PROGRAMS/SCAN FILES).
6. Start the scan and check regularly on the machine (cooling, computer crash
etc.). Experience shows it is not advisable to run PS-MRD under MS Win-
dows for long scans. Use Linux DOSemu in order to provide access to other
data during the scan.
The above are only pointers. Your mileage may vary.
C.3.6 TILT MEASUREMENT
If you want to know the relative angle between epilayer and substrate you have to
do a tilt measurement. Follow the steps in C.3.3.1. and C.3.3.2. to optimize the sample
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position for the substrate. Now you have a set of four Bragg angles. Repeat the same
procedure for the epilayer. Fill in all eight measured angles in the MS Excel worksheet
named Tll.T.XLS - You will find details about the calculation there.
C.4 PROCESSING SCAN DATA
CA.! TWO DIMENSIONAL DATA
When doing a w or w/28 scan 2D data is created (angle(deg), intensity(cps)). This
data may be exported via the UTll.JTIES/CONVERT FILES/MRD TO ASCn menu
option in the PC-MRD software. The created files are not easily readable. To convert
them into 2 column data use the Linux program
mrd2ep original.ascii.file 2colurnn.ascii.file
Now the data is readable by Easyplot, Sigmaplot, Origin, Mathematica and other
software and therefore easily processed. Further details on how to use mrd2ep are found
in the respective Linux man-page.
C.4.2 THREE DIMENSIONAL DATA
In order to process reciprocal map scans (angle:angle:intensity) a similar con-
version as for two dimensional data has to be performed. Export the scan via UTILI-
TIES/CONVERT FILES/MRD TO ASCII menu option in the PC-MRD software. To
convert the data into 3 column files use the Linux program
mrd3D original.ascii.file 2column.ascii.file
Now the data is readable by Easyplot, Sigmaplot, Origin, Mathematica and other soft-
ware and therefore easily processed. Further details on how to use mrd3D are found in
the respective Linux man-page.
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